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Foreword
This book represents a look beyond theories and analogies to examine the challenges of
strategy implementation. In the essays that follow, practitioners who are building cyberspace forces at-scale join scholars who study power and force in this new domain to collectively offer a unique perspective on the evolution and future of cyber strategy and
operations.
The co-editors of Ten Years In compiled it in the tenth year of operations for U.S. Cyber
Command. During that decade, the Command worked with the Services and the
Coast Guard to build seven component commands, attained unified combatant command status, and matured the Cyber Mission Force’s 133 teams. For the Department
of Defense cyber enterprise, it has been a decade of operational learning and doctrinal
development, culminating in the DoD Cyber Strategy, the U.S. Cyber Command Vision
to Achieve and Maintain Cyberspace Superiority, and the revision of Joint Publication
3-12, Cyberspace Operations.
Yet threats to our nation evolved and diversified over this decade as great-power competition spread to cyberspace and intruded on diplomatic relations below the threshold
of armed conflict. Such threats now include state-sponsored theft of U.S. intellectual
property and personally identifiable information, intrusions in critical infrastructure,
and campaigns to influence and intimidate democratic institutions around the world.
Cyberspace capabilities are now being integrated with all instruments of national power,
to include conventional military operations and information warfare.
The chapters to follow cover opportunities and challenges associated with implementing
the principles articulated in national and military strategic guidance. These analyses offer historical perspective on cyber conflict, chart organizational developments,
and reflect on challenges such as public-private relationships, manpower and talent,
readiness and capabilities, and evolving authorities. In addition, this volume looks to
the future with several reflections by promising cyberspace scholars and leaders in the
Department of Defense and academia.
I think readers will agree that this volume points to a maturation of cyberspace practice in the Department of Defense. Ten years ago U.S. Cyber Command began the
transition from an idea to an institution to the persistent implementation of approaches to safeguard the Department of Defense’s Information Networks, to support Joint
Force commanders, and to defend the nation from cyberspace threats of strategic
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consequence. This volume expands on previous strategic thought to suggest ways in
which an emerging cyberspace strategy can be executed to its full potential.
The partnership between the Naval War College’s Cyber and Innovation Policy Institute
and U.S. Cyber Command represented in this volume illustrates the role that professional military education plays in bridging gaps between practice and scholarship. Ten
Years In should demonstrate how the Joint Force can profit from the expertise sustained
by its professional military education enterprise as well as from the timely knowledge of
those confronting the immediate challenges facing the Department of Defense.

General paul m. nakasone
U.S. Army
Commander, U.S. Cyber Command /
Director, National Security Agency / Chief,
Central Security Service

Preface
Three years have passed since the U.S. National Security Strategy called the contest for
power a central continuity in history and warned that “the revisionist powers of China
and Russia” are “competing against the United States and our allies and partners.” In
implementing this new national strategy, the National Defense Strategy then pivoted its
focus from terrorism to long-term, strategic competition and turned to face a new geostrategic and economic competitor in China.
Cyberspace is a key arena in strategic competition, and cybersecurity represents a significant challenge that the United States must address if the National Security Strategy
is to succeed. China engages in intellectual property theft at scale and uses predatory
practices to overcome Western advantages in technology. Russia employs disruptive
campaigns to undermine democratic institutions, sow discord in the West, and erode
alliance cohesion. Both governments engage in strategic cyber campaigns to defend their
regimes and to decrease American power and influence. Their approaches differ, but
both view cyberspace as a venue in great-power competition through which they can
impair the sources of American power without engaging in armed conflict. What once
required a physical invasion to achieve is now being accomplished through continuous
campaigns waged in and through cyberspace.
The Department of Defense (DOD) has recognized these trends and shifted from a “be
prepared” posture to one of active engagement. The shift, which is still ongoing, reflects
a ten-year evolution of DOD cyber capabilities, institutions, and strategies since the creation of U.S. Cyber Command in 2010. The U.S. strategic approach to cyberspace conflict in the years immediately after 2010 applied a “deterrence strategy,” conducting the
least cyber action necessary to mitigate threats while prioritizing network defense and
law enforcement as preferred courses of action. A strategic inflection point came in 2013,
however, with more-capable adversaries more boldly operating against corporate and
government systems, stealing intellectual property and personally identifiable information at scale, and targeting critical infrastructure. Where once espionage and exploitation had been our major concerns, the shift to disruptions (e.g., the 2012–13 distributed
denial-of-service attacks conducted by the Iranians against financial networks in New
York), destructive attacks (e.g., the 2014 data-deletion attack by the Iranians against the
parent company of a closed U.S. casino and the North Korean attack against Sony Pictures), and corrosive undermining of our democratic institutions (e.g., Russian attempts
to influence the 2016 election) represented a crisis for U.S. cyber strategy. By 2016, it was
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clear that a deterrence-focused strategy was not stopping attacks below the threshold of
armed conflict. Adversaries had found ways to cause effects and exploit our information
systems without crossing the “use of armed force” threshold. In short, they had learned
to minimize risk to themselves while reaping the gains of their cyber tactics.
U.S. Cyber Command gained experience during the counter-ISIS fight in 2016 and,
along with many observers inside and outside the U.S. government, recognized a need
for a more active approach to state-sponsored malicious cyber activities. Such an approach guided the command’s Achieve and Maintain Cyberspace Superiority: Command
Vision for U.S. Cyber Command (2018). The cyberspace operational domain, according
to the Vision, requires a strategy of “persistent engagement”—a use of cyber capabilities
in continuous contact with adversaries to generate tactical, operational, and strategic
initiative (and thus set the conditions of security in our favor in a constantly changing
domain). Gen. Paul Nakasone, Commander, U.S. Cyber Command, has described this
pivot from a “response force” to a “persistence force”: “USCYBERCOM initially focused
on defending DOD networks,” he has noted, “executing counterterrorism operations,
planning to support conventional forces in crisis scenarios, and maintaining capacity to
respond to an ‘attack of significant consequence’ against our critical infrastructure.” The
initial “response force” concept—holding forces in reserve for war and responding to attacks after the fact—had proved no match for increasingly capable adversaries operating
continuously below the threshold of armed conflict against our critical infrastructure,
government networks, defense industries, and private systems.
As we look into the 2020s, therefore, we see a U.S. military that has worked hard at
maturation in cyberspace and is now moving into the next decade with a new mandate
and strategic guidance. The generation of strategy, however, is only an early step in
addressing the challenge of cyber threats in the new decade. How the Department of
Defense implements this strategy—how it organizes its forces, readies and manages its
talent, plans and conducts operations, develops capabilities, strengthens its partnerships,
and uses its new authorities—will determine whether this strategic pivot succeeds. This
collection of essays offers an introduction to the evolution of U.S. Cyber Command’s
strategic approach, an evaluation of the operational requirements for implementing
cyberspace strategy, and finally an appraisal of the challenges and opportunities for
sustaining success. The authors represent a range of perspectives—those of practitioners
currently implementing the strategy, of scholars surveying its history and likely futures,
and finally of experts in appraising its implementation in terms of innovation and effectiveness. The result is an informal but informed progress report on that implementation,
including some usually neglected but crucial aspects of institutional maturation and
success, such as readiness, measures of effectiveness, sustainability, and innovation. As
the old saying goes, “Amateurs study tactics; professionals study logistics.”
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Our volume begins with a strategic overview that illuminates the genesis of the current
strategy and vision as well as the evolution of cyber competition. Michael Warner provides a brief history of cyber conflict and concludes that all armed conflicts today have
a cyber dimension. Emily Goldman traces the emergence and ascendance of persistent
engagement as a new paradigm for cyberspace. Chris Demchak reveals how competition between states has become “cybered conflict”—with existential implications for the
survival of democratic societies.
In the following section, essays tackle challenges to strategic implementation at the operational level. Vice Adm. Nancy Norton and her team describe advances in cyber defense.
Joshua Rovner examines the role of offensive cyberspace operations in warfighting. Lt.
Gen. Timothy Haugh and his team describe the growing importance of the “defend the
nation” mission. Erica Borghard and Shawn Lonergan offer recommendations to buttress public-private partnerships in great-power competition.
The final set of essays addresses the sustainment of cyber operations, including manning, readiness, and technological innovation. Vice Adm. Timothy White (USN, Ret.)
describes the emergence of a joint operational cyber culture. Jacquelyn Schneider
examines the challenges of recruiting cyber talent. Brig. Gen. Paul Stanton and Lt. Col.
Michael Tilton describe how U.S. Cyber Command is defining and measuring the readiness of cyber forces. Peter Dombrowski and Nina Kollars examine innovation in cyber
capabilities.
Together these essays explain how the Department of Defense and U.S. Cyber Command
are implementing changes in cyber strategy. They provide an informative glimpse for
security scholars into the challenges that military institutions face in realizing a strategic
vision, adding a valuable perspective to the literature on military effectiveness. Finally,
the essays offer lessons from history and studies of military effectiveness that can help
practitioners understand when and how some military institutions do better at implementing strategies. We hope this volume can help guide cyberspace thought and practice
in the United States (and beyond) by documenting a significant example of military
innovation at a turning point in international relations.

jacquelyn g. schneider
emily o. goldman
michael warner

Introduction

A Cyber Force for Persistent Operations
PAU L M . NA KA S O N E

Harvard’s Samuel Huntington, then just 27, asked the U.S. Navy in 1954, “What function do you perform which obligates society to assume responsibility for your maintenance?” His seminal article in the U.S. Naval Institute’s Proceedings argued that the
basis of a military Service—or any military element—is its purpose or role in implementing national policy. Huntington called this a Service’s “strategic concept,” which
justifies public support by explaining how, when, and where that military arm expects
1
to protect the Nation.
Huntington’s question resonated because the Navy faced a crisis of purpose after World
War II. It had helped win the biggest conflict in history, but the Allied victory over the
Axis powers was so sweeping that by 1954 the Navy had no viable rivals left to fight at
sea. The Navy’s longstanding strategic concept as the Nation’s first line of defense no
longer seemed compelling. In addition, the prospect of nuclear war had shaken strategic assumptions and was reshaping American foreign and defense policies. While
no enemies could reach America’s shores from the oceans, one adversary—the Soviet
Union—could devastate the country from the skies with hydrogen bombs. The Navy’s
traditional “oceanic” orientation, which had justified powerful fleets, seemingly had
little relevance for the application of American power against nuclear-armed land powers in Eurasia.
The Navy subsequently developed a “transoceanic” strategic concept, orienting the
Service away from contesting the oceans and toward projecting power across them to
distant land masses. In adapting its strategic concept to reflect changes in threats and
national policy, the Navy ensured public confidence and support from Congress. The
Navy’s new strategic role endured through the Cold War, helping the United States
maintain the forces that contained Soviet power and ensuring that America (with its
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allies) was so strong at sea that Moscow never seriously contemplated building fleets to
2
rival ours.
When our nation asks, “What function does U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM)
perform that obligates society to assume responsibility for its maintenance?” the command can reply that its strategic concept has evolved from a “response force” to a “persistence force.” This persistence force will contest our adversaries’ efforts in cyberspace
to harm Americans and American interests. It will degrade the infrastructure and other
resources that enable our adversaries to fight in cyberspace. Over time, a persistence
force, operating at scale with U.S. and foreign partners, should raise the costs that our
adversaries incur from hacking the United States. To protect our most critical public
and private institutions from threats that continue to evolve in cyberspace, we cannot
operate episodically.
While we cannot ignore vital cyber defense missions, we must take this fight to the
enemy, just as we do in other aspects of conflict. A persistence force has a much higher
chance of disrupting adversary plots and protecting Americans, compared with a force
that is confined to sporadic reconnaissance. Persistence should not be mistaken for
engagement for engagement’s sake; instead, it is an approach that empowers U.S. cyber
forces to achieve more decisive results in pursuit of objectives set by national leaders.
This evolution aligns USCYBERCOM with changes in the strategic environment and in
national policy as articulated in the 2017 National Security Strategy and 2018 National
Defense Strategy.
Cyberspace and Great Power Competition
The growth of a global, interconnected cyberspace domain represents the biggest strategic development since 9/11. Activities and operations in, through, and from cyberspace
now offer states the means to augment their power, degrade or usurp the power of others, and gain strategic advantage through competition without triggering armed conflict.
Our adversaries have learned this and are leveraging it against us.
When cyberspace went global in the 1990s, its fundamentals seemed to align comfortably with Western values. For this reason, its acceleration of social interaction, economic exchange, scientific progress, and military operations proved troubling to dictators
who worried that their hold on power would be undermined by digital-age capabilities
empowering civil society. The Arab Spring in 2011 heightened these fears. In response,
increasingly cyber-capable governments escalated their operations against their own
citizens and ours. They mounted global surveillance of opposing views and are stealing
unprecedented quantities of intellectual property and personal data, disrupting democratic processes, holding critical infrastructure at risk, and eroding U.S. power. They
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employ technical activities that are individually inconsequential, yet cumulatively set
the conditions for decisive advantage in conflict should it occur.
The return of great power competition prompted the authors of the new National Security Strategy to lament that while Americans “took [their] political, economic, and military advantages for granted, other actors steadily implemented their long-term plans
to challenge America and to advance agendas opposed to the United States, [its] allies,
and our partners.” Growing political, economic, and military competitions around
the world, according to the National Defense Strategy, are now the central challenge to
U.S. security and prosperity. In these competitions, the locus of struggle for power has
shifted toward cyberspace, and from open conflict to competitions below the level of
armed attack.
Original Concept
USCYBERCOM began operations in 2010 when exploitation and disruption comprised
the major cyber threats to Department of Defense (DOD) information networks and
the Nation’s critical infrastructure. Even though the United States had enjoyed general
superiority in cyberspace since the creation of the domain, our competitors had developed and acquired effective, if often rudimentary, capabilities as well. The command’s
mission was to maintain U.S. superiority by checking the capability development of
our competitors. USCYBERCOM initially focused on defending DOD networks and
supporting geographic combatant commanders, particularly in Iraq and Afghanistan.
USCYBERCOM was thus a response force—executing counterterrorism operations,
planning to support conventional forces in crisis scenarios, and maintaining capacity to
respond to an “attack of significant consequence” against our critical infrastructure.
In 2013, a year that marked a strategic inflection point and the obsolescence of that
original strategic concept, surprisingly capable adversaries now operated continuously
against critical infrastructure, government networks, defense industries, and academia—both in America and abroad. Cyber-enabled intellectual property theft had long
been common, but now state-sponsored malicious activities began to impose significant
costs on the Federal Government and private sector. The adversaries mounting these
campaigns took care to operate in ways that would not trigger an armed U.S. response.
Examples of their assaults included the Iranian denial-of-service attacks against the
financial sector (2012–2013) and attack on the Sands Casino (2014), North Korea’s attack
on Sony Pictures Entertainment (2014), and China’s disruption of GitHub (2015) and
theft of security-related data from the Office of Personnel Management (2015). Russia
raised cyberspace campaigns to a new level of boldness after 2015, launching a series of
operations to interfere with the elections of the United States and its allies and sponsoring attacks on the Ukrainian power grid. These campaigns convinced even skeptics that
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cyberspace activities over time could cumulatively erode a country’s sources of national
power.
Today peer- and near-peer competitors operate continuously against us in cyberspace.
These activities are not isolated hacks or incidents, but strategic campaigns. Cyberspace
provides our adversaries with new ways to mount continuous, nonviolent operations
that produce cumulative, strategic impacts by eroding U.S. military, economic, and
political power without reaching a threshold that triggers an armed response. In other
words, shifts in the global distribution of power can now occur without armed conflict.
Hence the strategic concept of a response force—in effect, holding U.S. cyber forces in
reserve for kinetic conflicts or responding after-the-fact to cyber attacks on America—
resembles the Navy’s pre-1945 strategic concept that Huntington critiqued. Worse still,
it has had the effect of ceding the strategic initiative in cyberspace to adversaries willing
to operate continuously against us. Continuous action in cyberspace for strategic effect
has become the norm, and thus the command requires a new strategic concept.
A Cyber Persistence Force
We are learning how cyber capabilities can be employed to advance what the 2018
National Defense Strategy calls our “competition and wartime missions.” Our adversaries are learning too, integrating and employing cyberspace capabilities in different
ways consistent with their doctrine, strategy, organizational culture, and risk tolerance.
History cautions that we should expect the use of new capabilities to evolve as they are
introduced in conflicts. Tanks, for instance, developed from infantry support to deep
penetration roles, while aircraft progressed from tactical reconnaissance to strategic
bombing to unmanned intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance. With battlefield
experience comes the evolution and maturation of operational concepts and strategic
insights. Carl von Clausewitz noted that the “knowledge basic to the art of war is em3
pirical,” meaning theory must conform to experience. USCYBERCOM has learned that
successful engagement against adversaries in cyberspace requires that we continuously
seek tactical, operational, and strategic initiative. Such persistence requires that we remain ahead of them both in knowledge and in action. It also demands that we leverage
our strengths across intelligence and operations to achieve this end.
In March 2018, USCYBERCOM’s command vision document, Achieve and Maintain
Cyberspace Superiority, updated the command’s strategic concept to align with changes
4
in national strategy and in the cyberspace competition. The document acknowledges
that the locus of struggle in the revived great-power competition has shifted toward
cyberspace and that decisive action can occur below the level of armed attack. Its
strategic concept is “cyber persistence” rather than “cyber response,” empowering
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USCYBERCOM to compete with and contest adversaries globally, continuously, and at
scale, engaging more effectively in the strategic competition that is already under way.
USCYBERCOM’s strategic thinking is evolving along with our forces and capabilities.
We are accelerating change in the following ways:
•

We are shifting our strategic perspective away from viewing war and territorial aggression as the only perils for our national sources of power. A byproduct of successfully deterring conventional and nuclear war is that adversaries now shape America’s
policy choices through cyberspace operations calibrated to avoid provoking armed
responses. Because our adversaries still feel able to operate against the United States
and its interests through cyberspace, and because historically there has been little
cost imposed for doing so, USCYBERCOM must operate below traditional use-offorce thresholds while also preparing to be a lethal force in conflict.

•

We are building relationships with U.S. institutions that are likely to be targets of
foreign hacking campaigns—particularly in the Nation’s critical infrastructure—before crises develop, replacing transactional relationships with continuous operational
collaboration among other departments, agencies, and the private sector. These relationships are crucial to thwarting attackers before they strike and to increasing resilience after a successful breach. Ideally, these partnerships will allow our persistence
force to address patterns of malicious cyber behavior before they become attacks.

•

We must “defend forward” in cyberspace, as we do in the physical domains. Our
naval forces do not defend by staying in port, and our airpower does not remain at
airfields. They patrol the seas and skies to ensure they are positioned to defend our
country before our borders are crossed. The same logic applies in cyberspace. Persistent engagement of our adversaries in cyberspace cannot be successful if our actions
are limited to DOD networks. To defend critical military and national interests, our
forces must operate against our enemies on their virtual territory as well. Shifting
from a response outlook to a persistence force that defends forward moves our cyber
capabilities out of their virtual garrisons, adopting a posture that matches the cyberspace operational environment.

•

We have shifted away from the earlier emphasis on holding targets “at risk” for operations at a time and place of our choosing. We will operate continuously to present
our decisionmakers with up-to-date options. Cyberspace targets themselves typically
amount to computer and data “states,” which change constantly in the normal functioning of digital information systems. Successful operations require capabilities and
tactics that can rapidly shift from unsuccessful approaches in order to exploit new
vulnerabilities and opportunities.
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Finally, we are ensuring our capabilities, operational tempo, decision-making
processes, and authorities enable continuous, persistent operations. Adversaries and
competitors have responded to our restrained and episodic engagement with cyber
aggression that has eroded U.S. military, economic, and diplomatic advantages. Strategic effects in cyberspace come from the use—not the mere possession—of cyber
capabilities to gain the initiative over those who mean us harm.

The Value of the Cyber Force
Senior political and military leaders recognize that our military must be able to compete
below the level of armed conflict, and this idea is clearly stated in the National Security
Strategy: “Our task is to ensure that American military superiority endures, and in combination with other elements of national power, is ready to protect Americans against
5
sophisticated challenges to national security.” Nowhere is this requirement greater
than in cyberspace, where peer competitors operate continuously against us in search of
strategic advantage. To meet this intent, USCYBERCOM will:
•

Operate forward and at scale where our adversaries are. This is the primary mission
of cyber forces, which gives rise to U.S. Cyber Command’s concept of defend forward. Its purpose is to limit the terrain over which the enemy can gain influence or
control. We cannot afford to let adversaries breach our networks, systems, and data
(intellectual property and personally identifiable information). If we are only defending in “blue space,” we have failed. We must instead maneuver seamlessly across
the interconnected battlespace, globally, as close as possible to adversaries and their
operations, and continuously shape the battlespace to create operational advantage
for us while denying the same to our adversaries.

•

Assure the joint force can conduct operations securely and reliably. USCYBERCOM
defends the DOD Information Network (DODIN), which is the command, control,
communications, and data hub for the joint force. It facilitates nearly every phase
of operations for the U.S. military. By defending the DODIN, USCYBERCOM has
indirectly but strongly supported virtually every U.S. military operation launched
since 2010. DOD relies on an increasingly secure and resilient information network
to meet its full range of warfighting and enabling functions because of past and
ongoing USCYBERCOM operations.

Enabling Capabilities for a Persistence Force
We are at a transformational moment for U.S. strategy and operations in cyberspace.
Cyberspace represents a new strategic environment through which relative power can be
challenged without resorting to armed conflict. Senior political and military leaders recognize that the initial approach that DOD took toward cyberspace aggression—focusing
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on resiliency and response actions—in effect committed the fundamental flaw in military operations of holding one’s forces in reserve past the point of decision.
Huntington identifies two other important factors that determine the success of a strategic concept: the resources, both human and material, required to implement it, and
the organizational structure, which groups the resources allocated by society in a manner that implements the strategic concept. USCYBERCOM is maturing as a combatant
command with the teams, infrastructure, tools, accesses, and authorities ready to execute missions. The command is also transitioning from force generation to a sustained
readiness approach for persistent engagement with cyber adversaries and increased
lethality in war. We continue to evolve the organization based on operational experience, task organizing, and employing small elements of teams in ways never anticipated
when we stood them up.
One last factor that is crucial to success of a military element’s strategic concept, which
Huntington implied in his 1954 essay, is the ability of the commanders and the force
itself to instill a sense of confidence among civilian leaders and the larger public that
the element has devised an appropriate and viable strategic concept and has the skills to
execute it on behalf of the Nation. The actions that follow from the strategic concept of
persistent engagement should, over time, allow USCYBERCOM to install that sense of
confidence.
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

A
C

ADCON

administrative control

AI

artificial intelligence

APT

advanced persistent threat

CCMD

[regional] combatant command

CCORI

Command Cyberspace Operations Readiness Inspection

CCP

Chinese Communist Party

CCRI

Command Cyberspace Readiness Inspection

CERT

computer emergency readiness team

CFCOE

Cyber Forces Concept of Employment

CIKR

critical infrastructure and key resources

CIO

chief information officer

CIPI

Cyber and Innovation Policy Institute [Naval War College]

CISA

Cyber and Infrastructure Security Agency

CMF

Cyber Mission Force

CNMF

Cyber National Mission Force

CNMF-HQ
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CHAPTER ONE

A Brief History of Cyber Conflict
M I C H A E L WA R N E R

“Cyber war” has become a redundant term. Conflict today always has a cyber dimension,
with actors on one or both sides either conducting cyberspace operations or using cyber
means against their adversaries. Offensive operations “in” and “through” cyberspace are
now becoming routine. This routinization, however, does not make offensive cyberspace
operations insignificant, still less benign. In recent years it has become possible to cause
strategic effects using cyber means both in combat and in competition below the threshold of
armed conflict.
Conflict in cyberspace has been an interactive dynamic from its inception. The same
can be said about the history of war in general, and thus no armed struggle should be
interpreted solely from the perspective of any particular actor, even if one (e.g., the
United States) played a starring role in the drama. This is a story that stretches back
decades and is still being written today. It is also a complicated story, one that can barely
be outlined here, because any mere article can hardly detail even the incidents and actors that have mattered most. Indeed, many of the pertinent decisions and capabilities
remain classified information in various capitals. Attempts to sort the mass of media
articles, official reports, and memoirs into historically meaningful patterns began a
1
decade ago, but even these were quickly overcome by events and new trends.
The observations that follow seek to chart the milestones that states and cyber actors
passed in their parallel paths toward, first, recognizing that cyberspace operations can
hold strategic importance and, then, acting to cause (or prevent) such outcomes. While
other readings of the history of cyber conflict are certainly possible and needed, this one
in particular makes sense of the main trends and suggests paths for future scholarship
on the historical and potential strategic implications of offensive cyberspace operations.
In the Beginning Was Information War
The origin of cyberspace as an avenue or means for conflict and competition links to the
complicated concept of “information war.” A brief look at military history over the last
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century clarifies this context. Military operations have had an “information” component at least since it became possible (in World War I) to control forces on a battlefield
in real time and beyond line of sight. In that sense, all armed conflict is now information war. Pentagon consultant Thomas Rona in 1976 helped explain what that means.
He noted the growing complexity of Cold War weapon systems and explained that
with it came the “need to integrate the many sophisticated subsystems [that had] vastly
increased the information flow with the weapon system envelope.” The performance of
all those systems now depended “upon the external information flow” among a weapon,
its commander, related sensors, navigation references, and the target itself. This flow
could be disrupted, Rona prophesied, and thus the force that could protect its own
information flow—and impair its foe’s—would gain a potent advantage. Rona forecast
that “improvements in information war” would overshadow even the advantages gained
2
from refining the speed, accuracy, and lethality of the actual weapon systems.
What Rona did not yet see was that this military “information flow” would soon
become predominantly digitized. The information vital to weapon systems’ functioning would spend much of its life cycle as data being processed by automatic electronic
systems and by programs dependent on still other, externally furnished, data and
programs. The provision of data and programs, moreover, would shortly become highly
networked, employing global communications links and ubiquitous routing protocols.
In short, modern weapons and the people building, deploying, and controlling them
would function partly in cyberspace.
Rona’s information war, once cyberized, could thus take place both in armed conflict
and in normal, albeit coercive, statecraft. And it would proceed with, through, and
against algorithms—the logical sequences that collect, sort, transmit, and increasingly
interpret the cataracts of data that our digital lives now generate. Those algorithms
have always controlled far more than weapon systems. And because algorithms can be
attacked by other algorithms, a state or an actor seeking to exploit or impair an adversary’s “information flow” around its military, political, or economic systems need
not employ violent means to do so—and thus need not wage or risk war to exert force,
coerce a victim, or plunder another state’s wealth.
Those algorithms in their automatic functioning normally do their work in ways that
are largely outside human observation, which means their human controllers must
invest in them high degrees of implicit faith. That trust itself would also become a
military and political target. Adversaries have always tried to confuse one another—and
deception, of course, is de rigueur in international politics. Cyberspace, however, gives
adversaries an ability to attack trust indirectly by directly compromising the technical
means by which foes communicate and manage data.
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Dawning Worries
The term “cyberspace” dates from William Gibson’s science-fiction thriller Neuromancer (1984). Computer pioneers, of course, had glimpsed flashes of the cyber future
years before this dystopian classic. A few prophets found opportunities for mischief
with computers in the 1960s. Their pranks were private, however, notwithstanding the
various sums stolen by computer-room insiders and the earliest online criminals (usually “phreaks” seeking free long-distance calls on time-shared data connections). Even
in the 1970s these activities typically wasted relatively little money or time for corporations and consumers, partly by making it harder for them to connect or to trust in the
3
security and privacy of their data.
Cyberspace became a military matter—as opposed to a security concern—as two trends
converged. First, governments and institutions began storing and moving wealth and
secrets in the form of digital data in and among networked computers having international connections. Second, those same enterprises began maneuvering to protect their
4
secrets and wealth against opponents who wanted to steal or impair them.
These trends intersected in the United States, with its large military and government
sectors and its leading computer and telecommunications industries. Recognition
of their convergence coincidentally came the same year as the publication of Neuromancer. President Ronald Reagan in 1984 issued National Security Decision Directive
(NSDD) 145 to mitigate the national security implications of the blurring of “traditional
5
distinctions between telecommunications and automated information systems.” This
convergence held great promise but also created risks for America, said NSDD-145,
because “government systems as well as those which process the private or proprietary
6
information of US persons and businesses can become targets for foreign exploitation.”
Observers today will note that NSDD-145 described an intelligence threat in the passage
above, warning against data loss to enemies rather than the destruction or manipulation
of data and information systems. Yet officials and experts soon recognized that the implications of securing data and systems extended far beyond the precincts of corporate
and personal security.
Washington had already realized that U.S. and foreign national security data could
be corrupted or destroyed, with strategic effect. Academic observers publicly warned
of vulnerabilities in the (precyber) nuclear command-and-control arrangements of
7
both superpowers. Such concerns spread among Department of Defense officials and
computer experts, especially after a training tape mistakenly run on North American
Defense Command computers in 1979 caused NORAD to alert the White House of
8
an impending Soviet attack. In addition, it is now becoming clear through various
declassifications that the Department of Defense in the 1980s pondered how it might
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impair Soviet command and control in wartime through means that we might now call
9
cyber attacks. Finally, concerns for the vulnerability of Western telecommunications to
computer-enabled disruption increased still more with the problems caused by the Morris Worm, which in 1988 briefly crippled about 10 percent of the entire internet (which
10
was, of course, a much smaller environment than it would soon become).
The Department of Defense by this point had considered the importance of information at the tactical as well as the strategic level of war, concluding that synchronized and
sustained attacks on an enemy’s command, control, communications, and perceptions
11
could disrupt his situational awareness and debilitate his battlefield performance. The
U.S.-led coalition’s swift victory in the Persian Gulf War (1991) seemed to vindicate such
12
thinking, and pundits accordingly dubbed it “the first information war.” One such
observer argued the campaign had “differed fundamentally from any previous conflict”
and that its outcome “turned as much on superior management of knowledge as it did
13
upon performances of people or weapons.”
Deputy Secretary of Defense Donald Atwood drew similar conclusions in 1992, issuing
Department of Defense (DOD)–wide guidance on information war just before leaving
office at the close of the George H. W. Bush administration. Atwood’s directive (DODD
TS 3600.1) defined information warfare as
the competition of opposing information systems to include the exploitation, corruption, or
destruction of an adversary’s information systems through such means as signals intelligence and
command-and-control countermeasures while protecting the integrity of one’s own information
systems from such attacks. The objective of information warfare is to attain a significant enough
information advantage to enable the force overall to predominate and to do so quickly.14

Such thinking broke new ground by including both the opportunities and the risks of
information warfare in a concept to guide strategists and planners across the joint force.
Atwood’s directive insisted that commanders understand information warfare’s interactive dynamic. They were to be “well-versed in the trade-offs among exploitation, corruption and destruction of adversary information systems; the varying capabilities and
vulnerabilities of the various elements of US information systems; and the interaction
and interrelationship of the two.” DODD TS 3600.1 also noted that adversaries would
themselves seek to impair U.S. and allied forces; indeed, friendly forces should learn via
realistic simulations to “operate successfully in degraded information and communica15
tions environments.”
No paradigm shift prevails without misunderstandings. Deputy Secretary Atwood’s potentially pathbreaking vision of the future, ironically enough, quickly became obscured
by competing ideas. In fact, it was partly eclipsed by the way in which the chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Colin Powell, directed its implementation. Chairman
Powell fostered doctrine for the integration of information warfare in joint warfighting
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operations in a way that significantly expanded information warfare’s scope and indeed
16
renamed it “command-and-control warfare.” Where Deputy Secretary Atwood’s
directive had contemplated the offensive and defensive sides of what we now call cyber
warfare, Chairman Powell’s guidance implicitly classed cyber capabilities with a range
of other, noncyber and nonkinetic missions (specifically operations security, military
17
deception, psychological operations, and electronic warfare). Atwood had already left
office with the change of administrations, however, so he had no say on whether this
expansion of “information warfare” met his intent.
Chairman Powell’s guidance would have more short-term influence than Deputy Secretary Atwood’s on the individual services’ and the combatant commands’ decisions for
organizing their personnel and functions. The services established separate “information warfare activities” to develop approaches to generating the full panoply of capabili18
ties that Powell had labeled command-and-control warfare. These were accompanied
by new doctrine on command-and-control warfare that (following Chairman Powell)
grouped computer network operations with classic psychological warfare and decep19
tion techniques (whether or not conducted in cyberspace). Hence a certain confusion
arose in the U.S. military and among observers of it, who naturally wondered whether
“information warfare” now always or only sometimes included what were beginning to
be called “computer network operations.”
Perhaps the most “cyberish” reflection on this rubric appeared in the U.S. Air Force’s
1995 pamphlet Cornerstones of Information Warfare. This paper described military
cyber attacks against strategic objectives (though without using the words “cyber” or
“computer”). Cornerstones noted how air strikes could cripple an oil refinery, for example, and then explained that similar effects could one day soon be achieved through
“information” missions:
Like all modern refineries, [our targets] have extensive automated control systems. These extensive
information functions offer a potential target for information warfare. Early in the [hypothetical]
conflict we performed an offensive counterinformation mission by penetrating and characterizing
the refinery’s automated control system. In the process, we uncovered several vulnerable information dependencies, giving us the means of affecting the refineries’ operations at a time of our choosing. Later in the conflict, combined with interdiction and ground maneuvers, we choose to exploit
one of the vulnerabilities. We have just disabled their refineries. This, too, is a classic example of
strategic attack.20

At the same time, however, American experts grasped that other nations could themselves employ such “strategic information warfare” against the United States. A tabletop
exercise at the RAND Corporation in early 1995 showed that America, with its “complex, interconnected control systems for such necessities as oil and gas pipelines, electric
grids, etc.,” had become vulnerable even to foes with inferior militaries who were
nonetheless willing to utilize cyber techniques to leapfrog U.S. forces and hit America’s
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critical infrastructure. “In sum,” RAND’s report concluded, “the US homeland may no
21
longer provide a sanctuary from outside attack.”
Information Operations
The prospect of strategic information warfare proved so concerning to policy makers
in Washington that in 1996 they renamed it. The United States at that time enjoyed
military overmatch over any potential opponent, and the administration of President
William Clinton saw no call to be advertising the Pentagon’s dominance in a new
military field. Accordingly, “information warfare” and “command-and-control warfare”
overnight became the less bellicose “information operations,” in a then-classified DODwide directive (DODD S-3600.1). While the new directive’s content was little changed
from that of Chairman Powell’s 1993 guidance, it did help clarify matters by adding the
concept of “computer network attack,” which it defined as “operations to disrupt, deny,
degrade, or destroy information resident in computers and computer networks, or the
22
computers and networks themselves.” This definition became public with the Joint
Staff’s publication of Joint Doctrine for Information Operations, Joint Publication (JP)
3-13, in October 1998. The release of JP 3-13 told readers what many had already sur23
mised: that information warfare operations included cyber attacks on enemy networks.
A pair of regional conflicts over the next few years reinforced perceptions that the
United States was perfecting strategic cyber capabilities—but not calling them such.
Having created the field of information warfare and then renamed it “information operations,” the United States employed it on dictators in Yugoslavia and then in Iraq. The
attacks by NATO (under Operation Allied Force) on supporters of Yugoslav strongman Slobodan Milošević to force a Serbian withdrawal from Kosovo in 1999 focused
on “the control system that is used to manipulate the military and security forces,” said
24
a NATO spokesman. Air strikes were only part of the campaign to isolate Milošević
from his henchmen, however, as President Clinton’s national security advisor Samuel
“Sandy” Berger publicly explained. Coalition leaders and planners, he commented just
after the campaign’s successful conclusion, had known that Milošević “was not immune
to pressure from within.” Hence the coalition had
employed other means—enforcing tough economic sanctions; tightening travel restrictions; freezing financial holdings; making it difficult for Serbia’s privileged class to go abroad, move money
around, or plan their exits. . . . Such developments raised the level of anxiety and discontent within
Belgrade’s power circles. . . . Many around Milosevic came to see the futility—and the risks—of his
intransigence.25

The U.S.-led coalition that invaded Iraq in 2003 seems to have employed similar information operations. Professor Richard Andres has noted that the speed, power, and
precision of the coalition’s offensive confronted Iraq’s Saddam Hussein with cascading
command dilemmas, making it impossible for him to know where to counterattack
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and depriving his generals of the confidence to seize tactical advantages.26 The coalition campaign also focused a variety of methods against the cohesion and morale of
Iraq’s political and military leadership, directing faxes and phone calls to Iraqi leaders
and commanders in the hope of inducing defections while provoking Saddam’s ruthless
security services to fear coup plots everywhere. This latter measure made the restric27
tions on military initiative even worse. Andres called the result a “top-down” collapse
of Iraqi forces leading to a swift coalition conquest of Baghdad.
Potential adversaries observed the campaigns in Iraq and the Balkans and apparently
drew their own conclusions about strategic information operations and computer
network attacks. Actually, the offensive cyberspace capabilities the American military in fact possessed were distinctly limited, as we shall see, and the only evidence on
whether and how they might have been employed in Yugoslavia and Iraq emerged in a
28
few speculative press stories. This was not, however, how foreign observers viewed the
situation. Potential adversaries seemed to have assumed the worst and to have decided
that “information operations” equaled secretive but strategically deadly cyber attacks
capable of toppling a target regime.
New Opportunities—and Risks
The Pentagon had not long before begun a multiyear debate over how offensive cyberspace operations might be built and employed at scale in conjunction with other capabilities in the joint force. The Clinton administration had initiated this process in 2000
by merging the military’s defensive cyber operators with the computer-network-attack
planners in a joint task force under U.S. Space Command. Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld two years later shifted the unit into the reorganized U.S. Strategic Command
(USSTRATCOM). The resulting Joint Task Force–Computer Network Operations was
small, with a $26 million budget and 122 positions to cover offensive and defensive
operations, making it roughly the size of an infantry company in the U.S. Army. Its
offensive mission was to “coordinate and, when directed, conduct computer network
29
attack in support of combatant commanders’ and national objectives.” In 2005 the task
force’s offensive cyberspace operations personnel were transferred to a new Joint Functional Component Command for Network Warfare (JFCC-NW) in USSTRATCOM.
JFCC-NW’s commander, Lt. Gen. Michael Hayden of the U.S. Air Force, served simulta
neously as “dual-hatted” director of the National Security Agency. Despite his enthusiasm for offensive cyberspace operations, Lieutenant General Hayden later conceded that
their effects by 2005 had been trivial—the equivalent of “spray painting virtual graffiti
30
on digital subway cars.”
JFCC-NW’s first operations, ironically, entailed not state-on-state engagements but
missions in conjunction with the fight for Iraq against al-Qaeda and its local affiliates.
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Concern mounted in the West as jihadists went online, using websites to proselytize
and raise funds. The director of Britain’s Security Service (MI5), for instance, publicly
noted in 2006 that an increasing number of Britons were being radicalized “through
31
chat rooms and websites on the Internet.” Jihadist online propaganda was also growing
more sophisticated. Attacks on coalition forces and Iraqi troops, she explained, were
“regularly videoed and the footage downloaded onto the Internet within 30 minutes” for
32
viewing by a worldwide audience. Such propaganda was not harmless; it helped prompt
33
terror attacks in America and Europe.
The question was what to do about online jihad. Gen. John Abizaid, commander of U.S.
Central Command, wanted someone to strike al-Qaeda servers hosted even in neutral
countries and sought “authority to operate in the internet space aggressively, because we
believed that the internet space, the cyberworld, was an area that Al Qaeda was excel34
ling in.” Yet the U.S. response apparently involved considerable deliberation: “It took
years and very, very tough discussions” to gain approval for contesting al-Qaeda online,
35
complained Abizaid. The Joint Chiefs finally authorized “action to counter adversary
use of the Internet,” which eventually led to JFCC-NW, now under the command of Lt.
36
Gen. Keith B. Alexander, U.S. Army, making several al-Qaeda websites inaccessible.
The United States by then was not the only state employing cyber techniques to influence foreign actors. Massive denial-of-service attacks against Estonian cyberspace
briefly crippled the government there in 2007 after the Estonians moved a Soviet-era
war memorial in a gesture that Moscow deemed disrespectful; the attacks originated
37
in Russia, although the Kremlin’s role remains unclear. Russian forces tangled with
Georgian troops the following year over the status of two disputed provinces, and this
time Russian armor and infantry benefited from synchronized attacks by nominally
independent “cyber militias” against websites of Georgian government offices, news
38
media, and banks.
The evolving standards of cyber conflict soon produced something even more ominous.
In 2010 independent researchers discovered and publicized a cyber weapon they dubbed
“Stuxnet.” The story broke in spring 2012 when David Sanger of the New York Times
claimed that the United States and Israel had created Stuxnet to attack Iran’s covert
39
nuclear weapons program with a cyber weapon. Michael Hayden, now retired, deduced
the significance of this find. In his view, a state actor “had just used a weapon composed
of ones and zeros, during a time of peace, to destroy what another nation could only describe as critical infrastructure. . . . Someone had crossed a Rubicon. A legion was now
permanently on the other side of the river. We were in a new military age.” 40
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An Unexpected Change
But what sort of military age? As noted, the U.S. military originally viewed cyberspace as a venue specifically for state-on-state conflict. We know less about what other
Western forces thought about the unfolding events, but we have little evidence that their
views diverged much from the American perspective. Some outside observers warned
of a “cyber Pearl Harbor,” while others sought to calm such fears. The evidence could be
read in various ways. An academic database of cyber operations mounted between 2000
and 2016 found “272 documented cyber operations between rival states,” and its compilers argued that many of those constituted cyber espionage (as opposed to disruption and
degradation). That trend suggested “a restrained domain with few aggressive attacks
that seek a dramatic impact,” yet it might have been cold comfort to states on the receiv41
ing end of aggressive cyber attacks to know they were merely exceptions to the rule.
Nor were the direct victims of targeted cyberspace operations the only ones feeling
victimized by foreign activities in the cyber domain. Regimes that felt endangered by
the global spread of the internet and its domination by Western interests and values
viewed cyberspace as an avenue and a means for undermining that dominance. Western
governments, corporations, and activists could now communicate directly via cyberspace with the populations of many dictatorships. America’s new secretary of state, Hil
lary Clinton, described the implications of this fear in her landmark speech on internet
freedom in January 2010: “Some countries have erected electronic barriers that prevent
their people from accessing portions of the world’s networks. They’ve expunged words,
names, and phrases from search engine results. They have violated the privacy of citizens who engage in non-violent political speech. . . . With the spread of these restrictive
42
practices, a new information curtain is descending across much of the world.”
Secretary Clinton nevertheless saw the expansion of global civil society via the internet as a key element of American foreign policy. Thus regimes seeking to shield their
subjects from the internet had their efforts frustrated by the United States, Clinton later
explained. Her State Department countered such restrictions by, for instance, training
citizen activists under oppressive regimes to employ cyber tools that could “protect their
privacy and anonymity online and thwart restrictive government firewalls.” By 2011 she
could write that “we had invested more than $45 million in tools to help keep dissidents safe online and trained more than five thousand activists worldwide, who turned
around and trained thousands more.” Clinton herself visited one of these training ses43
sions that year in Lithuania, not far from Vladimir Putin’s Russia.
The watershed event for the future of cyber conflict became the Arab Spring that swept
North Africa and the Middle East in 2011. Regimes that felt threatened by social media
and an open internet now had to respond. They did so clumsily at first, trying to close
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down internet service providers or block social media sites.44 The smarter ones, like
Iran, quickly learned to hunt on the web to find adversaries and monitor their planning.
“The new technologies allow us to identify conspirators and those who are violating the
law, without having to control all people individually,” boasted Iran’s top policeman,
45
Esmail Ahmadi-Moghaddam, in early 2010.
The possibility of an Arab Spring in Russia occurred to Gen. Valery Gerasimov, chief
of the General Staff, in 2013. He saw in this a watershed in military history. Wars in the
new century, he noted, “are no longer declared and, having begun, proceed according
46
to an unfamiliar template.” Yet contemporary struggles are no less deadly for unready
regimes, explained Gerasimov: “The experience of military conflicts—including those
connected with the so-called [color] revolutions in north Africa and the Middle East—
confirm that a perfectly thriving state can, in a matter of months and even days, be
transformed into an arena of fierce armed conflict, become a victim of foreign interven47
tion, and sink into a web of chaos, humanitarian catastrophe, and civil war.” Such crises
might indeed become “typical of warfare in the 21st century.” Gerasimov perceived in
the Arab Spring “the use of technologies for influencing state structures and the population with the help of information networks.” Such nonmilitary means of achieving
strategic goals often exceeded “the power of force of weapons in their effectiveness,” for
such “methods of conflict” as “political, economic, informational, humanitarian, and
other non-military measures” could now be “applied in coordination with the protest
48
potential of the population.”
Similar reasoning appeared to guide actions of several regimes as they commenced
offensive cyberspace operations to harass Western governments and corporations.
Regimes that felt threatened by internet-based subversion decided to counterattack by
disrupting and intimidating their real and alleged opponents online. This was a turning
point, which as such could have pivoted in a different direction (i.e., toward less rather
than more cyber conflict, if the affected regimes had chosen purely defensive responses
to what they publicly called Western aggression). We do not yet know precisely how
several dictatorships decided at around the same historical moment to begin employing
cyber weapons against Western institutions, but the evidence is clear that they did.
Iranian officials, for example, vowed revenge for Stuxnet and other perceived cyber
49
assaults on Iran’s economy in spring 2012. Iranian hackers in 2012 and 2013 attacked
American financial companies, according to indictments of seven Iranians won by the
Justice Department in March 2016: “Using botnets and other malicious computer code,
the individuals—employed by two Iran-based computer companies sponsored and
directed by the Iranian government—engaged in a systematic campaign of distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attacks against nearly 50 institutions in the U.S. financial
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sector.”50 Their coordinated attacks disabled bank websites, frustrated customers, and
51
“collectively required tens of millions of dollars to mitigate.”
North Korea entered the fray the following year, attacking Sony Pictures Entertainment
for releasing an otherwise forgettable satire about an assassination attempt on North
Korea’s dictator Kim Jong-un. Secretary of State John Kerry condemned North Korea’s
“cyber-attack targeting Sony Pictures Entertainment and the unacceptable threats
against movie theatres and moviegoers.” Kerry called the attacks “a brazen attempt by
an isolated regime to suppress free speech and stifle the creative expression of artists
52
beyond the borders of its own country.”
China joined in as well. In March 2015, for instance, someone attacked the website of
GreatFire for hosting material that would help computer users avoid official censorship. Independent researchers at the University of Toronto’s Citizen Lab found that the
new weapon that had been used rested on China’s so-called Great Firewall. Citizen Lab
called this capability “the Great Cannon” and noted its sinister novelty: “The operational deployment of the Great Cannon represents a significant escalation in state-level
information control: the normalization of widespread use of an attack tool to enforce
censorship by weaponizing users. Specifically, the Cannon manipulates the traffic of
‘bystander’ systems outside China, silently programming their browsers to create a mas53
sive [distributed denial-of-service] attack.”
The most significant campaign, however, would be the Russian efforts to confuse and
provoke American voters in the 2016 election. According to the indictment of thirteen
Russians handed up by Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation in February 2018,
Moscow mounted a covert campaign to get Americans arguing with one another. A
Russian organization called the Internet Research Agency “as early as 2014 . . . began
operations to interfere with the U.S. political system, including the 2016 U.S. presiden54
tial election,” noted the indictment. The Russians employed classic divide-and-conquer
tactics, attacking the presidential candidates that they (along with most American experts) considered strongest while ignoring their apparently weaker challengers. Russian
agents
engaged in operations primarily intended to communicate derogatory information about Hillary
Clinton, to denigrate other candidates such as Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio, and to support Bernie
Sanders and then-candidate Donald Trump. . . . On or about February 10, 2016, Defendants and
their co-conspirators internally circulated an outline of themes for future content to be posted to
[Internet Research Agency]–controlled social media accounts. Specialists were instructed to post
content that focused on “politics in the USA” and to “use any opportunity to criticize Hillary and
the rest (except Sanders and Trump—we support them).” 55

As the world saw in 2016, such targeting of individuals and societies via the “information space” could have widespread effects. Cyber campaigns backed by massive arsenals
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looked formidable by 2017, but their success was not assured. Indeed, a brazen but hasty
cyber campaign to sabotage candidate Emmanuel Macron in France’s presidential election that spring failed, apparently in part because Macron’s campaign (having watched
56
the American elections a few months earlier) was ready for the assault. This development, however, would not mean that the Russians had given up. British leaders late that
year warned of Russian cyber and electoral disruption backed by powerful conventional
and even nuclear forces. Prime Minister Theresa May noted that Moscow had “mounted
57
a sustained campaign of cyber-espionage and disruption.” Its tactics, she claimed,
“included meddling in elections and hacking the Danish Ministry of Defence and the
[German] Bundestag among many others.” A few days later, Ciaran Martin, chief of
Britain’s new National Cyber Security Centre, accused Russia of attacking Britain’s
media, telecommunications, and energy sectors and of “seeking to undermine the inter58
national system.”
War Zones
As these events unfolded, the U.S. military quietly learned to build and employ military
cyberspace operations “at scale” in the Middle East in the struggle against the soi-disant
Islamic State. Well before the international coalition to defeat ISIS hit its stride, the
Department of Defense had created U.S. Cyber Command, which in turn was busy
building its Cyber Mission Force to operate in cyberspace. Senior Defense Department
leaders grew less reticent in describing its operations. Deputy Secretary Robert Work
59
told reporters the U.S. military was dropping “cyber bombs” on ISIS in April 2016.
The effort received mixed reviews. Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter discounted the
initial cyberspace campaign: “I was largely disappointed in Cyber Command’s effectiveness against ISIS. It never really produced any effective cyber weapons or techniques.”
This was not wholly the fault of USCYBERCOM, Carter added. When the command
finally produced “something useful, the intelligence community tended to delay or
try to prevent its use, claiming cyber operations would hinder intelligence collection”;
thus “none of our agencies showed very well in the cyber fight.” Secretary Carter did,
however, suggest that cyberspace operations assisted the information warfare aspect of
the struggle: “One exception was an international effort to combat ISIS’s hateful online
presence with counter-messaging, an effort that did achieve significant reach and had a
60
real impact.” Gen. Joseph L. Votel, commander of U.S. Central Command, was more
direct in his praise for the support his forces received:
At the tactical level, we have integrated [cyberspace operations] and fielded cyberspace capabilities
to support Special Forces and, more recently, conventional ground forces. These tactical cyberspace
and [electronic warfare] capabilities are synchronized with the ground scheme of maneuver providing an additional level of force protection to the warfighter by disrupting the adversaries’ ability
to command and control their forces in the battlespace. During our operations to defeat ISIS, our
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first success at true multi-domain operations through synchronized lethal and non-lethal effects
was against ISIS’s critical media operatives; we denied key infrastructure and degraded their ability
to execute external operations through social media. These operations against ISIS have informed
efforts across [Central Command] as well as other Combatant Commands.61

General Votel’s comments suggest that the proliferating accounts and debates regarding the character and results of military cyberspace operations mark a certain
maturation in their authorities, sustainment, and employment. A four-star combatant
commander can now mention in public that cyber effects are making a difference on
the battlefield.
Cyber operations continued in other quarters as well but still could not be discussed in
detail. Then–national security advisor John Bolton in October 2018 issued a public but
terse warning that the United States had mounted cyber attacks to defend its upcoming
62
midterm elections from hostile actors. The public was then left to fill in the details of
these efforts from newspaper articles. The Director of National Intelligence, then Daniel
R. Coats, confirmed in December that “Russia, and other foreign countries, including
China and Iran,” had interfered in the elections by conducting “influence activities and
63
messaging campaigns targeted at the United States to promote their strategic interests.”
The New York Times reported Coats’s statement that same day, adding that Russian
activity had been less than anticipated and noting that unnamed officials credited the
decline in part to efforts by U.S. Cyber Command and other U.S. agencies collaborating
with technology companies to warn off Russian cyber actors and restrict their social
64
media accounts. “US officials believe the [American] disruption effort,” observed David Ignatius in the Washington Post, “has frazzled some of the Russian targets and may
65
have deterred some interference during the midterms.”
Conclusion
Several tentative conclusions and judgments emerge from the history at hand. First, the
only certain constant is surprise. We have seen forty-plus years of confounded expectations since Thomas Rona’s prophecy in 1976. Cyber conflict has unfolded in ways that
neither Rona nor later observers (either proponents or skeptics) expected. Originally
seen as adjuncts to state-on-state war, cyber operations were next perceived as an asymmetric tool for terrorists and small states to employ against critical infrastructure, and
then (among other things) became in some minds an all-powerful instrument of social
control and coercion. None of these perceptions or fears were groundless, and all were
to some extent true, but all proved to be exaggerated. Which of our current concerns
about cyber conflict will also prove mistaken?
Second, all wars are now cyber wars. “Cyber war” became a redundant term over the
last decade as modern militaries (and even nonstate actors) sought to supplement their
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conventional capabilities with cyber effects. But cyber conflict expands beyond the
violent use of arms, and cyber operations are also becoming a standard tool in coercive
diplomacy and strategic competition between states.
Third, cyber operations can now cause strategic effects, with or without bloodshed or
even armed attacks. Since strategic effects are now possible without the risks of war,
states and nonstates will seek more of them, whether we respond or not. Operations
below the use-of-force threshold may be just as effective as, and are surely less risky
than, open war. The three strategic prizes of cyberspace competition are (1) legitimacy,
the ability of a sovereign power to justify itself to its people, partners, and creditors; (2)
intellectual property, to include the algorithms by which value is stored and created; and
(3) privacy, individuals’ capacity to control information about themselves. States and
international actors will compete in cyberspace to preserve these prizes and to imperil
their adversaries’ hold on them.
Fourth, and finally, we can see the future only dimly, despite the confidence implied in
the first three points above. Cyberspace will presumably become more contested, so how
should we build forces? If wars are now cyber wars, then where are wars going in the
future? If competition below the use-of-force threshold can now cause strategic effects,
will actual war play an increasingly smaller role in shifts in the international distribution of power? Here is where tomorrow’s scholars can contribute. We need declassification, to be sure, but we also need to take advantage of the wealth of sources, material,
and historical actors (many of them barely middle-aged) already more or less available
to researchers.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Cyber Paradigm Shift
E M I LY O . G O L D M A N

The evolution of U.S. Cyber Command has been accompanied by the ascendance of a new
paradigm theory for cyberspace. By 2016, there was widespread recognition that existing U.S. cyber strategy and its deterrence-theory underpinnings were not stemming the
onslaught of cyberspace aggression below the threshold of armed conflict. The 2018 Command Vision was the first official public statement of a new theory of the cyber strategic
environment, one that calls for a strategy of cyber persistence.
New Thinking Taking Root
The essays in this volume describe ways in which U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) has evolved over the decade since Secretary of Defense Robert Gates directed its
establishment in June 2009. Its current commander, Gen. Paul Nakasone, divides the
history of the command into overlapping chapters, or “acts.” Act 1 was standing up the
command in May 2010. Act 2 was the team-building phase. In 2012, the Department
of Defense (DOD) began building 133 teams—6,187 people, both military and civilian. Over the ensuing four years, the Cyber Mission Force increased its capacity and
capability, reaching full operational capability in 2018. During act 3, those teams were
employed. While still building the force in 2016, Joint Task Force–Ares supported U.S.
Central Command and U.S. Special Operations Command by conducting operations to
defeat ISIS in virtual space. In 2018, the Russia Small Group, a USCYBERCOM partnership with the National Security Agency, in coordination with other members of the
1
interagency community, assisted in securing the 2018 midterm elections.
These organizational and operational milestones have been accompanied by an equally
important “conceptual” transformation, characterized by General Nakasone in his 2019
Joint Force Quarterly article as a pivot from a “response force” to a “persistence force.”
The commander writes, “USCYBERCOM initially focused on defending DOD networks[,] . . . executing counterterrorism operations, planning to support conventional
forces in crisis scenarios, and maintaining capacity to respond to an ‘attack of significant
2
consequence’ against our critical infrastructure.” The response-force concept—holding
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forces in reserve for war or responding to attacks after the fact—proved to be no match
for increasingly capable adversaries operating continuously below the threshold of
armed conflict against our critical infrastructure, government networks, defense
industries, and academia. “A persistence force has a much higher chance of disrupting
adversary plots and protecting Americans, compared with a force that is confined to
3
sporadic reconnaissance” and episodic engagement.
The intellectual foundations of this evolution in USCYBERCOM’s strategic concept
reflect a paradigm shift that is under way across the community of cyberspace theorists
4
and practitioners. This shift is the subject of this essay. It is more than academic and
semantic. It has far-reaching implications for military requirements, force posture, planning, team employment, target selection, operational tempo, and assessment—as well as
for broader U.S. cyberspace strategy.
Paradigm Shifts
The term “paradigm shift” was coined by physicist and historian of science Thomas
5
Kuhn in his influential 1962 work The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Paradigm
shifts occur when one paradigm theory displaces another. Shifts take time, because we
tend to see what we expect and try to explain anomalies in terms of the established para6
digm theory and its conceptual scheme. Moreover, competing paradigms can coexist,
7
much as the nuclear and conventional paradigms coexisted for much of the Cold War.
Richard Harknett explains,
What is intriguing about the first fifty years of the nuclear era is that both the nuclear and conventional paradigms on war coexisted simultaneously. Superpower relations were conditioned by the
existence of assured destruction capabilities. These relations, however, were conducted in an international system in which conventional forces were prevalent and conventional notions of security
were dominant. While superpower relations were captured by the logic of the nuclear paradigm,
they were not immune from the applications and thinking dominant in the conventional paradigm.8

Similarly, today cyberspace strategy, planning, and operations are being forged in a security environment where deterrence thinking still dominates, even as it fails to account
for much of the cyberspace behavior that is occurring.
Kuhn’s framework of anomaly, crisis, and paradigm shift makes the current debates
over cyberspace strategy more intelligible, much in the way that an earlier discourse
on military change provided greater clarity on an ongoing transformation in warfare.
Writing about the “information” revolution in military affairs in 2003, the late Andrew
Marshall, Director of Net Assessment, Office of the Secretary of Defense, remarked that
there had been a number of significant changes in warfare over the last five centuries,
each taking place over several decades; thus, changes in warfare were not new. “What
is new is that—because of the work of Western military historians since the 1950s, and
the use of this concept of revolutions in military affairs by Soviet military theorists
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beginning in their 1960’s discussion of the impact on warfare of nuclear weapons and
ballistic missiles—we are more self-aware about the process than were most generations
9
who had this experience.”
As the concepts of “military revolution” and “revolutions in military affairs” gave form
and logic to the information transformation in warfare, Kuhn’s concept of paradigm
shift provides a conceptual anchor for increasing our awareness of the intellectual
changes occurring in parallel with, and undergirding, USCYBERCOM’s organizational
and operational evolution.
The Deterrence Paradigm
Kuhn defined a scientific paradigm as a “universally recognized scientific achievement that, for a time, provides model problems and solutions for a community of
10
practitioners.” A paradigm theory provides a scientific community with its basic
assumptions, key concepts, and methodology. It gives its research general direction and
goals.
“Paradigms gain their status because they are more successful than their competitors in
11
solving a few problems that the group of practitioners has come to recognize as acute.”
This again ushers in a new period of “normal” science—“research firmly based upon
one or more past scientific achievements, achievements that some particular scientific community acknowledges for a time as supplying the foundation for its further
12
practice.” Paradigms share two characteristics: they are “sufficiently unprecedented to
attract an enduring group of adherents” away from what has been going on, and they
are open-ended, implying plenty of problems for the “redefined group of practitioners to
13
resolve.”
Deterrence theory met these criteria during the Cold War. It addressed an acute
problem: how to secure when you cannot defend. Its ideas were counterintuitive and
challenged the lessons of thousands of years of warfare. It was revolutionary to assert
that security rested not in one’s own hands but in the mind of the opponent. It raised
a host of new questions and concepts to occupy theorists and practitioners. These
included questions of extended deterrence, crisis stability, strategic interaction (bargaining and escalation dominance), arms control (versus disarmament), counterforce and
14
countervalue, assured destruction, limited war, and balance of terror. Over the decades
it proved to be conceptually well aligned with the new strategic environment. Nuclear
deterrence was associated with the strategic stability and absence of major war between
the United States and the Soviet Union during the unprecedented historical period from
the end of World War II through the Cold War, what John Lewis Gaddis calls the “Long
15
Peace.” It thus attracted an enduring group of adherents in the international-relations
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and security-studies communities away from competing modes of scientific activity—
from examining questions of how to fight and win war toward those of how to deter war.
Key to the ascendance and development of the deterrence paradigm was the role of
social scientists who developed the intellectual underpinnings and derived the strategic
implications of the nuclear revolution. In 1946, the year after the military use of the
atomic bomb, a group of social scientists produced The Absolute Weapon: Atomic Power
and World Order, which captured the core aspect of the atomic weapon and offered the
16
essential strategic response—the concept of deterrence. Deterrence logic was revolutionary—just like the distinctive nuclear strategic environment that bred it. Civilians
such as Bernard Brodie, William Kaufmann, Albert Wohlstetter, Thomas Schelling, and
Herman Kahn understood that it was not possible to import the tactics, operations, and
strategies that had brought victory in the Second World War to the nuclear era. They
articulated a compelling logic of why this was the case and gave birth to the field of
17
nuclear deterrence strategy. Policy makers, to be clear, professed rhetorical acceptance
of the nuclear paradigm’s logic while still relying on conventional notions of security to
guide nuclear policy. Yet at the same time, serious debates about nuclear war could not
escape the logic of assured-destruction capabilities.
The elements of a “deterrence strategy” were explicitly applied to cyber in the G. W.
Bush administration and in the Obama years were reinforced with the 2011 International Strategy for Cyberspace and the 2015 DOD Cyber Strategy. The adoption of the
deterrence paradigm was facilitated by Cold War veterans, who naturally defaulted
to past experience. As evidence began mounting after 2013, however, that deterrence
strategies were ineffective against the vast majority of cyber aggression, which was taking place below the threshold of armed attack, USCYBERCOM grew frustrated with the
18
paradigm—although it did not begin to define an alternative until late 2016–early 2017.
Anomalies and Crisis
A paradigm shift reflects a fundamental change in the basic concepts and experimental practices of a scientific discipline or, more broadly, in its view of how things work
in the world. This occurs when anomalies arise that cannot be fully explained within
the dominant paradigm, causing a “crisis” that creates opportunity for the emergence
of a new paradigm. A crisis involves a period of “extraordinary,” rather than “normal,”
research and is marked by a “proliferation of competing articulations, the willingness
to try anything, the expression of explicit discontent, the recourse to philosophy and to
19
debate over fundamentals.”
The applicability of deterrence strategy to cyberspace was questioned even before
“cyber” entered the common lexicon. In 1996, National Defense University convened a
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roundtable on deterrence. In those early days, attendees were still calling cyber “information warfare” (IW). In their conclusion on applying deterrence theory to cyberspace,
they wrote,
With the dawn of the atomic age came the recognition that developing strategies for deterrence
and counter proliferation needed to be pursued with a sense of the utmost urgency. IW differs from
atomic warfare in a number of significant ways and therefore lessons learned from our experience
in developing a workable strategy for deterrence may not apply directly to the problem of deterrence
of IW attacks, but certainly may provide a starting point or checklist for consideration.20

Deterrence theory and its application to the nuclear problem remain deeply entwined
with cyber policy, strategy, and lexicon. A review of policy and strategy statements and
documents, executive orders, reports, congressional acts, think-tank initiatives, Defense
Science Board studies, and security-studies research testifies to the impact of deterrence
21
thinking on the cyber policy and scholarly communities. Harknett reflected on this
“paradigm lock” in a 2017 interview:
For several millennia prior to 1945, the capacity to secure oneself territorially rested in your
hands—offense versus defense. Bernard Brodie and others quickly realized that “one plane, one
bomb, one city” meant that security could not be found in defense, so they introduced the radical
idea that our security would rest in the minds of our opponents, and the purpose of possessing
military capability, nukes, was to never actually use them. We have become very comfortable with
this framework because it worked in the nuclear environment and still does. But this was a specific
strategic response to a specific strategic environment, and it does not hold that it will be universally
effective across all weapon types.22

Kuhn saw that crisis and theory change go hand in hand. The crisis at hand is the fact
that the United States is losing ground in cyberspace. The first quarter of 2018 saw a
staggering 32 percent increase in the total number of cyber attacks compared with the
same period the year before. In March 2018, Symantec concluded that “with each passing year, not only has the sheer volume of threats increased, but the threat landscape has
become more diverse, with attackers working harder to discover new avenues of attack
23
and cover their tracks while doing so.” By 2023, it is predicted, half of all data breaches
globally will occur in the United States, because of the vast amount of consumer and
24
corporate data stored across the country. The United States is also the number one
target for state-sponsored cyber attacks. On the basis of publicly available information
on cyber espionage and cyber warfare, excluding cyber crime, the Center for Strategic
and International Studies has concluded that the United States by far was the single
most victimized state in 2018, nearly four times as likely to be targeted as number two,
25
India.
The crisis is not defined only by increasing numbers of attacks. The type of cyber
aggression too has evolved. Where once espionage and exploitation were the major
concerns, the shift to disruptive (e.g., the 2012–13 distributed-denial-of-service attacks
conducted by the Iranians against the financial networks in New York), destructive (e.g.,
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the 2014 data-deletion attack by the Iranians against a U.S. casino corporation and the
North Korean attack against Sony Pictures), and corrosive attacks against our democratic institutions (e.g., Russian attempts to influence the 2016 election) represents a
crisis for U.S. cyber strategy.
To be precise, the frustration (crisis) was not that deterrence was not working at all
but that it was not stopping the burgeoning numbers of attacks below the threshold of
armed conflict and that these attacks cumulatively were leading to relative power loss.
Deterrence arguably has been effective in the cyber strategic space of armed conflict.
States, it would appear, are choosing to abide by conventions codified in United Nations
Charter articles 2(4) and 51, which speak to the use of force and the right of self-defense
in the event of armed attack. They also recognize that the United States can respond
across domains (using its advantages) to a cyber attack should they violate those
conventions.
The failures have been in assuming that deterrence would also be successful in the
strategic space short of armed conflict and, more fundamentally, in not understanding
that those two strategic spaces even existed. Decision makers needed a paradigm shift
to recognize the existence of distinct strategic spaces that had opened a seam in greatpower competition that in turn others were exploiting, to explain why this dynamic
came about, and to offer a new strategy better aligned to cyberspace’s structural and
operational imperatives.
Kuhn explains that defenders of a former paradigm, when confronted with anomalies,
“devise numerous articulations and ad hoc modifications of their theory in order to
26
eliminate any apparent conflict.” Harknett saw that published writings were tinkering
with the deterrence paradigm theory to explain away cyber anomalies—an indicator of
a paradigm crisis. “All the reasons why deterrence is not working in the cyber domain
are discussed, the concept of deterrence is stretched, and a conclusion is then offered
27
that we need to keep working the problem.” An example is Joseph Nye’s January 2017
article in International Security, “Deterrence and Dissuasion in Cyberspace.” Nye acknowledges difficulties in applying deterrence to cyberspace, then extends the concept
to include “entanglement” and norms. Still dissatisfied, he concludes that deterrence in
the Cold War was not as good as scholars and policy makers think it was, so perhaps
cyber deterrence is being held to an illusionary standard. Nye then calls for more work
28
to be done on cyber deterrence. A similar pattern is present in the practitioner community. The February 2017 Defense Science Board task force report on cyber deterrence conceded that measures taken to date had not advanced security or “established
29
effective deterrence of future cyber attacks and costly cyber intrusions.” Yet the report
recommends “tailoring” deterrence and improving source attribution.
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In his rejoinder to Nye, Harknett concludes that “using a legacy construct of deterrence,
whose measure of effectiveness is the absence of action, to explain an environment
of constant action will not take us where we need to be. Like our predecessors of the
1940s/50s, we need new intellectual constructs to understand the real-world strategic
interaction and to shape policy effectively toward a more secure cyber-enabled global
30
system.”
Paradigms are not only collective frameworks that define intellectual discourse and
shape scientific progress; they represent professional investment by committed problem
solvers. This is why challenging a paradigm theory requires an alternative logic, one
that takes root and offers novel solutions to the crisis at hand. To return to the theory
of paradigm shifts, Kuhn insists that “the decision to reject one paradigm is always
simultaneously the decision to accept another, and the judgment leading to that decision
31
involves comparison of both paradigms with nature and with each other.” He further
concludes that “once it has achieved the status of paradigm, a scientific theory is de32
clared invalid only if an alternate candidate is available to take its place.”
Changes in Worldview
Social scientists have been helping articulate a new paradigm theory for cyberspace. In
2012, USCYBERCOM convened a group of experts and launched the Cyber Analogies
33
Project to enrich the discourse on cyber strategy, doctrine, and policy. In retrospect,
analogical searching was a precursor to the paradigm shift that would soon be under
way. It represented a search for conceptual anchors to make sense of what was occurring
in cyberspace. The project emerged on the heels of the Arab Spring—a revelation of how
cyberspace could be used to topple regimes, which spurred dictators to escalate cyberspace operations against their own citizens and ours.
Analogies, of course, are not paradigms. Paradigms legitimate puzzles and problems
on which a community works and promise novel solutions. They proffer unanswered
questions, which give purpose and direction to disciples. Analogies serve a different
purpose. “People use analogies, metaphors, and parables, both explicitly and implicitly,
to link what is new to what is already known, as a bridge between the familiar and the
34
new.” Kuhn observed that when confronted with a previously unobserved activity,
we apply general categorical terms, because “what we are seeing bears a close family
resemblance to a number of the activities that we have previously learned to call by that
35
name.” Natural analogies and resemblances are abundant and can be found within
36
almost any group of items. Analogies at their best facilitate communication across
diverse communities. Yet there are too many to define a tradition or on which to model
future practice.
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By 2016, frustration in Congress and the broader policy community with our country’s
approach to cyberspace aggression was palpable. But no alternative to the language of
deterrence yet existed. Political leaders, particularly in Congress, clamored for more
cyber deterrence, to include a strategy and options, to halt the barrage of intrusions and
attacks across government, industry, and academia. One of the most vocal and persistent critics was the chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee at the time,
Senator John McCain. He pushed the government relentlessly to develop a comprehensive cyber deterrence strategy and equally chastised the Obama and Trump adminis37
trations for not delivering a cyber deterrence policy. During a March 2017 hearing,
McCain complained that the United States was still “treating every [cyber] attack on
a case-by-case” basis and projected weakness in cyberspace that “has emboldened our
38
adversaries.” He continued, “As America’s enemies seized the initiative in cyberspace,
39
the last administration offered no serious cyber deterrence policy and strategy.”
The recognition of anomalies troubled the military and intelligence communities, arguably because so much of the empirical evidence of cyberspace aggression is, by necessity,
restrictively classified. A turning point in the articulation of an alternative paradigm
theory was the decision by USCYBERCOM to establish a “scholar in residence” program
and to bring in a deterrence expert who could provide a theory and lexicon to explain
what the operational community was observing. The 2017 publication of “Deterrence Is
Not a Credible Strategy for Cyberspace” marked a direct challenge to deterrence theory
40
as the paradigm theory for cyberspace. In the article, Michael Fischerkeller and Richard Harknett offer an alternative theory of “cyberspace persistence,” one that applies to
the growing strategic space of cyber competition below the threshold of armed conflict.
In a nutshell, the theory of cyber persistence argues that strategic frameworks must
map to the realities of strategic environments. The unique characteristics of cyberspace
such as interconnectedness and constant contact, the combination of which induces an
imperative for persistent action, are mismatched with a strategy of deterrence, which is
based on operational restraint and coercive threats. The cyberspace operational domain
calls for a strategy of cyber persistence—use of cyber capabilities in persistent operational contact to generate continuous tactical, operational, and strategic advantage and
thus achieve the ability to deliver effects in, through, and from cyberspace at a time
and place of one’s choosing. Deterrence theory applies to cyber “armed attack”–equivalent operations—that is, in the cyber strategic space of armed conflict—but it must be
complemented by persistence theory to ensure security in the cyber strategic competitive space below the threshold of armed attack.
Coterminous with this theoretical and more academic debate, an internal project was
under way to socialize the nature, logic, and implications of a theory of persistence for
the practitioner community within the command, across its cyber service components,
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in the Joint Staff, in policy offices across the Department of Defense, and on Capitol
41
Hill. As perhaps was to have been expected, those closest to the problem—cyber force
commanders and operators—were early adopters of the logic of and advocates for a new
paradigm theory. They helped to refine and operationalize it, define metrics, and incorporate it into plans, operational orders, and tactics.
By 2017, the two critical components of a paradigm shift were present: anomalies and,
in cyber persistence, an alternative theory. In March 2018, Cyber Command published
its command vision, Achieve and Maintain Cyberspace Superiority, declaring its pivot to
seizing and maintaining the initiative through “persistent engagement”—the continuous execution of the full spectrum of cyberspace operations to achieve and maintain
cyberspace superiority, build resilience at home, defend forward, and contest adversary
campaigns and objectives.
The language of persistence theory entered other official defense policy guidance,
including the DOD Cyber Strategy, released in September 2018; the classified Cyber
Posture Review that followed, reviewing the department’s cyber posture and ability to
execute the strategy; and the National Military Strategy released in December 2018.
The DOD Cyber Strategy declares, “We will defend forward to disrupt or halt malicious
cyber activity at its source, including activity that falls below the level of armed conflict.” It also places “compete” on an equal footing with “deter” and directs the DOD to
“persistently contest malicious cyber activity in day-to-day competition: The Department will counter cyber campaigns threatening U.S. military advantage by defending
forward to intercept and halt cyber threats.” Persistence terminology has also informed
congressional deliberations. Section 1652 of the 2018 National Defense Authorization
Act directs the formation of a Cyberspace Solarium Commission to evaluate strategic
approaches to cyberspace and calls out “persistent engagement” as one of three ap42
proaches. The use of new language is an important step in recasting how we perceive
the world and, therefore, how we operate in it.
Persuasion
The single most “prevalent claim advanced by the proponents of a new paradigm is
that they can solve the problems that have led the old one to crisis.” 43 Persistence theory
views as normal certain occurrences that would be failures for deterrence theory. Cyber
aggression below the threshold of armed attack is not an anomaly but rather a signal
of the emergence of a new competitive space wherein “agreement over the substantive
character of acceptable and unacceptable behaviors . . . is currently immature.” 44 Thus,
what is “normal” must be recast. Deterrence and persistence theorists observe the same
reality through distinct conceptual lenses. Aristotle, watching a stone swinging at the
end of a rope, would see the stone trying to reach its natural state, that of lying at rest;
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Galileo, observing the same thing, would see a pendulum, a body repeating the same
motion ad infinitum; and Newton would see a stone obeying the laws of gravity and
45
energy transference.
Paradigm shifts open up new questions, require different metrics, and introduce different languages. Kuhn recognized that a revolution changes even the very language in
46
which we speak about some aspect of nature. The lexicon of persistence theory is one
of “campaigns,” not incidents, intrusions, or hacks; “interaction,” not escalation; “rules
of engagement,” not contingency planning options; “seizing targets of opportunity,”
rather than holding targets at risk; and “initiative,” rather than restraint and response.
Persistent engagement views activity as “continuous,” not episodic; costs and benefits as
“cumulative,” not event based; operations as “exploitative,” not coercive; and competition below the level of armed conflict as just as strategically consequential as war and
47
territorial aggression.
Kuhn maintains that proofs, the methods of normal science (empirics, data, metrics),
48
are rarely sufficient to persuade. This is because “reality cannot be described independently of the conceptual schemes through which we observe it. Paradigm theories are
part of our conceptual schemes. So, when a paradigm shift occurs, in some sense the
world changes. Or to put it another way, scientists working under different paradigms
49
are studying different worlds.” Thus, the issue “in paradigm debates is which in the
future should guide research on problems many of which neither competitor can yet
50
claim to resolve completely.” Kuhn observes that “since no paradigm ever solves all the
problems it defines and since no two paradigms leave all the same problems unsolved,
paradigm debates always involve the question: Which problems is it more significant to
51
have solved?”
The core research question for the deterrence paradigm is how to deter cyber attacks
when you cannot reliably defend against them. The core question for the persistence
paradigm is how to secure when you cannot deter. Deterrence is not an end in itself but
a means to an end—security. The deterrence paradigm presumes the answer to this
question a priori and proceeds to what Kuhn would consider the problem-solving stage
of normal science—devising “tailored deterrence strategies” for specific adversaries,
building playbooks of options, and improving attribution (identification of the actor
responsible for an attack). The persistence paradigm posits a wider set of research questions: What are the foundational characteristics of the cyber strategic space? How are
they similar to, and different from, physical spaces, particularly nuclear? What are the
roles for defense, offense, and deterrence? The persistence paradigm theory does not
preclude deterrence strategies, just restricts them to where they logically apply—cyber
operations equivalent to armed attacks. One indicator of a paradigm shift, which Kuhn
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predicted, is a substantial change in topics studied, accompanied by abandonment of
52
old topics and concepts. Max Smeets and Herb Lin have already called for “systematic
research on how persistent engagement and defend forward may play out” through case
53
studies of how adversaries and allies might respond to a change in U.S. strategy.
Conclusion
The emergence of persistence theory as a paradigm theory for cyberspace strategic
behavior is well under way, despite the fact that persistence is at times described in the
54
language of deterrence theory. The talk is of war, rather than competition. Persistence
and defending forward are conflated with offense, overlooking the large defensive
role in a strategy of persistent engagement. Concerns with escalation and escalation
dominance are often raised, presuming a spiraling interaction dynamic. References to
“significant cyber incidents” hark back to the model of episodic contact, in contrast to
that of constant contact in cyberspace, where “strategic significance” is not the result of
any single event but rather emerges from the cumulative effect of a campaign comprising many individually less consequential operations/activities carried out toward a
coherent strategic end.
There is an understandable frustration across a community steeped for decades in
deterrence theory that many of the questions raised by persistence theory are not yet answered—such as how it produces stability. How can one shift allegiance to a theory not
fully developed? No single convincing argument will be persuasive to all cyber scholars
and practitioners; different arguments will persuade different individuals. Kuhn believed that neither proof nor error could account for the transfer of allegiance from one
paradigm to another. Rather, change is more akin to a conversion experience, a product
of persuasion rather than proof. It gradually spreads across a community, beginning
55
with a few scientists who sense that their new paradigm is on the right track. It is these
initial supporters “who will develop it to the point where hardheaded arguments can be
produced and multiplied,” resulting in not a single group conversion but rather in “an
56
increasing shift in the distribution of professional allegiances.”
Kuhn also coined the dictum that “revolutions progress away from previous conceptions
of the world that have run into cataclysmic difficulties. This is not progress toward a
pre-established goal. It is progress away from what once worked well, but no longer han57
dles its own new problems.” In his essay “Cyber Threats, Nuclear Analogies?” Steven
Miller notes that Bernard Brodie’s Strategy in the Missile Age and Thomas Schelling’s
Arms and Influence did not appear until fifteen or twenty years after the detonations
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Moreover, debates over deterrence requirements raged
throughout the Cold War. Miller predicts that while deterrence theory may prove useful
58
in some contexts, “it will be at best a partial solution to the problem of cyber threats.”
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The persuasion project is in full swing. The cyber paradigm debate is now occurring in
59
academic journals, blog posts, and major newspapers. It informs policy deliberations in
the Departments of Defense, State, and Homeland Security and the White House. These
conversations are being driven by a recognition that aggression has raged in cyberspace
for a decade or so despite the absence of major-state conflict. Kuhn maintains that
if the paradigm is one destined to win its fight, the number and strength of the persuasive arguments in its favor will increase. More scientists will then be converted, and the exploration of the
new paradigm will go on. Gradually the number of experiments, instruments, articles, and books
based upon the paradigm will multiply. Still more [people], convinced of the new view’s fruitfulness, will adopt the new mode of practicing normal science.60

The taken-for-granted framework of deterrence has been called into question, but we
are still in the early stages of thinking through the fundamentals of cyberspace strategy.
The history of paradigm shifts cautions us not to expect the path forward to be easy,
linear, or without resistance. But change is indeed discernible, above all in the recently
released Cyberspace Solarium Commission report, where the language and constructs
of deterrence theory—cost imposition, deterrence by denial, signaling, attacks of
significant consequence, response—sit side by side with those of cyber persistence—defend forward, persistent engagement, proactive, continuous. The commissioners assert
that “deterrence is an enduring American strategy, but it must be adapted to address
how adversaries leverage new technology and connectivity to attack the United States.
. . . Therefore, the concept of deterrence must evolve to address this new strategic
61
landscape.” More accurately, our “strategy” must evolve, and this means augmenting
the repertoire of concepts—offense, defense, deterrence—that were derived from the
conventional and nuclear environments with a new strategic construct—persistence—
derived from the cyberspace strategic environment.
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CHAPTER THREE

Cyber Competition to Cybered Conflict
CHR IS C . DEMCH A K

Over the course of a decade, American leaders have pivoted cyber strategy closer to what
would be needed for whole-of-society, systemic defense of democratic civil society in a rapidly digitizing but increasingly authoritarian-leaning and (in a phrase becoming familiar
to specialists) “post-Western” world. This essay reviews how the expected “benign” competition among states became cybered conflict, with its bleak global-order implications
for consolidated democratic civil societies. It explains the creation of cybered conflict and
the challenges of achieving robust cyber power across a nation’s complex “socio-technicaleconomic systems.” It describes what democratic civil societies must do to survive through
a shared cyber operational resilience alliance. It concludes with recommendations for the
Department of Defense and the services to build on the strategic learning that underlies
the 2018 DOD Cyber Strategy.
Ten Years On: Strategic Learning
For a decade, the global environment has been evolving away from the civil-society
dream of permanent international liberal markets buttressed by a borderless, near-free,
open, worldwide internet. The rise of a large-scale authoritarian state as a central economic and technological node is moving the global cyber substrate toward authoritarian
preferences, including bordered, highly censored networks and widespread disregard for
civil-society norms and rules on information exchange or exploitation. Westernized political and economic leaders continue to struggle to accept that the new information age
is moving rapidly out of their realm of influence and preferred modes of operation. Former president Barack Obama recognized national cyber insecurity as a tier-one threat
to national security, but his administration’s response was to reinforce the globally
open internet ideal envisioned by highly optimistic Westernized democracies and their
information technology (IT) capital-goods sectors. Their strategic approach was in large
measure reactive: diplomatic exhortations, numerous multi-stakeholder conferences
on voluntary international norms, and strengthened defenses of nations’ military and
government networks. Despite acknowledging a changing international environment
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that is more conflictual and nationally sovereign, the 2015 Department of Defense Cyber
1
Strategy doubled down on an internationalist and mostly reactive approach.
Since 2015, bipartisan congressional concern with Chinese behavior has grown to
converge with the Trump administration’s preferences to reorient U.S. foreign policy
around renewed great-power competition. A more confrontational approach toward a
rising China that violates international rules of free trade and promotes radically different cyberspace values now has produced a much-changed National Cyber Strategy in
2018. The new document acknowledged that the world was more demonstrably aggressive in cyberspace. By the early 2010s, leaders of China and Russia had become confident enough to declare publicly their rejection of Western civil-society values, the open
Westernized internet, and American hegemony. The 2018 DOD Cyber Strategy calls for
2
proactive steps to address cyber insecurity and digital aggression. Military cyber assets
would now operate beyond Department of Defense (DOD) information networks to
defend critical infrastructure and respond to major economic events. With this strategy,
the official American approach evolved from seeking to preserve cyberspace as a purely
commercial space with occasional crises to recognizing that the benign internet “competition” among states had evolved into a persistent cybered conflict.
Shoddy Cyber Substrate Creates Offense Advantages Globally
Effusively promising global prosperity and democracy everywhere, the early promoters
of the internet in America were naive and arrogant, and greedy and dismissive. They
were prone to hubris about their nation’s superiority; the United States had “won” the
3
Cold War. For them, the information age would eliminate the need for governments
while providing universally free (implicitly accurate) information to all people. Serious scholars heralded a future legal regime that would spontaneously emerge from the
4
global internet, one separate from all existing legal or governance systems.
Unfortunately, the basic internet technology that underlay this vision was exceptionally shoddily constructed and remains so; it was designed to respond rapidly to commercial needs without attention to quality coding or security. The early internet spread
explosively, owing to widespread optimistic promotion and the use of quick-to-produce,
insecure, typo-tolerant languages that supported short deadlines, high-volume sales,
5
and large profits. At the same time, the easily hacked cyber substrate connected many
smaller complex systems within a country, making the larger state a national socio6
technical-economic system (STES) in which small failures could cascade widely. This
rising potential for systemic harm to the national STES in democratic states has been
7
largely ignored.
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The global spread of a shoddily built cyberspace expanded conflict among groups and
states by increasing the availability—and reducing the costs—of five offense advantages. Now anyone can afford an army at any chosen size (scale of organization), obtain
high-value critical intelligence from any distance (proximity), cheaply and easily choose
across weapons and campaign types (precision), hide the choices to keep surprise or
reuse options available for other targets or campaigns (deception in tools), and avoid
retaliation for any and all attacks for some time (opaqueness in origins). Across history,
only wealthy emperors or superpowers could leverage such advantages, dampening
systemic conflict. Rarely could middle-sized to small or geographically widely separated
nations—let alone individuals—afford the resources or foreknowledge to wage systemic
conflict. Now, however, gathering accurate foreknowledge of a potential opponent and
8
massing resources are no longer major constraints. Advanced information about targets
is available at minimal expense to anyone connected to the global internet.
The widespread ability to leverage these five offense advantages has resulted in cybered
conflict, in which cyberspace is now a central pillar across all forms of transnational
system contestation. Cybered conflict allows a mass of actors to roam freely from covert
espionage and criminal theft through large-scale economic looting and massive infor9
mation extraction to cyber-kinetic action, often simultaneously. A global underground
cybercrime market sells the tools needed to attack precisely and detect others’ poorly
10
masked tools. The complexity of this system and absence of governance have increased
the potential harm to integrated national systems.
Sources of Systemic Surprise and Cyber Power
Before these offense advantages emerged, two major systemic sources of potential
11
societal surprise from complex technologies were already developing. The first was the
centrally positioned single large-scale enterprise from which unintended adverse outcomes enabled by its internal sociotechnical complexity could ripple out to harm other
systems. The 1979 accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear energy plant is an exam12
ple. Equally, a single and unique technology used ubiquitously could provide the same
13
critical vulnerability across a multitude of otherwise independent firms or institutions.
This is the industry “standardization trap,” in which a widely used critical technology
can become a national Achilles’ heel if multiple unrelated institutions simultaneously
suffer the same failure by accident or sabotage. An example is the installation by the
entire gas and oil industry of hundreds of thousands of putatively updated valves with
the manufacturer’s standard hard-coded (read: unchangeable) password to be used over
unsecured internet connections for central monitoring and control of critical national
14
energy pipelines. In the precybered era, there were natural geographical “edges” across
the wider social system that dampened the systemic effects such failures could impose.
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A second major source of systemic surprise is large-scale collections of enterprises
deeply interlinked in operations and often representing critical infrastructure of the nation. As these firms have digitized, their networks, software, equipment, and talent have
frequently been shared, mirrored, or made mutually dependent on some third-party
node. For example, Amazon’s third-party cloud services failed for four hours in 2017
because of a mistyped debug command that put a wide variety of enterprises, whose
services and products are essential to a large portion of the population, off-line, costing
15
hundreds of millions of dollars. When one of the most critical infrastructure sectors
16
is disrupted by a nasty, complex system surprise, it often takes down others. When
electrical power fails across a wide swath of territory, the loss of energy disrupts food
supply (no refrigeration or cash registers), transportation (no electric buses, light rail, or
17
streetlights), and, of course, telecommunications (no internet or mobile-phone towers).
These conglomerated infrastructural sectors have also lost their “natural edges” with
the advent of cyberspace; they once tended to be regional, limiting harm to their respective regions. Now the harm reaches globally.
It takes adversaries and access, however, to make those ugly organizational surprises
into national security threats and profoundly reduce the effectiveness of any remaining natural edges in impeding the spread of a major disruption. The advent of global
cyberspace provided two additional adversarial sources of systemic surprise. One is the
global mass of moderately skilled, increasingly organized “bad actors.” The second is
the smaller community of highly skilled “wicked” actors, or “wizards,” employed by
18
states or transnational criminal organizations. Bad actors—criminals, hacktivists, and
malicious experimenters—use the five offense advantages to reach into other nations’
19
enterprises, civil organizations, homes, networks, services, and products at will. The
multiplicity of access points, motivations, and actors involved and dispersion of targets
significantly increase the potential for harm.
The wicked actors, the wizards, are even more dangerous as sources of societal surprise.
This subset of bad actors is exceptionally skilled and, being employed by state or transnational criminal organizations, financially secure. Wizards skillfully roam through
critical infrastructure, governments, and economic sectors, anywhere in the target na20
tion’s systems, often for years and if their effects are eliminated often return.
Given these four major sources of societal surprise, societies now face potential cascades in which a containable failure can be deliberately stimulated or enhanced into a
rogue nasty outcome threatening the entire nation’s socio-technical-economic system,
as well as those of allied or connected states. These bad and wizard actors have already
reached into the online connections of critical social, technical, or economic systems.
For example, systemic harm has come from indiscriminate blackmailing for cash
(WannaCry), targeted disruption of services to bully the providers or their state leaders
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(BlackEnergy), and wide destruction of files, desktops, and services to clients (NotPetya,
Shamoon).21
Many states now employ these offense advantages and incorporate the acquired foreknowledge of an adversary state’s societal-surprise sources into their cybered-conflict
campaigns for economic, technological, and political advantage. The very recent explosion of public revelations about Huawei demonstrates this exploitation. In Huawei’s
case, its public veneer as solely a successful, commercial international corporation has
been challenged by its now-public ties to the ruling Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
and the Chinese Ministry of State Security, as well as leaked e-mails demonstrating
corporation-wide intellectual property–theft bonuses for Huawei employees world22
wide. For democratic civil societies, by 2014 alone the costs of these campaigns constituted the “greatest transfer of wealth in human history,” a great deal of it due directly
to Chinese wicked actors in state institutions or otherwise internationally accepted
23
corporate offices.
Thus, the four sources of societal surprise and the offense advantages of the shoddy
cyber substrate challenge the cyber power of any nation. A robust cyber power addresses
all four sources of surprise in a whole-of-society strategy. Acting at the correct scale
in a strategically and institutionally coherent defense, such a nation ensures systemic
resilience across the first three sources of surprise and uses forward disruption directly
against the wizards. A weak cyber power leaves one or more of its sources of surprise
unprotected, usually private-sector enterprises. Democratic governments are more
reluctant to intervene in the operations of private enterprises—even to improve their cyber resilience—than are their authoritarian counterparts. To date, no state has demonstrated sufficient strategic coherence across all four sources of surprise to be considered
a robust cyber power. However, some governments are experimenting more than others,
and they are mostly authoritarian.
Governance Responses to Societal Surprise
National cyber power depends on how the state balances its responses to the sources
of systemic surprise. The current structure of cyberspace offers three broad levers of
24
societal control for this purpose. First, a government can throttle network connectivity
across specific regions, groups, software combinations, or equipment across its nation.
Second, authorities can regulate the content traveling across networks, from software
to media. Third, using their control of connectivity and content, officials can strongly
influence cognition away from what is commonly believed to be true but considered
undesirable by the authorities and alter the automated processes that sustain those
beliefs digitally. Figure 1 shows the complete model in which the five offense advantages
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enhance the four sources of societal surprises and subsequent losses in national cyber
power, thereby inducing government responses across three levers of societal control to
curtail these losses and systemic surprises.
FIGURE 1
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Authoritarian and democratic states disagree on whether such levers are legitimate,
effective, or feasible. Authoritarian leaders tend to view all three as arenas for government action to maintain regime control. For these leaders, the main question has always
been feasibility—Do they have the tools to control circumstances and prevent rebellion?
In the precyber era, it was routine for governments to own the telecommunications
sectors of their nations, using monopoly control of the underlying physical connectivity
and manipulation of content to control cognition in the “mind of the people.” China, in
particular, has shown that even a prosperous state, well on its way to cyber superpower
status, may yet continually seek to strengthen central (in this case party) control of the
connectivity and content of its national networks to manipulate the cognitive biases of
25
its population. “Taking away developing countries’ ability to control public opinion
through internet controls and surveillance would result not in more openness, but instead in ‘blood’ and ‘hatred,’” stated one former senior People’s Liberation Army officer
26
in 2015.
The “China model” emphasizes national internet sovereignty, and the CCP continues
to advance its methods for screening its internet for politically unacceptable content,
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routinely manipulating connectivity and content to control the cognition of its own citizens as well as of its overseas economic targets and partners. As a strict regulator of the
national cyber backbone, the party has dampened and redirected any citizen demand
for internet political freedom.
The CCP is also using the offense advantages and associated tools against Western27
ized businesses and governments, both opportunistically and in campaigns. China is
seeking to be the global leader in artificial intelligence (AI) and quantum calculations
of “big data.” It envisions fully automated systems led by AI learning and operating at
quantum speeds in the future. The transition to a digitized, centralized, and automated
control of all three societal control levers makes the export of control tools to allied
28
authoritarian nations easier.
In contrast, consolidated democracies view some aspects of societal interaction as offlimits for their governments, including the cognition and (generally) the content levers.
Their defense strategies tend to focus narrowly on more-technical questions of the
safety of connectivity from criminals or malicious actors and online privacy of citizens.
Malfeasance by other states or advanced criminal actors, not deviance or dissent among
their citizens, has been their main concern for two decades. Until very recently, content
online in democracies is usually of governmental interest only to the extent that it is
manipulated by organized bad actors. Law enforcement has the lead here against the
massive bad-actor source of surprise. Government cyber, military, or signals intelligence
(SIGINT) agencies focus on wizard campaigns from state-level adversaries and also do
not see content manipulation as a legitimate lever to be used domestically in response
29
to nation-state sources of societal surprise. This deeply embedded legitimacy limit is
one reason democracies are struggling with election tampering; it is content manipulation by authoritarian adversaries who are well practiced in such campaigns, unlike the
democratic defenders.
Rising Multiple Internets
From these differing responses to the offense advantages and systemic surprises of
cyberspace have evolved two incompatible domestic approaches to cybered governance
30
now contending for global primacy. No single international governance system can
easily accommodate leaders who routinely seek to control all three levers as well as
leaders who refuse to do so. Because the main competitors perceive that there needs
to be only one form of governance of the global internet, the result is a system-versussystem struggle. As the global web is currently architectured and coded, it appears that
the international cyber substrate can accommodate the China model inside that nation
and the democratic, civil-society model inside established democracies but not both in a
unified global regime.
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On one side, it has been exceptionally difficult for established democracies to give
up the early dreams of one, open, free, borderless internet. These communities have
a “survival algorithm” that embraces transparency, tolerance, and trust. Their cultures encourage the free flow of information that they consider essential to modern,
31
open democratic societies. This bias toward open exchange discourages content and
cognition manipulation as a response to what is often viewed as criminal, rather than
32
adversarial, cyber behaviors. From the internet’s outset, the then-dominant Western
civil societies demanded an open, global cyberspace—both inside and outside national
borders—unfettered by states with sharply different notions of governance and its
restraints, especially China. The more the internet’s embedded presumptions and openness to abuse induced these societies’ STESs to integrate globally, the more these basic
33
incompatibilities were fated to be in friction and to spill over into cybered conflict.
It is difficult to imagine China giving up its ambition to be the central cyber power,
guiding the world’s technological and economic sectors. Leaders of this rising state
have, as noted, explicitly rejected Western civil-society values and internet openness.
Their officials and state champions are actively seeking allies, ports, economic client
states, complicit autocrats, and coercive influence over the developing world to achieve
34
the influence, respect, and access to resources accorded a great power. They openly
speak of using their economic, demographic, and growing cyber power—overwhelming
35
in its scale to those of nearly all other nations—as global leverage. China since 2013
has accelerated domination of its own systems across all three elements of cyber control,
and Xi Jinping speaks of his desire to “reform the global governance system” according
36
to Chinese preferences. In the past few years, Xi’s representatives have declared that
37
China wishes to be a “rule maker, not rule taker.”
In this quest for global dominance, China possesses two major advantages over any
other single nation, to include the United States: demographic and economic scale, and
strategic coherence in its pursuit of superpower status. China has four times the population of the United States and annually produces eight times more science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) graduates. Moreover, over 40 percent of STEM
students graduating from American schools come from other nations (including China).
China invests 80 percent of its government research-and-development (R&D) expenditures in advanced experimental research—compared with the U.S. 62 percent. While
the two countries are currently roughly even in their national expenditures on R&D,
the U.S. rate appeared to plateau in 2015, while the Chinese rate has been on a steady
38
upward trend since 2001. China is seeking both foreknowledge and resources by leveraging the offense advantages, its scale, and strategic determination. Its efforts have been
paying off well for two decades.
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Today, as the preeminent authoritarian anchor-state, China has squared off with the
key democratic anchor-state (the United States) in an accelerated cybered conflict. It is a
peace-to-war spectrum of system-versus-system contestation, based on the shoddiness
of cyberspace and a nonstop “SIGINT struggle for position combined with market share
capture to provide R&D flows leading to recurring technological gains, which, in turn,
39
can be converted to leadership of other economic sectors and to military advantages.”
The implications for future conflict are profound, as economic and political power
40
shifts between them. The United States has accused China of deliberately stealing
intellectual property to fund and further its meteoric advance economically and technically. “Nations continually try to change the rules or regimes governing international
economic relations in order to benefit themselves disproportionately with respect to
41
other economic powers.” The friction is worse when the competing states have been
locked into an integrated global system. Neither the United States nor China is able
simply to acquiesce to the other’s vision for cyberspace.
Fully blending these cybered national systems using a democratic-civil-society global
regime and rules-based governance model is, as noted, not an option. With every
major state increasingly feeling under cyber siege and interested in defending
its “own” cyberspace, the “globally integrated” cyberspace is dividing into national
42
jurisdictions—a “Cyber Westphalia.” But over two hundred nations with their own
cyberspaces will not survive long in the international jostling for power, influence, and
control. Only peers can negotiate, coexist, and mutually constrain. With no peers, the
larger and unified actor, ceteris paribus, is likely to determine the nature of relationships
43
and the direction of benefits. Chinese scholars are increasingly predicting an “inevitable” structural change in the global regime and a shift toward Chinese preferences, a
44
prospect that portends unavoidable conflict between the United States and China. The
scale imbalance, coupled with China’s strategic dedication to economic exploitation of
democratic socio-technical-economic systems, increases the chances of escalation, to
45
include physical attacks.
Democratic Response: Cyber Operational Resilience Alliance
Conflicting approaches to global governance for a deeply digitized world have created
a cybered “battleground short of traditional war” between the established democracies
and the rising authoritarianism of the rest of the world, stimulated by the successful
China model. Command of the technologies, operations, transparency, trustworthiness,
coercive possibilities, and economic value creation of the underlying cyberspace sub46
strate is at stake. In many ways, China has already excelled in using its scale, strategic
coherence, and internal and external leverage of the five offense advantages and levers of
state societal control against democratic economies and their global influence. Its state
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champions, most notably Huawei, have engaged in massive deceptive and R&D extractive campaigns for years, as well as bribing, bullying, and blackmailing individuals and
firms in order to displace Western corporations in global markets, while its hackers
conduct “patriotic hacking” on foreign firms. China-based cyber warriors use the noise
of the global mass of bad actors, as well as their tools, to operate inside democratic states
for espionage, extraction, and preparation of future leverage against economic and network dependencies. Meanwhile it continues to use AI surveillance research and, in such
test cases as the Uyghur province, to increase its strategic command of its internal three
levers of cyber control, experimenting with how to deflect foreign intrusions, impose
control, and export the tools for so doing to the leaders of smaller allied states, such as
47
Zambia.
There are few easy options for democracies, with their open internet and their private
or public enterprises, but there are indicators of what is needed if they are to change the
current negative trends. Consolidated democratic civil societies need commensurate
scale and strategic coherence, built on robust cyber power, to defend their economic
well-being and combined technological generativity going forward. They need to transform the underlying cyberspace into what it was intended to be: a securable interactive
space operating under democratic rules of governance. First and foremost they need
to accept a different narrative: that they will have to survive as a minority group of
states in a much larger, cyber-hostile, authoritarian world increasingly answering to the
preferences of the largest actor (China). Second but no less important, this community
of about forty established democratic states must unite so as to scale up to demographic,
economic, and technological peer status with China. They need to combine in such a
way that adversarial and criminal uses of the five offense advantages are profoundly
mitigated in the process.
This community does, however, have one large usable advantage—a shared cultural
48
legacy that encourages cooperation, not just coexistence. Its members have seventy
years of collective defense, market, and shared professional institutions. The established
democracies also have a solid basis on which to build and from which to share a securable, rule of law–driven internet. Taking the established democracies alone, there are
over nine hundred million educated citizens well embedded in the new digitized world.
These nations host among them a large community of private-sector actors in their telecommunications and IT capital-goods sectors who are the victims of Chinese theft of
product value and control and who face increasingly grim futures as the large Chinese
state champions eliminate their global and often domestic market viability. The futures
of the democracies around these private-sector actors will determine their own futures
as well; they too can participate in—and benefit from—the national cyber defense and
the cyber transformation process collectively.
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To mitigate the full set of offense advantages at the scale and with the strategic coherence needed and to become robust cyber powers despite being minority states, the consolidated democracies need to join in a cyber operational resilience alliance (CORA), a
structure that cooperatively ensures the community’s whole-of-society cyber defense in
the near term and its longer-term cyberspace transformation. The CORA’s goals would
be to defend now against the permeation of Chinese preferences across global cyber and
economic space and so buy time to achieve the ultimate diminution of the sources of
cyber systemic surprise without having to use all three levers of societal control. That is,
the ultimate purpose of the CORA is to keep these economies and democracies healthy
and defended while enacting the complete transformation of the underlying internet
into something secured and democratic for the longer term.
The CORA is not a debating forum. It operationally blends the cyber defenses (involving uniformed and government civilians) of aligned nations with the telecommunications that are the cyber backbones to these nations and with the critical IT capital-goods
industries that provide the tools, talent, and equipment enabling national cyberspaces
49
to function. The national cyber assets of allied governments operate closely with those
of others to generate complementary legal regimes, shared surveillance, and directresponse assets. Figure 2 shows the areas of operation of the CORA.

FIGURE 2
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To address all four sources of systemic surprise and produce robust cyber power for
all member nations, the CORA embraces the private sector. That sector’s institutional
architecture ensures trade with the rest of the world while engaging the telecommunications sectors and IT capital-goods industries across nations in the collective defense of
their societies. Key to the private sector’s buy-in is widespread recognition among IT
capital-goods industry leaders that just as Huawei looted and displaced the formerly
large telecommunications equipment firm Nortel, China’s state champions, with their
IT/AI/quantum policies, have no intention of allowing the Westernized firms to play
50
major roles in global markets over the long term. As witnessed by the rapid displacement of local firms inside democracies by the Chinese in the solar panel market in a
few short years, Westernized firms have no great future potential if authoritarian states
51
succeed in dominating markets within the democracies themselves. One may compete
vigorously in markets in the rest of the world, but it is no longer possible to embark
safely in small joint ventures with any of the rising cyber hegemon’s IT-related firms,
given the current shoddy internet.
These telecommunications and IT capital-goods firms, being defended by the CORA
as well as defending it, are considered “allied protected sectors.” They and their governments invest in operational coverage of gaps in the defenses of the telecommunications
backbone, networks, and endpoints and in the creation of secured basic technologies.
In return, they are provided the single democratic community market, more than nine
hundred million strong, free of authoritarian-proxy corporate subversion, ownership, or
tainted competition.
The allies must use the time that the CORA buys them to invest in basic R&D to build
a democratic, secured, advanced foundation for the future democratic cyberspace.
Whatever the longer-term and most effective path for this small community of consolidated democracies may prove to be, it will certainly be aimed at reducing the authoritarian abuse of the community’s shared cyber substrate, the key to its societal functions
and well-being. Cybered conflict is challenging for any state: an arena of easy offense,
multiple systemic surprise sources, gaps in control-lever defenses, incompatible statesystemic cultural instincts and governance preferences, and an inherent and heavy scale
advantage for a regime-disruptive rising state. The CORA countries will be institutionally preparing the considerable technological innovation for this new post-Western
internet age, even if its benefits are limited at first to member countries of the alliance.
CORA buys a chance to make up for two squandered decades of rising cybered conflict
in which leverage was ceded to authoritarian regimes, a chance to develop, concertedly
and collectively, a securable cyberspace along democratic values.
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DOD Strategic Learning and Recommendations
Implementation of a CORA has different implications for the roles that military services
may play in various nations, depending on their current ones. If a military is the central
locus of computer knowledge in a government, then its forces will play a larger role than
that of a nation in which a civilian signals intelligence agency or a police agency has that
52
distinction. In the United States, the Department of Defense—containing both the
National Security Agency and U.S. Cyber Command—directly influences the strength
of the nation’s cyber power. So long, however, as DOD’s military role was confined to
defending its own networks and reacting to—rather than disrupting—wizards, the
U.S. government could not employ that critical source of scarce capabilities for defense
across all four sources of surprise. This narrow view dominated until the end of the first
decade of this century, reflecting a dated understanding of the whole-of-society cyber
defense that a new reality demands.
The 2018 DOD Cyber Strategy evidences strategic learning about the nature of rising authoritarianism and a conflictual, digitized world. The unclassified summary states, “We
will defend forward to disrupt or halt malicious cyber activity at its source, including
activity that falls below the level of armed conflict. We will strengthen the security and
resilience of networks and systems that contribute to current and future U.S. military
advantages. We will collaborate with our interagency, industry, and international part53
ners to advance our mutual interests.”
In a welcome addition to the language of its 2015 predecessor, this strategy also offers
to help defend a critical portion of the interdependent enterprise: “The Department
seeks to preempt, defeat, or deter malicious cyber activity targeting critical American
infrastructure that could cause a significant cyber incident regardless of whether that
54
incident would impact DOD’s warfighting readiness or capability.” The unclassified
summary acknowledges wicked actors as collectively a major source of societal surprise,
one that must be disrupted, deterred, or pursued persistently and in ways different from
55
those by which the global mass of bad actors is opposed. DOD also sees its defense role
more expansively, with a mission to defend the nation, including key domestic (and likely private-sector) portions beyond those critical to its warfighting capacity. The central
challenges born of a flawed and adversary-exploited cyberspace substrate underpinning
the entire nation have thus been recognized by a government that traditionally has preferred the clarity of wartime (kinetic) versus peacetime, of military operations separate
from civilian activity, and of foreign security as distinct from domestic struggles.
Gaps in learning remain, especially with respect to achieving the scale and strategic
coherence needed to match Chinese ambitions. The CORA represents a collective
response, but its implications for militaries are only just emerging. While the 2018 DOD
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Cyber Strategy leans far forward of its predecessors with respect to whole-of-society
defense, American military leaders still struggle to accept the existential challenge,
particularly the reality of China’s scale and the fact that democracies are a minority of
56
states globally. In fact, the document treats China and Russia as if they pose challenges
of the same type. Yet only China possesses the scale and strategic coherence to change
57
the global system. This strategy document does not acknowledge the unique existential threat presented by China or extend defense obligations to all parts of democratic
society. This broader narrative is necessary to update the expectations of conflict for
a military facing new systemic roles no less critical than have been their kinetic roles.
Figure 3 captures alternative futures.
FIGURE 3

CORA: Scale and Strategic Coherence Survival Imperative for Allied Democracies
SCALE (IN SOURCES
OF SYSTEMIC
FOREKNOWLEDGE)

STRATEGIC COHERENCE (ACROSS CYBER JURISDICTION[S])
LIMITED

SYSTEM-WIDE

INDIVIDUAL
Democratic civil society

cyber status quo,
and rising cyber vassaldom

Cyber Westphalia
and more slowly rising cyber
economic vassaldom

COLLECTIVE
Democratic civil
societies

Western global cyber
domination led by U.S.
preferences, anticipated
from 1990s on (expired
option)

cyber operational
resilience alliance (CORA)

While the DOD Cyber Strategy summary calls for expanding partnerships and alliances,
58
the language suggests a narrow view of both allies and private-sector partners. To wit,
“the Department will build trusted relationships with private-sector entities that are
59
critical enablers of military operations.” Shortly thereafter, the summary document
highlights the reinforcement of civil-society norms in global cyberspace as a military
obligation. While the former is too little, the latter is a distraction. The CORA concept
presumes that global norms have already passed out of the hands of democratic nations, including the United States, and will eventually reflect Chinese or more generally
authoritarian preferences. There is no particular role for any single democratic nation’s
military in changing that reality. Rather, it is only with a CORA that the already roughly
agreed-upon democratic norms continue to exist among the members banding together
to make it so for themselves.
Furthermore, private-sector entities dedicated to supporting military operations are
already under considerable regulation in most democracies. It is the sectors that are
not currently viewed as critical to military operations but that are vastly important to
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wider society that need more reciprocal and collaborative relationships with their nation’s defenders. Two sectors in particular are exceptionally critical to the survival of
the nation and its CORA allies: telecommunications and IT capital goods. It is through
relationships with these nontraditional partners that the military’s capacities, missions,
and resources will collaboratively and persistently ensure the defense of the entire nation. In short, allies are neither secondary nor backups, and private-sector partners are
not limited participants in national defense. Both are existentially critical in a cyberedconflict-ridden and largely authoritarian world.
To judge by the Cyber Strategy’s summary, the underlying document is missing appropriate emphasis on types of adaptations and innovations needed to prepare the military
to defend from a minority position in a post-Western, deeply digitized world. It makes
the perennial call for more cyber talent and in-house use of more secure or advanced
technologies, including clouds, scalable computing, and crowdsourcing. However,
the document also reiterates the 1990s mantra that commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
acquisition will reduce expense and difficulty in maintenance and upgrades. Ironically, a COTS preference could be justifiable but only in a CORA world where the IT
capital-goods industry was a full partner in the defense of the member states, engaged in
collective defense as well as vigorous international trade, generativity, innovation testing, contributions to wider R&D learning, and production. If Apple’s iPhone was made
within CORA member states, it would not have, as it does today, a Chinese-required
60
chip enabling government surveillance were that phone to enter China. However, the
CORA is not yet established, and the way forward begins with the recognition that reliance on a highly insecure cyberspace built on COTS is in large measure what made the
Department of Defense as vulnerable as it has proved to be. Preparing the organization
for different relationships with allies and private-sector enterprises is a critical strategic
need.

The Cyber Operational Resilience Alliance is meant to buy time to remake the underlying technology of cyberspace with a massive effort in R&D jointly pursued by IT
capital-goods players, universities, start-ups, enterprises, and governments (including
their militaries). The Defense Department should begin now to work out systemic and
specific solutions with private- and public-sector partners, working jointly on testing,
refining, implementing, and assessing the fruits of this transformational R&D for the
whole society and across the alliance. DOD cannot regain the singular role it had in
the history of computing in the Westernized world. But neither should it abandon the
defense of the nation to the vagaries of commercial budgets and profit-focused leaders of IT enterprises. It has the wizard capabilities, foreknowledge, and resources to do
otherwise.
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Above all, organizational reform must be guided by a strategy for collective survival.
Otherwise, well-intentioned military leaders may evolve strategies, capabilities, and
institutions that are incompatible with a CORA. Reforms, technology updates, operational innovations, and institutional learning need to proceed on the basis of a vision of
democracies united operationally in cyberspace. The scale of threats in the future world
61
will be unlike that of any the United States has faced since the Revolutionary War.
Then, only by combining efforts did the individually weak thirteen states prevail. Today
there are about forty consolidated democracies constituting about 10 percent of a much
larger global population that is steadily becoming more digitized and more authoritarian. If democracies are to survive, they must work operationally and persistently in
a CORA. They need to partner with their private sectors to transform, at a wartime
tempo, the underlying cyber substrate into one that is securable, generative, and imbued
with democratic values of openness, transparency, and trust. Military strategies of
democratic states across all domains—cyber, maritime, air, space, and land—will need
62
to evolve toward this collective reality to survive.
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the continent and knew roughly what war
would look like; hence, one prepared. Plus,
“war” had to be “declared” to force concessions from adversaries. With the advent of the
nuclear age, war was anticipated to be different in speed and the extent of fallout versus
traditional assaults and ground competition
(plus the likelihood of Pyrrhic outcomes).
But one knew what bombs and missiles did,
hence, by extension, what nuclear weapons
could do. The current age is one in which
the democracies are outnumbered in a new
form of truly systemic conflict that they have
only belatedly started recognizing. Their
political and economic leaders are still having
considerable trouble accepting what year-onyear economic losses in peacetime will mean
for their nations’ futures as a global minority.
The Soviet Union as an economic challenger
never had the global ubiquity, determination,
or technological capacity of China. However
ideological the Cold War, it did not actually intrude on the economic lifeblood of
democratic societies as the Revolutionary War
most certainly did for the emerging United
States. Marc Egnal and Joseph A. Ernst, “An
Economic Interpretation of the American
Revolution,” William and Mary Quarterly 29,
no. 1 (1972; repr. 1995).
62. For application of this perspective to the
maritime domain in particular, see Peter
Dombrowski and Chris C. Demchak, “Cyber
War, Cybered Conflict, and the Maritime
Domain,” Naval War College Review 67, no. 2
(2014).
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CHAPTER FOUR

Advances in Defense

V ICE A DM. NA NC Y A . NORTON, USN, ET A L .

Defensive cyber is a dynamic field. This chapter takes a high-level view and provides vital
context for understanding how the defensive cyberspace mission area evolves and outpaces
policy, doctrine, and bureaucratic procedures. The U.S. Department of Defense’s flexibility in addressing these challenges enables the men and women dedicated to strengthening
cyber defense to succeed in protecting the military’s information, weapon systems, and
technology assets, which are fundamental to national defense and security.
A 2015 intrusion into Pentagon unclassified e-mail accounts caused a temporary
1
shutdown of Joint Staff e-mail service affecting about 4,200 accounts. At the time,
U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) commander Adm. Michael Rogers said the
sophisticated phishing attack was aggressive and showed the adversary’s ability to adjust
2
tactics rapidly. Monitoring and quick action caught the cyber attack before serious
widespread compromise could take place and allowed the U.S. Department of Defense
(DOD) to examine the adversary’s campaign-style movements while it adjusted its
3
network security. Two years later, the WannaCry ransomware and NotPetya malware
4
attacks caused billions of dollars in damage worldwide. DOD escaped unharmed. The
saving grace in these events was DOD’s organized, unified action and active layered
defense. These examples shine a light on significant advances over the last ten years in
the U.S. military’s defensive cyber capabilities and the importance of operating with a
warfighter mind-set as a unified joint force within the cyberspace warfighting domain.
DOD has come to appreciate the power achieved by aligning all forty-three DOD components with over 250,000 defensive cyber operators to work as a unified joint force in
5
the cyber fight. Developing a shared understanding of DOD’s cyber terrain across components and making priority decisions on the basis of the criticality of military missions
and capabilities underpin USCYBERCOM advances in defense.
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Global Responsibility with a Warfighter Mind-set
The imperative is to stay ahead of the adversary. Cyberspace provides a sense of
anonymity, deniability, flexibility in timing, and a high degree of maneuverability for
deceptive actions that attempt to create confusion and erode the strategic position of the
6
United States and its bonds of trust with allies. Given the threat and persistent cyber
warfighting environment, USCYBERCOM has integrated assertive defense activities
throughout its full-spectrum cyberspace mission areas to protect the Department of
7
Defense Information Network (DODIN).
This comprehensive view starts with understanding that cyber defense goes beyond the
administration of technology and networks. It is about protecting national interests and
preserving vital partnerships that enable the American military’s long-term competitive
advantage. Defending networks, on and off the DODIN, translates into protecting the
8
mission supported by the technology. This is the warfighter mind-set.
USCYBERCOM’s global responsibility, and specifically that of Joint Force Headquarters–
DODIN (JFHQ-DODIN) as the primary synchronizer for defense, influences operations and mission-essential tasks across all four DOD core functions—combatant
command warfighting, the services’ “organize/man/train/equip,” intelligence activities,
9
10
and business operations. Every DOD function relies on the DODIN in some way.
DODIN operations and defense constitute a layered, or tiered, framework in which individuals, organizations, and categories of organizations play active roles. The DODIN
is DOD’s complex, classified and unclassified, federation of thousands of networks,
information-technology equipment, tools and applications, weapon system technologies, and data. It comprises service-, agency-, and combatant command–constructed
networks; the equipment and tools used by those organizations, including mobile
devices, internet access points, and connections with nonmilitary entities; the various
platform information technologies; programs of record, industrial control systems /
supervisory control, and data acquisition; the rapidly emerging cloud environment; and
11
other elements. It encompasses the enterprise, base, post, camp, and station levels. The
Defense Information Systems Network, managed by the Defense Information Systems
12
Agency (DISA), serves as the DODIN backbone.
The scope, scale, complexity, and span of control of the DODIN are striking. JFHQDODIN’s command-and-control mission, along with the necessary authorities, enables
the ability to secure, operate, and defend the DODIN and reinforces resiliency in the
persistently contested cyber environment. Along with JFHQ-DODIN, there is the Cyber
National Mission Force Headquarters (CNMF-HQ), focused on defense of the nation,
and Joint Force Headquarters–Cyber (JFHQ-C), focused on supporting combatant
13
commands with offensive cyberspace operations.
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Laying the Groundwork for Defensive Cyber: Complexity and a Sense of Order
USCYBERCOM as the Cornerstone for Advances in Defense
U.S. Cyber Command’s transition in May 2018 from a subordinate command under
U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) to an independent command gives the
Commander, USCYBERCOM authority to plan and execute operations, actions, and
activities for the entire cyberspace warfighting domain. The foundational defensive
cyberspace advancement in the last decade is thus USCYBERCOM’s designation as the
tenth combatant command. This includes authority to direct all DOD components,
establish priorities for offensive and defensive operations, and manage operational risk
14
related to cyber. The responsibility and authority cross geographic, functional, service,
and DOD agency boundaries with focus on all cyberspace operations simultaneously, as
15
a supported or supporting command.
Command and control, identifying and articulating cyber-related requirements,
partnerships, and advocacy are all critical aspects of USCYBERCOM’s full-spectrum
16
operations at the strategic level. While the idea of comprehensive cyber operations has
been part of the strategic conversation for decades, it was not until the early years of this
century that traction was gained. Dramatic changes in information-technology capabilities, an escalation of expectations for speed and access, and diverse ways in which
operators pursued cyber defense given the competitive environment with adversaries all
contributed to the need for a different organizational construct and approach.
By late 2018, USCYBERCOM had matured its efforts and coalesced its activities into
three main pursuits: persistent engagement, persistent presence, and persistent innova17
tion. This strategy centers on leveraging operational information and intelligence from
diverse areas to reinforce action as close to the source of malicious activity as possible.
The need to be proactive underpins the defend-forward concept, as well as DODIN
18
operations and defense on a daily basis.
A Brief Look Back: Shaping Full-Spectrum Cyberspace Operations
Early perspectives about DOD’s information technology focused largely on creating efficiencies and office automation. Over time, dependence on the DODIN as an operational
warfighting capability affirmed that the strength of the DODIN is directly related to
19
risk to mission, risk to forces, and operational outcomes. DOD officials realized that
while few, if any, competitors could fight and win a conventional fight with the United
States, they could conduct asymmetric attacks against the DODIN to disrupt, deny, and
in some cases destroy DODIN-enabled capabilities or corrupt, distort, or steal sensitive
20
data and information. DOD’s initial focus was to improve the defensive posture of the
21
DODIN. These initial efforts were characterized as “computer-network defense” and
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“information-assurance” actions and centered on inspections related to administrative compliance in network changes, such as software programs, updates, patches, and
technical actions, and they relied on individual organizations to decide whether, how,
22
and when they would proceed.
Several realities—competition in a new environment, persistent and continuous assault,
magnitude of the problem, and scope of vulnerability for the United States—led DOD to
name cyberspace a critical part of the global battlespace in the 2004 National Military
Strategy, which led to deliberate actions to organize cyberspace as an operational war
fighting domain by 2009. In part, this included a Joint Staff capabilities-gap analysis,
decisions by the Deputy’s Management Action Group, and inclusion of cyberspace as
a formal operational warfighting domain in the Unified Command Plan (UCP), with
the mission assigned to a combatant command having the authority to execute the
cyberspace operations mission, and it was followed by establishment of an operational
23
command framework.
USCYBERCOM’s early years focused on building out the mission areas for defending
the nation and supporting combatant commands. Although the USSTRATCOM commander identified the need in 2011, completing the defensive aspect of the cyberspace
framework came in November 2014, when the secretary of defense directed the commander of USSTRATCOM to establish JFHQ-DODIN as a subordinate command to
USCYBERCOM. The new entity’s purpose was to operate at the operational level of
warfare and function as a command-and-control headquarters aligned to the “secure,
24
operate, and defend the DODIN” mission area. The mission assigned to JFHQ-DODIN
was to achieve unity of command over all DOD components that conduct DODIN operations or defensive cyberspace operations. This enabled the delegation of the authority
to execute three UCP-assigned responsibilities inherent in full-spectrum cyberspace
operations: to direct network operations, network security, and network-defense operations across the totality of the DODIN. The establishment of the “secure, operate, and
defend the DODIN” mission area established lineage for DODIN operations, security,
and defense operations from the UCP-assigned mission, through the combatant commander assigned the UCP mission, through USCYBERCOM, and ultimately through
JFHQ-DODIN to all DOD components that conduct DODIN operations, security, and
defense operations.
Organizing the Cyberspace Warfighting Domain Operational Framework
Once JFHQ-DODIN was established as a component command under USCYBERCOM to
serve at the operational level of warfare, its command became a dual-hat responsibility
for the DISA director. Thus, this three-star-level position has two distinct and separate
sets of responsibilities to fulfill and organizations to oversee. Administrative support
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became DISA’s responsibility. DISA, a combat support agency, falls under the purview
of the DOD chief information officer (CIO). USCYBERCOM’s responsibilities fall under
the Goldwater-Nichols Act, and the DOD CIO falls under the Clinger-Cohen Act, which
25
sometimes have differing priorities. However, the JFHQ-DODIN commander’s dual
hat gives the advantage of direct involvement with and insight from both the CIO policy
and acquisition community and the strategic and operational warfighter community. It
allows the commander to bridge across policy, acquisition, and advocacy for cyberspace
warfighter requirements.
JFHQ-DODIN was empowered, as noted, to achieve unity of command with directive
authority for cyberspace operations. This authority is different from all other command
authorities, because it is agnostic with respect to the core mission of the organization
to which it is applied but is constrained to DODIN operations and defensive cyberspace
26
operations.
In 2017, as JFHQ-DODIN worked toward full operational capability, the organization
initiated an effort to define the cyber battlefield and terrain. That same year, Operation
Gladiator Shield marked the first time DOD coordinated efforts to organize and
direct defensive cyberspace operations for sustained and persistent conflict. JFHQDODIN identified forty-three areas of operation on the DODIN and named a com27
mander or director of a DOD component responsible for each.
With the help of JFHQ-DODIN, the components continue to define their areas of
operation, the priorities for protection (networks/systems/information), the interdependencies, and the operational-risk assessments. This allows commanders and directors
to know their organizations’ security risks and understand how the cyber risks affect
their mission-essential objectives and assets. Additionally, this information gives JFHQDODIN the necessary information for a deeper and broader understanding of the risks
to the DODIN as a whole.
Overall, Operation Gladiator Shield created the conditions for seamless and trusted
unified action by DOD components in defensive cyberspace operations.
Understanding the Threat Environment: What It Means to Advances in Defense
With cyber as the ultimate asymmetric weapon, cyber defenders naturally look at
the threat environment from a broad perspective, considering external and internal
conditions and adversaries. Tactics, techniques, and procedures change rapidly, and
attempted intrusions often appear from multiple points simultaneously. The nature of
the cyberspace environment gives adversaries flexibility, in timing and pace of attacks,
that allows for sophisticated campaigns over time. This translates into a high demand
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on DOD to ensure that defensive efforts are proactive at every level. The imperative is
twofold: first, continuously identify vulnerabilities to networks, systems, and processes;
and second, undertake assertive defend-forward actions. Speed and ability to prioritize
threats are top requirements for cyber defenders.
External Threats
Competitors deterred from engaging the United States and our allies in
an armed conflict are using cyberspace operations to steal our technology,
disrupt our government and commerce, challenge our democratic
processes, and threaten our critical infrastructure.
SUMMARY DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CYBER STRATEGY 2018

Reliance on networked systems, technologies, and instantaneous global communications has created new challenges for DOD as governments, nonstate actors, criminals,
extremists, and lone individuals persistently and maliciously exploit cyberspace, targeting individuals and organizations. While adversaries’ capabilities, intent, and motivations vary, all can pose threats to the nation’s interests and military posture.
As adversary techniques and tools evolve, the divide between state and nonstate actors narrows. The proliferation of malware complicates attribution. Revolutionary
advancements in malware influence how adversaries attempt to exploit systems and
28
how network defenders posture to defend. The deployment of new technologies, such
as the Internet of Things, Internet Protocol version 6, and 5G telecommunications,
increases the number of systems requiring defense and the complexity of cyber defense
requirements.
Over the past fifteen years, the cyber and intelligence communities have developed
frameworks to analyze adversary cyberspace activity, to assist with attribution, and to
understand the adversary’s intent, capabilities, and end state. Armed with this analysis,
29
defenders are more prepared to react to adversary activities and future events. The
sheer volume and velocity of available data require technical capabilities to process,
store, and analyze threat reporting and network data to facilitate a holistic threat
picture.
Internal Threats
What Snowden taught the NSA [National Security Agency]—and
perhaps many people watching NSA—is that it’s probably very likely we
underestimated the probability and the consequences of an insider.
CHRIS INGLIS, FORMER DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NSA
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Several incidents in recent years involved serious insider-enabled theft of large volumes
of classified and sensitive data. Insiders use authorized access and can, wittingly or unwittingly, harm the security of the United States. Malicious insiders include disgruntled
employees or former employees motivated by revenge, financial gain, or ideology. These
individuals may act alone or may enable activities by others. These actors do not have to
possess advanced technical skills, as their regular access may enable malicious activity.
Spear phishing and other social engineering–based activity capitalize on unwitting insiders. Less malicious security incidents triggered by unwitting insiders occur frequently and can enable adversaries to exploit vulnerabilities and bypass an organization’s
layered defenses. The use of unauthorized hardware or software, improper transmission
of sensitive data, and the misconfiguration of systems are examples of insider activity
that may enable adversary activities. Insider action or inaction conservatively enables 30
30
percent of all successful adversary activity.
DOD has an Insider Threat Program requiring organizations to establish monitoring
programs to help identify and neutralize malicious insider threats. When combined
with user training, compliance monitoring, and the inculcation of a cybersecurity culture, the program reduces unwitting insider threats.
In 2015, DOD published the “Department of Defense Cybersecurity Culture and Compliance Initiative (DC3I)” memorandum. The memo recognized that “roughly 80 percent of incidents in the cyber domain can be traced to three factors: poor user practices,
poor network and data management practices, and poor implementation of network
31
architecture.” The memorandum called for a change in DOD’s cyber culture and introduced principles and policies for all personnel accessing, operating, or utilizing DOD
32
information networks. This initiative was one impetus for efforts within DOD that
continue today, including enhanced training, more rigorous compliance-based reporting and inspections, and synchronization of defensive efforts under JFHQ-DODIN,
with the appropriate authorities to compel action by DOD components.
Big Years, 2017 and 2018: Key Secure, Operate, and Defend Advances
Several advances emerged from Operation Gladiator Shield 2017 or reflect a continual push toward unity of command and control for the cyber domain.
Integrated Campaign Approach. USCYBERCOM and JFHQ-DODIN’s campaign
approach to planning emphasizes flexibility for integrating military capabilities with
interorganizational and multinational partner capabilities. The idea is to analyze and
interpret the operating environment and emerging patterns to plan comprehensive
33
responses for effective results. JFHQ-DODIN’s first five-year Subordinate Campaign
Plan for Defensive Cyberspace Operations and Internal Defensive Measures, signed in
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December 2017, aligns to USCYBERCOM’s Campaign Plan.34 JFHQ-DODIN’s annual
orders operationalize long-term plans by focusing attention on near-term objectives.
For example, the USCYBERCOM commander approved a twenty-six-point “Fight the
DODIN” concept, with several objectives included in the 2019 annual order. The full
concept extends into the future and covers tasks for the entire DODIN at all layered35
defense tiers.
Cyber Tasking Cycle and Defensive Cyberspace Priorities. In 2018, JFHQ-DODIN
implemented a Cyber Tasking Cycle to establish priorities for whole-of-the-DODIN
36
defensive cyber standards across DOD. This is accomplished through daily, weekly,
monthly, and quarterly interactions with all forty-three DOD components. The Cyber
Tasking Cycle engages cyber operators at all levels—watchstanders in component operations centers, directors of cyber and information-technology operations centers, and
deputy and principal commanders and directors of the components. This effort creates
shared understanding about defensive cyber priorities at all levels of the DODIN’s
layered-defense construct and then translates priorities into timely action. Commanderand director-level involvement is key to the success of this effort. Senior executives are
part of strategic and operational conversations on policy, operations, and resources. As
of early 2019, JFHQ-DODIN’s Cyber Tasking Cycle is the only DOD-wide effort with
such inclusive and active participation.
JFHQ-DODIN Operations Center. When JFHQ-DODIN transitioned from initial
operational capability in January 2015 to full operational capability in January 2018,
it shared space with DISA’s command center. In August 2018 the USCYBERCOM
commander, Gen. Paul M. Nakasone, commissioned a new JFHQ-DODIN Operations
Center (JDOC) to bolster the command’s capability in fusing operations and intelligence. By late 2018, the JDOC had emerged as the heartbeat of command and control for
DOD’s defensive cyberspace operations. No other entity has the reach or timely impact
of JFHQ-DODIN for DODIN operations and defensive cyber operations. Components
gain insight from data collected and analyzed in the JDOC and bolstered by input from
other elements of the command. These “fused” data become critical information for
37
overarching defensive operations at all levels within the DODIN tiered construct.
Operational Readiness Inspections, Audits, and Assessments. In October 2017, the
JFHQ-DODIN commander and DISA director transferred the DODIN Readiness and
Security Inspections directorate from DISA to JFHQ-DODIN, to reorient from a focus
on compliance toward operational mission–based, threat-focused assessment. This
comprehensive new approach includes Command Cyberspace Readiness Inspections
(CCRIs), Command Cyberspace Operations Readiness Inspections (CCORIs), Cyber
Security Service Provider Assessments, DOD and Network Security Service Public Key
Infrastructure Audits, and security assessments for information networks and systems
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throughout DOD, other federal agencies, and selected coalition partners connected to
the DODIN. With the USCYBERCOM commander’s guidance, JFHQ-DODIN began
training components to pick up the compliance responsibility to allow for increased
attention to operational risk and mitigation. Initial feedback from components that
have gone through the CCRI/CCORI processes has been positive. CCORIs provide new
insights into how an organization influences and is influenced by others—revealing
38
critical aspects of interdependencies in cyberspace.
Defensive Cyberspace Fixed and Maneuver Forces. DOD’s defensive cyberspace personnel number more than 240,000. These forces represent capabilities across all DOD
components working at all levels in the layered-defense construct. They are a globally
39
dispersed, diverse force defending all DOD mission areas. Included in this number
are USCYBERCOM forces as well as those within combatant commands, services, and
DOD agencies and field activities. USCYBERCOM’s 133-team Cyber Mission Force—
cyber protection teams, combat mission teams, and national mission teams through
CNMF-HQ and JFHQ-C, and cyber operations–integrated planning elements (COIPEs) at each combatant command—focuses on full-spectrum cyber operations with
a preponderance of effort toward off-DODIN offensive and defensive activities for the
“defending the nation” mission area and support to combatant commands, respective40
ly. Other cyber defenders across DOD include incident response teams, red (simulated aggressor) teams, sensor teams, cybersecurity service providers, organic service
providers, network operations centers, computer emergency response teams, and blue
(simulated defender) teams. JFHQ-DODIN has six cyber-protection teams that deploy
to address prioritized vulnerabilities and special defense-related initiatives.
Warfighter Integrated Cyberspace Operations. As of late 2019, CO-IPEs were still
in the development phase but were under way serving as the forward extensions of
JFHQ-DODIN and a JFHQ-C. Their purpose is to help combatant commanders to plan,
synchronize, integrate, and deconflict offensive operations, defensive cyber operations,
response actions, and defensive cyberspace operations. Their activities include situational monitoring of DODIN dependencies, joint planning, intelligence, DODIN operations and defensive internal measures, coordination with the JFHQ-DODIN Operations
41
Center, and engagement with crisis action planning and response.
Full-Spectrum Thinking for Assertive Action. As the capabilities for offensive cyber
and defensive cyber have matured over the last ten years, USCYBERCOM presses for
seamless collaboration between the two communities. This includes enhancing relationships with federal law-enforcement, intelligence, and homeland-security agencies where
efforts to leverage and share information have been considered successful. Efforts to
protect the American 2018 and 2020 elections are examples of organizations—to include
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state-level entities—sharing information and coordinating defensive cyber efforts from
their own levels of authorities and within the limits of legal reach.42
The Future: Factors to Launch New Advancements in Defense
Policy Reform. Deeper levels of cooperation are required for success in defensive
cyberspace operations. This requires policy and procedure changes to meet long-term
strategic defensive goals involving the whole of government, coalition/international
partners, industry, and academia. Three policy areas need attention in the future. First,
DOD and policy makers must reconcile the conflicts between the Goldwater-Nichols
Act and the Clinger-Cohen Act regarding cyberspace operations. Second, the DOD
policy and acquisition communities and the operations community must enhance and
expand collaboration to achieve the effective operational outcomes commanders and
directors need in carrying out their mission areas while pursuing efficiency goals of the
CIO and resource management communities. Third, DOD must enhance policies and
processes to allow for increased information and intelligence sharing with other federal
partners, allies, academia, and industry.
Codifying the Operational Command Framework. Organizing and optimizing the
battlespace are imperative for substantive and effective operational outcomes in the
future. Refining authority and aligning forces to provide, secure, and defend cyberspace
as DOD organizations evolve—such as with the standing up of U.S. Space Command in
2019—will reinforce unified action and USCYBERCOM’s command-centric, threatinformed approach to defensive priorities and decisions. Optimizing for effectiveness
will involve continually reassessing the DODIN architecture and examining the span
of control at points within the layered construct. These efforts underpin the focus on
managing operational risks across all four DOD core functions: combatant command
warfighting; the services’ “organize/man/train/equip” responsibilities; intelligence
activities; and business operations.
Contested Environment and Technology. The DODIN will continue to be a contested
environment in an extraordinarily complex and complicated battlespace. This situation
requires continuously defining cyber threats and examining the overwhelming amount
of daily operational information and intelligence available. JFHQ-DODIN, together
with the components, must continue the active defense of the DODIN to prevent adversaries from gaining hold and shaping the space, thus setting the norms on which all
would operate.
Future advancements in defensive cyber will require “baked in” security, increased
speed to allow operators to be more proactive in defense activities, and a visual depiction of friendly and adversarial cyberspace activity to integrate with the other
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warfighting domains of land, air, sea, and space. DOD must further develop capabilities to be predictive in securing, operating, and defending the DODIN. Critical aspects
include tighter security for unclassified and classified systems, integrated fusion of
operations and intelligence, and analysis to sort irrelevant from relevant data rapidly
and allow for specialized analysis.
Priorities and Advocacy. The JFHQ-DODIN Cyber Tasking Cycle is an effective way
to strengthen and hasten the prioritization process for DODIN operations and cyber
defense. For the future, this process will involve commanders, directors, and policy
makers managing risk rather than avoiding risk. This requires experimentation, innovation, and willingness to learn and develop new operational concepts with a proactive
approach. USCYBERCOM, as the voice for the cyberspace operational warfighting
domain, will need to press for enterprise efforts and tailored capabilities to ensure effectiveness of operations.
Conclusion
Advances in the cyberspace warfighting domain defensive operations align with the
overarching purposes outlined in the National Defense Strategy and DOD Cyber Strategy. The priority is to protect national interests and preserve vital partnerships that
enable the American military’s long-term competitive advantage. The key has been to
stay ahead of adversaries in the incredibly dynamic cyberspace environment. Unity of
command and control, together with a warfighter ethos, has strengthened efforts
and increased the pace of proactive defensive actions on and off DOD networks in
USCYBERCOM’s persistent-engagement strategy.
This persistent-engagement strategy leverages operational information and intelligence
from diverse areas to reinforce assertive defensive action as close to the source of malicious activity as practicable. For JFHQ-DODIN, its defensive cyberspace operations
mission arises from a global responsibility to protect the entirety of the DODIN, a
critical aspect of the persistent-engagement approach. Having reached full operational
capability in 2018, JFHQ-DODIN continues to mature to address the full scope of its
mission, covering all classified and unclassified networks, cloud endeavors, informationtechnology equipment, tools and applications, weapon system technologies, and data.
Challenges for defensive cyberspace operations continue to exist, but at the same time
these challenges open doors to new opportunities for innovative solutions. Quantum
computing threatens the veracity of encryption and increases the velocity and volume
potentially available to an adversary. In addition, such new technologies as the Internet
of Things, Internet Protocol version 6, and 5G telecommunications increase the scope
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and complexity for defense and full-spectrum cyberspace operations overall. While they
bring their own challenges, these and other emergent technologies allow for the creation
and deployment of enterprise-wide approaches to support operational effectiveness
for DOD component commanders and directors, to achieve management efficiencies,
and overall, to give DOD competitive advantage against adversaries across multiple
domains.
Future advancements in defensive cyberspace operations will depend on policy and
modernization reforms, identification of cyber-related priorities and requirements, and
operationalization of technologies and capabilities. JFHQ-DODIN is involved in or
leading efforts in each of these areas to help bridge the capabilities requirements for operational effectiveness with the institutional administrative-efficiency efforts. This role
is important to defensive cyberspace operations, given the organization’s commandand-control responsibility, which includes examining the interoperability of various
tools for enterprise-wide opportunities, as well as technology and process capabilities
that represent a comprehensive suite of current or possible future solutions.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Cyberspace and Warfighting
J O S H UA ROV N E R

Offensive cyberspace operations hold out the promise of quick decisive victories by acting
as powerful force multipliers for conventional forces. Significant technical and institutional obstacles, however, stand in the way of this vision. Evolving cyberspace capabilities also
raise a series of fundamental strategic questions for political and military leaders. This paper describes the promise of cyberspace operations in wars against cyber-savvy states, the
practical barriers to success, and the strategic questions that will remain unresolved even
as cyberspace technology and doctrine mature.
Cyberspace operations are seductive and bewildering. They appeal to policy makers as low-cost and low-risk alternatives to conventional warfighting. They suggest a
method of undermining an enemy’s ability to fight by turning off its communications
and blinding it by attacking the information-technology systems it needs for battlefield
intelligence. Adversaries of the United States have spent decades trying to close the
military gap, reorganizing their forces and fielding new weapon systems that challenge
American dominance. Well-executed cyberspace operations at the outset of a conflict
might render all these adversarial efforts irrelevant, restoring U.S. advantages. It is not
surprising that policy makers are intrigued by the opportunity to use these tools in the
event of conflict. They hold out the prospect of extending the lead of the United States
in peacetime and of bloodless victory in war.
At the same time, cyberspace operations rely on technologies that nonspecialist policy
makers find exotic and incomprehensible. This might lead them to overestimate the
operational effects of cyberspace operations. Alternatively, it might inspire an overabundance of caution if they worry about using an alien technology to achieve policy ends.
Policy makers can see and touch traditional tools of warfare. They understand what
rifles and missiles accomplish and intuit how adversaries respond to threats of kinetic
violence. But they might not have an intuitive understanding of what a “cyber threat”
means, how it is delivered, or what it seeks to achieve. The nature of the cyberspace
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domain may seem all-encompassing and totally intangible. It is easy to understand why
policy makers might not be confident about making strategy in a radically different
space.
We are thus left with opposing problems. One is false optimism about cyberspace operations. The other is a kind of stifling pessimism about the ability of senior leadership
to think like strategists, given the complexity and weirdness of cyberspace technology.
This chapter addresses both issues. It acknowledges the enthusiasm for wartime operations but describes the inherent limits of offensive cyberspace activities against military
targets. It then provides a framework for policy makers who are forced to grapple with
the strategic consequences in the event of a great-power war. We have a great deal of
experience with cyberspace operations in violent conflict with nonstate actors, and we
compete below the line of armed conflict against states continuously. We have not experienced cyberspace operations in a high-intensity interstate war, however, so we lack
an empirical base for thinking about what could be the most consequential of all cyber
conflicts. Some theory is needed.
I proceed as follows. The first section describes how doctrine in the United States and
elsewhere reflects the emerging consensus that cyberspace is integral to conventional
warfighting. The second section offers a more general discussion of how cyberspace
operations might support, complement, or substitute for kinetic force. The third section
describes the technical and institutional challenges of integrating cyberspace operations
into warfighting operations and doctrine. The final section asks what strategic questions still remain even if militaries overcome these challenges.
Doctrine for Cyberspace Operations
U.S. doctrine assumes that cyberspace operations will feature prominently in future
conventional war. Modern militaries rely on cyberspace for sharing data over distances.
Those forces also rely on information technologies for their normal operations; their
battle rhythm depends on dependable network communications. Offensive cyberspace
operations are potentially appealing for the same reason, because an adversary’s depen1
dence on cyberspace makes it vulnerable to crippling attack. It is no surprise, then, that
U.S. Cyber Command emphasizes “fully integrating cyberspace operations into combatant commander plans as well as existing boards, bureaus, cells, and workgroups used to
2
plan and execute warfare.”
U.S. military publications echo this call, at least on paper. They direct planners to
integrate cyberspace operations in routine campaign planning and to add them to
flexible-response options in the event of a crisis. Planners should also consider both
offensive and defensive operations. While U.S. Cyber Command is responsible for
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synchronizing efforts, regional combatant commands “must identify their requirements
for cyberspace operations both as supported and supporting commands in support of
3
this campaign planning effort.” The assumption throughout is that the cyberspace and
physical domains are inextricably linked. It makes no sense to segregate planning for
cyberspace operations from land or naval operations if the latter cannot operate without
the former. Further, cyberspace operations work through physical assets—cables, power
stations, server farms, and so on. Popular references to the “cloud” obscure the fact that
digital information ultimately transits and resides in physical infrastructure. Effective
cyberspace operations require more than clever code; they require securing the attack vector. Joint publications note that cyberspace operations can extend operational
reach, but without careful planning in advance, cyber and kinetic attacks may work at
4
cross-purposes.
American commanders have enjoyed conventional military dominance for decades, but
advances in cyberspace capabilities may put that to the test. Standing doctrine reminds
U.S. forces, long accustomed to communicating without fear of jamming or interception, that adversaries “are likely to use technological advances in cyberspace and vulner5
abilities in the [electromagnetic spectrum] to conduct cyberspace or EMS attacks.”
This warning applies to headquarters elements but especially to lower echelons. Losing
operational capability in cyberspace reduces freedom of action and makes it difficult
to sustain complex campaigns requiring tight integration. Such a scenario would put a
premium on the ability of decentralized units to operate independently and effectively.
The fact that doctrinal statements are making this point suggests serious concern about
6
overdependence on cyberspace.
The Department of Defense and Joint Staff anticipate that cyberspace operations will
7
play roles in all stages of a future conflict. This includes efforts to gain access to areas
where forces are likely to operate, maintaining command and control in the early
days, preventing enemies from taking actions likely to bring dangerous escalation, and
8
synchronizing cross-domain efforts in high-intensity combat. But the complexity of
operations at each stage and the need for tight integration create openings for motivated
and technologically sophisticated opponents. Also, continuous operations against irregular adversaries have taxed readiness for conventional war against great powers with
sophisticated cyberspace capabilities. The National Defense Strategy released in 2018
puts the matter bluntly: “This increasingly complex security environment is defined by
rapid technological change, challenges from adversaries in every operating domain, and
the impact on current readiness from the longest continuous stretch of armed conflict
in our Nation’s history. . . . America’s military has no preordained right to victory on the
9
battlefield.”
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The desire to use cyberspace to enhance conventional battlefield effectiveness, along
with the fear that adversaries could use cyberspace to erode U.S. dominance in areas
where the United States has enjoyed it, has led to organizational changes. Integration
is the watchword. All the regional combatant commands (CCMDs) have been directed
to establish cyberspace operations–integrated planning elements (CO-IPEs). While
U.S. Cyber Command has authority over cyberspace operations, “all actions with the
affected CCMDs are coordinated through their CO-IPEs to facilitate unity of effort
and mission accomplishment. . . . The CCMD coordinates and integrates cyberspace
capabilities in the [area of responsibility] and has primary responsibility for joint [cyber
operations] planning, to include determining cyberspace requirements within the joint
10
force.” Cyberspace planners must consider kinetic operations, and vice versa.
The United States is not alone in assuming that cyberspace operations will play increasingly important roles in conventional campaigns. Chinese doctrine, discussed in more
detail below, emphasizes the importance of controlling information in the early stages
of any conflict. Russia has also moved toward integrating offensive cyberspace operations (OCO) into conventional offensives, albeit with mixed results. For Russian strategists, cyberspace operations disorient and demoralize adversaries before conflict begins
11
and help to neutralize enemy command-and-control systems afterward. U.S. allies are
also developing their own ideas about how to combine OCO with traditional warfighting, viewing cyberspace as both a threat and an opportunity. British army doctrine, for
instance, notes that threats are increasing “as we and other actors become more and
12
more reliant on sophisticated information services.” At the same time, efforts to merge
cyberspace and kinetic operations create new opportunities to debilitate adversary systems, achieve tactical surprise, and control the scope and pace of conflict.
The Promise of Cyberspace Operations in Conventional Warfighting
In the abstract, cyberspace operations ought to improve the quality of warfighting
across the spectrum of conflict. Defensive efforts preserve reliable communications
against enemy attacks, ensuring that warfighters maintain a good understanding of the
battlefield and making it possible to share data across many units operating simulta
neously. Defending communications has always been fundamental to battlefield effec13
tiveness, and the same applies in cyberspace.
Offensive cyberspace operations hold out promise as force multipliers in conventional
conflict. OCO might channel enemy personnel away from civilians; drawing them out
in the open would reduce the harm to innocents while leaving enemies vulnerable to
kinetic attack. Particularly sophisticated levels of tactical integration might allow commanders to communicate with certain enemy individuals via cyberspace, subsequently
affecting enemy organization and performance. A sequence of integrated OCO and
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conventional missions might make it possible to achieve campaign goals sooner than
would be possible otherwise. For example, we can imagine OCO against enemy air
defenses enabling air strikes that would in turn provide cover for land forces. Alternatively, planners could integrate OCO in broader campaigns to erode the enemy’s overall
capability. Such operations would not support kinetic missions directly, but they could
open possibilities for conventional forces. OCO would also impose cumulative costs that
make it increasingly hard for enemy forces to organize a coherent defense. The more
14
adversaries must scramble to keep networks running, the less effectively they can fight.
Indirect attacks against enemy networks may serve battlefield ends, even if the attacks
cause no damage. A hypothetical cyberspace operation might target unclassified communications or cross-domain solutions (i.e., the ability to move data across different
security domains). Such an operation could inject confusion or delay into a campaign
requiring synchronization of thousands of personnel working in many locations.
Disrupting the timing of air tasking orders, for instance, might subsequently upset the
quality of combined operations.
Some cyber attacks might have more-immediate effects. At a minimum, OCO may
impact communications by forcing the enemy onto backup networks or into timeconsuming work-arounds. In these cases, the enemy might reasonably suspect that its
communications were being targeted to facilitate intelligence collection. It can protect
itself by reducing the amount and quality of its communications, but it does so at the
cost of reducing tactical efficiency. In other cases, OCO might have a direct impact by
rendering target systems inoperable.
Cyberspace operations may serve as vehicles for psychological operations against enemy
leaders and military personnel. Such operations potentially affect morale and trust,
reducing battlefield effectiveness and the will to persist. Broader propaganda efforts in
cyberspace may serve to undermine public support for the war and encourage settlement talks. Alternatively, cyberspace operations might aim at the enemy’s defense
industrial base in ways that reduce productivity or at the transportation infrastructure
that enables coordination between firms and government. As with the discussion above,
OCO may target information systems or the psychology of those who use them.
The point in all of these cases is to weaponize friction. Friction describes the normal
bureaucratic hiccups that affect all organizations. Flat tires, sluggish e-mail, colleagues
out sick—all of these routine occurrences slow down organizational productivity. If friction is normal in peacetime, however, it is much more problematic in war, which is after
15
all a contest among large armed bureaucracies. To the extent that modern war includes
competitive cyber operations among sophisticated adversaries, it is in a sense a contest
about who is better able to cope with friction. Defensive cyberspace operations mitigate
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enemy efforts; offensive cyberspace operations inject bureaucratic confusion, doubt, and
frustration.
Such efforts run the risk of provoking escalation if enemies fear the collapse of their
regimes or simply lash out in frustration. Carefully targeted OCO may help to control
the risk of escalation by signaling to specific political and military leaders that they will
be held personally responsible for their actions. Tailored e-mail or text messages might
16
also include promises that they stand to benefit from restraint. In the ideal, then, OCO
would help manage strategic interaction and frustrate enemy actions while controlling
the scope of violence.
Finally, cyberspace operations can play a role in isolating wartime enemies. This may
involve efforts to counter enemy propaganda and expose fabrications or target the individuals responsible for generating content. Particularly ambitious efforts might target
not the enemy but its allies, using cyberspace operations to deter them from providing material support. Strategies of coercive isolation have been the subject of recent
attention from scholars of international relations but to my knowledge have not been
17
explored in the context of cyberspace.
Technical and Institutional Roadblocks
It would be surprising if military leaders did not try to utilize OCO in future conventional campaigns, given the opportunities described above. Cyberspace operations
promise nearly immediate impacts on enemy battlefield effectiveness, in addition to
cumulative costs that erode enemy strength and morale. These operations can be con18
ducted at little or no risk to the individual attacker.
But several technical and institutional factors are likely to limit the effectiveness of
cyberspace operations. Terrestrial command-and-control networks, for example, are
extremely hard targets, requiring extensive and detailed intelligence to gain access and
develop tools that can exploit specific vulnerabilities and do real harm. This task is
harder in wartime, because combatants will be on guard against intrusions. They are
also likely to employ redundant communications in the event of an attack, meaning that
even successful OCO may have limited impact.
Operations against closely guarded facilities require elaborate preparations. In these
cases, the widely held belief that the offense has the advantage in cyberspace is usually
19
false. Gaining access to hard targets and delivering payloads with significant effect is
extremely difficult without time, expertise, and substantial organizational resources.
A good deal of luck is required. Target characteristics must stay the same long enough
for cyberspace developers to work on “exploits.” Success also depends on key personnel staying in place. Among other problems, personnel changes mean new passwords
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and security procedures that make it difficult to retain access into adversary networks.
Success ultimately depends on cooperative adversaries, whose poor operational security
leaves them at risk of attack. It is much easier to go on the offensive against adversaries
who practice poor cyber hygiene, who are sloppy about vetting personnel, who do not
encrypt communications, and who fail to update software routinely. Even in these cases,
success is fleeting, because access is fragile. Minor network changes can spell doom for
once-promising cyberspace operations; even mediocre defenders of hard targets can
20
make life difficult for attackers seeking to degrade them.
Access to adversary networks is a prerequisite to any cyberspace operation. Access is
hard to gain and easy to lose. Capable defenders practice routine updates, educate their
workforce about the importance of cybersecurity, and test their systems against real
and imagined intruders. Mediocre defenders are easier to target, but even they can do
things to frustrate OCO. These include at least occasional software updates and changes
to configuration settings; such changes may not be intended to ward off attacks, but the
outcome is the same from the perspective of the attacker. Firewall modifications, computer resets, and equipment transfers have similar effects. There are many other ways to
lose access, some of which are beyond anyone’s control. A flood at a target state’s server
21
facility, for instance, may require a temporary shutdown and replacement of hardware.
Developing intelligence and capabilities for offensive cyberspace operations takes time.
That luxury may not be available in a crisis. In theory, the attacker could use tools
developed in peacetime, but defenders will take prophylactic measures as the chance of
conflict increases. Changing security protocols will make it difficult for attackers to get
through. In addition, defenders will work hard to ensure that communications systems
are resilient if they suspect they will soon be under attack. They will be on the lookout
for signs of malware and motivated to remove it. Commanders who expect on-call OCO
in support of kinetic strikes are likely to be disappointed. There is no such thing as
OCO on demand.
Wartime OCO probably means attacking redundant systems. Militaries have obvious reasons to prepare to operate under degraded conditions and to prepare to recover
quickly by patching or reconfiguring compromised systems. As a result, even successful
22
wartime OCO may have only temporary and limited effects.
Cyberspace operations require that adversaries cooperate in a different sense, because
any connection to the internet is voluntary. Adversaries fearful of being targeted can
choose to disconnect or otherwise reduce their exposure. Military organizations that
are “cyber dependent” are most at risk. Instead of investing more in complex information systems, they may choose to become merely “cyber enabled,” sacrificing a bit of
efficiency in the name of security. In extreme cases they may choose to become “cyber
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independent” and revert to traditional communications requiring no connectivity
whatsoever.23
The fact that adversaries can deliberately sequester themselves suggests the limits of
OCO for warfighting. This is especially the case in wars of attrition, where the goal is
to impose cumulative costs rather than choreograph sophisticated sequential battles in
pursuit of a culminating victory. In these cases, combatants have less need for tightly
linked operations requiring precise maneuver and timing. They just need to survive,
maintaining the ability to skirmish and harass their opponents. From their perspective “dumbing down” the fight makes a great deal of sense. In other cases, however, the
attacker may see value in forcing the enemy to abandon efficiency. The attacker may
believe that the enemy will be more willing to settle if denied the ability to execute its
preferred concept of operations. Forcing the enemy to disconnect creates an incentive for it to surrender rather than having to fight a costly conflict on one’s own terms.
Much depends on the quality of prewar intelligence and strategic assumptions about the
enemy’s reliance on cyberspace, ability to adapt, and will to persist.
Cyberspace operations pose a special risk for intelligence collection, because stealing
digital information is difficult or impossible after attacking the source. The intelligence
gain/loss trade-off, familiar in peacetime, is also present in a conventional war. Degrading an enemy’s communications and information systems means less ability to collect
from them. This may be worthwhile if commanders expect the outcome to be decided
quickly. In a brief, high-intensity fight they will put a premium on anything that disrupts the enemy’s ability to receive accurate intelligence and coordinate forces effectively at the critical place and time. But these operations are hard to hide, especially against
hard targets such as military command networks. As Erik Gartzke and Jon Lindsay point
out, “More complicated attacks are at greater risk of leaving behind clues for forensic
24
investigations in technical artifacts or other behavior exposed to intelligence collection.”
If the fact that cyberspace operations may be easy to spot is unimportant in a war
expected to end soon, sustaining intelligence sources becomes more important in a
protracted conflict, where the outcome rests not on achieving clear battlefield victories
but on imposing sufficient pressure over time to force the enemy to recalculate the value
of continuing the fight. Intelligence collection via cyberspace can shed light on how
military and political leaders view the evolving conflict, whether civil-military tension
is manageable or rising, whether morale is stable or weakening, and so on. Meanwhile it
can help determine where to strike next and provide tactical warning of enemy attacks.
Carefully designed cyberspace weapons may not produce the intended effects if the
defender has made software or configuration changes in the interim. Effective offensive
cyberspace operations can soon become ineffective. Because sophisticated weapons
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require specific accesses with payloads designed to exploit specific vulnerabilities,
they often have short shelf lives.25 Deterrent threats may be hollow if it is hard to hold
targets at risk. The same is true for warfighting. Carefully designed plans integrating
cyberspace and kinetic operations may flounder if defenders have taken steps, wittingly
or not, to protect their networks. These changes may be completely hidden from the
attackers.
On the other hand, operations may unintentionally propagate to third-party systems
and devices. The risk of contagion has raised concerns that OCO may cause widespread and uncontrollable collateral damage to civilians and firms. The 2017 NotPetya
incident, in which an attack on a Ukrainian tax-preparation service eventually rippled
26
throughout the global shipping industry, is a case in point. Contagion is unlikely if
payloads are customized for specific targets. Other methods, like target-identification
checks, also help reduce the risk. But states may not take these cautionary steps if they
seek immediate effects with the greatest chance of success.
The result is a wide range of possible outcomes, from disappointing fizzles to cyber
operations that do much more than anyone expected. Good strategy requires calibrating operational effects with political objectives. Whether commanders can actually
achieve this level of calibration, given the range of possible operational effects, is an
27
open question.
As with all warfighting options, OCO require intelligence, planning, and execution.
These three functions sometimes work at cross-purposes. In some cases, intelligence
personnel clash with operators. The intelligence gain/loss dilemma, as noted, illustrates
the trade-off between collecting information and exploiting it. Operators may want
to act quickly against adversaries, especially if they view targets as fleeting, but intelligence officers may not want to relinquish their hard-won accesses. This problem is
not unique to cyberspace, of course. Leaders have always struggled with whether to act
on intelligence at the risk of losing a valuable source of information. But the dilemma
is particularly intense with regard to OCO, because there may be a very short time to
act on intelligence before a given cyberspace option becomes obsolete. Brief windows of
28
opportunity impel action.
Intelligence personnel may also clash with military planners. The latter may expect intelligence on what they view as targets critical to the success of war plans, such as enemy
communications networks. Intelligence personnel will probably struggle to meet these
expectations, however, because these are the same targets most likely to be well defended. Even gaining access to hard targets is not enough, because wealthy adversaries have
obvious incentives to build separate and redundant networks.
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Finally, efforts to collect on hard targets might take intelligence personnel away from
supporting other ongoing operations against lower-profile targets. In this case, planners and operators may find themselves in competition for scarce intelligence resources.
This competition may produce internal frustration, even finger-pointing, as starry-eyed
prewar hopes for cyberspace attacks are outstripped by operational realities.
Strategic Trade-Offs
Overcoming these technical and institutional problems would be a terrific accomplishment, especially in a conflict against a technologically sophisticated adversary.
Conquering the operational difficulties inherent in cyberspace and aligning OCO with
conventional campaigns are enough to tax the most talented planner. But even operational brilliance does not guarantee strategic success; even wartime leaders who are able
to solve the problems described above will still confront a series of strategic trade-offs.
Escalation versus Protraction
The allure of cyberspace is the hope that it can facilitate quick and bloodless victories.
Injecting fog into enemy information systems will make it difficult for enemies to keep
track of events and prepare defenses. Injecting friction into enemy organizations will
make it difficult for them to organize effective responses. High-intensity warfare demands access to information and reliable communications across deployed forces. States
that cannot maintain control of information cannot keep up the fight. The problem,
however, is that confused and cornered adversaries might use sudden and extreme violence to break out of their predicament. Those with nuclear weapons may choose to take
the ultimate risk rather than concede defeat.
Scholars have been particularly concerned about nuclear escalation in a U.S.-China war.
China’s growing suite of antiaccess weapons have caused concern among defense analysts, spurring planners to draw up new concepts that will allow U.S. forces to operate
in contested areas. Such concepts may include rapid, blinding strikes against Chinese
land-based radar facilities and other systems needed to keep U.S. forces at bay. Critics
warn that these strikes, delivered in conjunction with OCO against military forces, may
cause Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leaders to fear a sudden end of their rule. To
prevent that they may take extraordinary risks, including nuclear escalation. They may
also consider cyberspace operations against civilian infrastructure, given the difficulties
29
described above in targeting military networks.
The simplest way to avoid escalation in a hypothetical U.S.-China conflict is to fight
conservatively. This means eschewing mainland strikes and OCO against critical targets and generally erring on the side of caution rather than taking the risk that the CCP
would fear rapid demise. Doing so, however, would increase the likelihood of protracted
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war. In this scenario China could retreat to its vast and durable sanctuary on land, and
the party leadership could solidify its position.
An alternative but related scenario is one in which the United States and China both
try to use new technologies to score a quick, lopsided victory—and both fail. As we
have seen, OCO may not live up to expectations against well-resourced adversaries who
have invested heavily in network defense. In addition, new forms of coordination—or
extra training for degraded communications—may allow deployed forces to continue
30
fighting. If plan A fails for Washington and Beijing, both might find themselves in a
stalemate. Presumably they perceive enormous political stakes—or they would not have
taken the risk in the first place. So neither side would be enthusiastic about settling the
31
conflict, even though the prospects for decisive victory were low.
Disrupting Communications versus Negotiating with a Unified Adversary
Disrupting enemy communications makes good tactical sense. Units who are unable
to communicate will find it difficult to coordinate their efforts. Unreliable command
and control undermines battlefield effectiveness, leaving deployed forces vulnerable
to defeat in detail. New technologies offer the possibility of using OCO and electronic
warfare to induce this kind of operational sclerosis.
Tactical success might interfere with strategy, however, if the goal is to force the enemy
to negotiate favorable terms. Ideally, dividing the enemy’s hierarchy would make it
easier to insulate willing peacemakers while focusing military pressure on diehards. Dividing the enemy, however, risks making it hard to locate a reliable negotiating partner
with the authority to speak for the nation and the ability to compel the armed forces to
stand down. Multiple and rival power centers may emerge from atomized national institutions. Peace deals with any of them may prove temporary at best and geographically
32
limited to the areas in which specific commanders hold sway.
The U.S.-China strategic competition is instructive here as well. Both the United
States and China are investing heavily in cyber capabilities. The United States recently
elevated U.S. Cyber Command to the status of a unified combatant command, giving it
the authority to synchronize global cyberspace operations and support regional combat33
ant commands. China appears to have done something similar, creating its Strategic
Support Force in part to support the various services in space, cyber, and electronic
34
warfare.
More importantly, both have stressed the importance of information superiority. Chinese doctrine focuses on what it takes to win under “informatized conditions.” The 2001
edition of Science of Military Strategy (SMS), for instance, states that precision strikes at
35
the outset of war could “paralyze the enemy in one stroke.” A recent update to the SMS
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focuses on the “effective suppression and destruction” of enemy information systems
alongside an “information protection capability.”36 China seems to believe that it cannot
win if it does not “seize and control the battlefield initiative, paralyze and destroy the
37
enemy’s operational system of systems, and shock the enemy’s will for war.” This is
not so different from the American approach, which relies on prompt attacks on enemy
communications and intelligence to create a sense of shock and buy time for follow-on
38
forces to surge into the theater.
Reducing Costs versus Credible Assurances
Emerging technologies are alluring because they promise rapid victories, either by
themselves or as force multipliers. The ability to win at low cost suggests the ability
to secure important national interests with minimal risk. Offensive cyber operations,
coupled with kinetic blinding strikes, are meant to stun the target in the opening stage
of conflict, allowing the attacker to deploy reinforcements safely. The attacker controls
the tempo of the war and can set the terms for ending it. The target, on the other hand,
will struggle to muster any meaningful response and may face the terrible choice of accepting bad terms or fighting on at a severe disadvantage.
But in this scenario the victor may find it impossible to provide credible assurances that
it will not cheat on the terms of the peace settlement and go for a more comprehensive
victory later. Why should it settle for a limited victory when it appears to face little risk
in seeking more-ambitious goals? It will be particularly hard to assuage the loser under
these conditions. Recent scholarship suggests that this is an important reason why great
powers have so much trouble coercing smaller rivals in peacetime. This problem also
39
works against war-termination efforts.
Cyberspace may also be an attractive venue for deception operations, given the speed of
online communications and the increasing number of “attack surfaces.” Military leaders
may plant carefully constructed lies in enemy networks to divert the enemy’s resources
or sow confusion. In other cases they might simply flood the zone with noise. In either
case, the tactical benefit of deception can work against efforts to convince an enemy that
the deceiver will honor the terms of any peace deal. In this case, as in others, short-term
military necessity works against long-term strategy. The enemy has good reasons to
40
disbelieve the deceiver.
Strategic Success versus Grand-Strategic Stability
Strategy is a theory of victory. It describes how military violence helps the state achieve
its political goals. Strategy deals with questions about how to use force to compel the
enemy to settle. Grand strategy, in contrast, is a theory of security. It describes how various foreign policy instruments help the state achieve durable national security. Grand
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strategy deals with questions about the nature of world politics, the underlying sources
of national power, and the utility of both military and nonmilitary tools.
Success in war is not the same as success in grand strategy. In some cases, necessary
wartime decisions actually undermine long-term grand strategy. Draining the state
coffers in pursuit of victory may leave the victor in a precarious state, especially if the
war itself stimulates desires for revenge and third-party balancing. In other cases, strategic success may obscure the true sources of national strength. If a sea power scores a
surprising victory on land, for example, it might overestimate its competence outside its
41
primary domain and neglect its true comparative advantage.
Finally, strategic decisions might cause other states to doubt that the postwar order is
stable. The introduction of new military technology may have unexpected effects on the
balance of power or on the postwar international economy. Suppose, for example, that
the United States uses OCO energetically in a hypothetical U.S.-China conflict. Suppose further that it introduces new and powerful cyber weapons to overcome Chinese
defense. Malware targeting PLA forces may infect civilian computers in China and
beyond. This, in turn, may reduce postwar confidence in the regional and international
economic order. Firms and consumers may retreat from online commerce and communication, with effects that are hard to predict.
I have previously argued that such fears are overstated, partly on the basis of an analysis
of the reaction to the Stuxnet attack on Iran’s nuclear complex. Users, firms, and states
42
were mostly untroubled by that attack, despite significant malware contagion. But the
Stuxnet virus contained attributes that limited its ability to cause unintended harm:
target-identification checks, limits on the numbers of computers it could affect, and
automatic shutdown protocols. Tools used in a war with China, where the stakes would
be much higher, might not be similarly constrained. So they might do as expected in
the war but also do significant third-party damage. Offensive cyber operations and
other novel attacks might contribute to strategic success in the war, but they might also
undermine grand strategy after the shooting stops.
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Agile Collaboration in Defense of the Nation
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The 2018 Department of Defense Cyber Strategy energized the Department of Defense’s
approach to national cyber defense. Many of the measures highlighted in the Cyber Strategy fall within the capabilities of the Cyber National Mission Force (CNMF). The CNMF
is tasked—in partnership with agencies such as the Department of Homeland Security
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation—to defend the United States against malicious
cyberspace actors. The states that sponsor these actors view cyberspace as a permissive
environment where they can engage in malicious operations, steal intellectual property,
and spread malign influence with few or no consequences. The CNMF is challenging this
perception by defending forward and persistently engaging adversaries, assisted by new
authorities and growing partnerships with interagency, international, and private-sector
entities. This chapter highlights the CNMF’s unique and indispensable role in fulfilling
the Department of Defense’s vision to adopt a wartime mind-set and defend American
interests in cyberspace.
U.S. Cyber Command’s Cyber National Mission Force (CNMF) celebrated its fifth anniversary in January 2019. Reaching this milestone is cause for reflection on the progress
the command has made, the lessons learned, and the challenges still to be overcome.
Using the 2018 Department of Defense Cyber Strategy as a guide, this chapter highlights
the CNMF’s role in fulfilling the secretary of defense’s vision for defending American
interests in cyberspace. It lays out the history of the CNMF, explaining how the command has reorganized, its new authorities, key partners that the force has supported,
and how the CNMF is persistently engaging malicious cyber actors.
A Brief History
A distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) campaign in 2012–13 targeted forty-six American institutions, primarily banks, whose websites crashed under the strain, preventing
1
customers from accessing their accounts. The attack cost American businesses tens
2
of millions of dollars to remediate. The federal government responded by releasing an
indictment in 2016 against seven individuals working for ITSecTeam and Mersad, two
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Iranian computer companies that performed work on behalf of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps. Prominent cyber analysts assessed that the activity had been directed
3
by the Iranian government. The U.S. government relied on law enforcement as its
primary means to combat this activity. The nascent U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) played no significant role in the federal government’s response. If asked to assist,
USCYBERCOM would not have had the authorities, forces, or partnerships to respond
in a meaningful way to a cyber attack against civilian infrastructure. Fortunately, the
command has made significant progress in the intervening years and is now a key contributor to the nation’s defense.
A combatant command is a headquarters that serves as a coordinator of activities and
operations within a geographic region or across a common set of functions and services.
In November 2008, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates directed the establishment of USCYBERCOM. It was initially instituted as a subunified command under the authority of
U.S. Strategic Command. This relationship worked in USCYBERCOM’s infancy, as the
command established policies and directives to lay the groundwork for cyber operations. Every combatant command needs fielded forces to execute assigned missions, and
in January 2014 USCYBERCOM activated the CNMF, a joint tactical command with a
dedicated focus on cyberspace operations. The CNMF focuses on combating malicious
cyber actors in defense of the nation and is the only force designed to engage in both
internal defense measures and response actions.
President Trump authorized the elevation of USCYBERCOM from a subunified command to a combatant command in May 2018. That same month, the CNMF reached full
operational capability, several months ahead of schedule. This was not an easy accomplishment. The CNMF’s personnel had to meet a rigorous set of standards, to include
training and maintaining fully qualified personnel on cyber teams while achieving a
high operational tempo. Achieving full operational capability brings the expectation
that the CNMF can and will contribute to deterring, disrupting, and defeating adversaries who endanger the nation’s critical infrastructure. The timing is key. America’s
adversaries had hitherto enjoyed a period akin to “the Happy Time” during World War
II, when German U-boats were able to operate unhindered in the Atlantic and inflict
tremendous damage on American and Allied interests. The CNMF, in partnership with
interagency, industry, and international partners, would challenge the early successes
of America’s adversaries who have operated below the level of armed conflict with
4
impunity.
The 2018 Department of Defense Cyber Strategy (hereafter the Cyber Strategy) lays out
a framework to execute the National Defense Strategy and National Military Strategy in
cyberspace. It asserts that the world order has shifted to long-term strategic competition
with peer and near-peer adversaries. These adversaries compete in cyberspace, below
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the threshold of armed conflict. In many cases they are challenged solely by the cybersecurity industry. The Cyber Strategy outlines how the Department of Defense (DOD)
is taking action to defend forward and support partners with authorities and responsibilities for homeland defense. It directs the department to “defend forward, shape the
day-to-day competition, and prepare for war by building a more lethal force, expanding
alliances and partnerships, reforming the Department, and cultivating talent, while ac5
tively competing against and deterring our competitors.” Owing to its unique capabilities, the CNMF plays a critical role in accomplishing the secretary of defense’s vision to
compete, deter, and win in cyberspace.
Structuring the Force to Defend the Nation
The Department’s workforce is a critical cyber asset. . . . We will create
processes for maintaining visibility of the entire military and civilian
cyber workforce and optimizing personnel rotations across military
departments and commands, including maximizing the use of the Reserve
Component.
DOD CYBER STRATEGY

USCYBERCOM has organized its forces to support agile defense. The armed services
present 133 cyber teams to the commander of USCYBERCOM with which to execute
combatant-command authority. The CNMF consists of thirty-nine of these teams,
along with a modest staff. The CNMF recently reorganized its cyber teams into five
joint cyber task forces—four aligned against regional malicious cyber actors and a
fifth task force dedicated to addressing threats to national critical infrastructure. The
latter, known as the “Emerging Threats” task force, is adversary-agnostic and staffed
with experts in infrastructure vulnerabilities and threats. Attribution of malicious
cyber activity is often difficult and having a force that addresses emerging threats in an
adversary-agnostic manner allows the CNMF to pivot quickly to threats as they occur.
Emerging Threats leads the CNMF’s response to malicious activity until task force
analysts (working closely with partner organizations) attribute the activity to a threat
actor and hand off responsibility to the appropriate regionally focused task force. The
Emerging Threats task force is the CNMF’s focal point for interagency partnership and
the point for intake of data from and collaboration with the private sector. The task
force’s worldwide scope and subject-matter expertise make it an agile organization well
suited to address emerging threats.
The “Total Force” is an integral part of the CNMF’s ability to defend the nation’s key
cyber terrain. The CNMF is taking advantage of Total Force inclusivity to bring skilled
cyber professionals into the fight. The Active component that provides the bulk of
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personnel for the CNMF’s thirty-nine cyber teams is augmented by Guard and Reserve
Component forces. The presence of Guard and Reserve personnel in the CNMF is a
force multiplier, as they bring familiarity and continuity to the mission. Additionally,
many Guard and Reserve personnel have civilian careers that keep them on the cutting
edge of cybersecurity and technology (working for companies such as Microsoft, Google,
and Symantec) and they bring the benefit of their experience to their cyber teams.
New Authorities Enable Agile Defense
The United States cannot afford inaction: our values, economic
competitiveness, and military edge are exposed to threats that grow
more dangerous every day. We must assertively defend our interests in
cyberspace below the level of armed conflict and ensure the readiness
of our cyberspace operators to support the Joint Force in crisis and
conflict.
DOD CYBER STRATEGY

The United States is committed to the rule of law and to the promotion of an international rules-based order in cyberspace. Although adversary nations may view cyber as
an unconstrained environment with no consequences for malicious actions, America’s
cyber warriors meticulously adhere to law, DOD policy, and commander’s guidance,
and they are in close consultation with our interagency partners when conducting operations. This is foundational to implementing new authorities that have expanded the
capability of USCYBERCOM to defend the nation.
The National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for fiscal year 2019 expanded
USCYBERCOM’s freedom to maneuver in cyberspace. Section 1632, “Affirming the
Authority of the Secretary of Defense to Conduct Military Activities and Operations in Cyberspace,” is particularly noteworthy. It declares activities or operations in
cyberspace to be “traditional military activities,” in line with DOD activities in other
domains. Section 1632 affirms that the secretary of defense may conduct activities in
cyberspace to defend the United States and its allies in circumstances short of war and
outside named “areas of hostility.” These actions are to be “for the purposes of preparation of the environment, information operations, force protection, deterrence of
6
hostilities and counter-terrorism operations.” Cyberspace requires situational awareness of a rapidly moving series of adversaries, given the ability of the adversary to co-opt
internet-connected devices anywhere in the world for malicious purposes. Allowing
the nation’s cyber warriors to prepare the battlespace before a crisis is a significant
improvement over the very difficult challenge of performing preparation in the midst of
a crisis. It is important to understand that this legislative language should be treated as
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an authorization not for the use of military force but rather for posturing to use military
force effectively when called on to defend the nation. The recent Cyber Strategy provides
an impetus to conduct maneuver as far forward as possible, while section 1632 of the
NDAA establishes congressional oversight of mechanisms and gives the CNMF’s elements room to maneuver within assigned missions.
Interagency Partnership
In coordination with other Federal departments and agencies, the
Department will build trusted relationships with private sector entities
that are critical enablers of military operations and carry out deliberate
planning and collaborative training that enables mutually supporting
cybersecurity activities.
DOD CYBER STRATEGY

The 2018 Cyber Strategy highlights “persistent engagement” as key to the department’s
7
approach to cyberspace operations. Gen. Paul Nakasone, commander of USCYBERCOM, defines persistent engagement as the concept that states are in constant contact
with adversaries in cyberspace, with success determined by how cyber forces enable
8
partners and how they act while in contact with cyber adversaries. In persistent engagement, the CNMF must enable interagency partners such as the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) by providing information that can be shared with critical infrastructure elements or appropriate entities in
the cybersecurity industry. General Nakasone considers enabling partners to be twothirds of persistent engagement and the other third to be the ability to act against cyber
9
adversaries when called on.
Partnerships are key to defending the nation’s sixteen “critical infrastructure sectors.” USCYBERCOM’s close relationship with the National Security Agency enables
the CNMF’s personnel who are working in a cyber capacity to collaborate with their
counterparts in the signals-intelligence and information-assurance fields. A strong
relationship between cyber and signals-intelligence functions is key to cyber situational
awareness. Additionally, the relationship between DOD and DHS is crucial for the ability of the CNMF to accomplish its mission, given DHS’s mandate to protect the nation’s
critical infrastructure. The NDAA introduced new avenues for DOD to partner with
DHS. Section 1650, “Pilot Program Authority to Enhance Cybersecurity and Resiliency
of Critical Infrastructure,” authorizes the secretary of defense (in coordination with the
secretary of homeland security) to provide up to fifty DOD technical cyber personnel
10
to DHS every fiscal year. These personnel will increase communication and collaboration with interagency partners and provide support to enhance the protection role and
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better defend forward. Alongside the new authorizations from the NDAA, an agreement
signed by the secretaries of defense and homeland security in late 2018 solidified the
11
agencies’ partnership and outlined areas for increased cooperation. The objectives of
the interagency partnership include use of a threat-informed and risk-based approach to
maintain critical functions and services, a close working relationship with the intelligence community to build a common understanding of cyber threats, and continual
coordination between the agencies to support the planning and operations of both
departments.
Collaboration between DOD and DHS is already under way. In support of efforts to
combat foreign influence in the 2018 midterm elections, the CNMF embedded cyber
operators in DHS. These personnel provided assistance at DHS’s cybersecurity watch
floor (the Integrated Operations and Communications Center), which maintains situ12
ational awareness of cyber threats to the United States. In addition to resource sharing,
information sharing between the agencies will play a key role in protecting critical
infrastructures from cyber aggression. The information gathered by DOD and shared
with DHS is not intended to remain solely within federal channels. Once shared with
DHS, information can then be passed to those who need to know in industry, as well as
13
to state and local governments—providing an enhanced form of “defense in depth.”
Private-Sector Partnership
The Department must be prepared to defend non-DoD-owned Defense
Critical Infrastructure (DCI) and Defense Industrial Base (DIB) networks
and systems. Our chief goal in maintaining an ability to defend DCI is to
ensure the infrastructure’s continued functionality and ability to support
DoD objectives in a contested cyber environment.
DOD CYBER STRATEGY

Most of the nation’s critical infrastructure is owned and maintained by the private
sector. In addition, federal dollars no longer drive American innovation. In 2018 the
federally sponsored share of $533 billion spent in U.S. research and development was
14
26 percent, while the private sector’s share was 66 percent. This underscores both the
importance of defending the private sector and the potential value of the private sector’s
partnering with the U.S. government to defend the nation’s key infrastructure. The
CNMF certainly cannot do it alone. CNMF’s deputy commander, Maj. Gen. Stephen
Hager, summarized the need for strong private-sector partnership succinctly: “If I’m going to defend forward to help our nation’s critical infrastructure, I need to know what’s
most important to those critical infrastructures—to the financial sector, to the energy
sector, so if I am doing reconnaissance in gray [contested] and red [adversary] space, I
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know what to look for. So I know what to look for as a military person, but I don’t neces15
sarily know what the financial institutions think [is] important.”
Section 1642 of the NDAA allows the president to authorize the secretary of defense to
take appropriate and proportional action in foreign cyberspace to disrupt, defeat, and
16
deter attacks. The section also allows the secretary to “make arrangements with private
sector entities, on a voluntary basis, to share threat information related to malicious
17
cyber actors, and any associated false online personas or compromised infrastructure.”
Project Indigo is a prime example of such collaboration; it is a pilot initiative between
18
the CNMF and the Financial Systemic Analysis & Resilience Center (FSARC). FSARC
is an industry-funded, nonprofit entity that focuses on threats to the most critical
American financial firms. The project was coordinated with and operates in support
of DHS, the Department of the Treasury, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Indigo commenced in October 2017, when CNMF personnel received FSARC training
on risks associated with key financial systems. The training concluded with the CNMF
analysts observing a financial-sector exercise in which nine major financial institutions
subjected a key financial system to a risk-mitigation-measure stress test, validating the
19
FSARC’s “playbook” for such an incident.
The project also included information sharing. USCYBERCOM received FSARC consolidated and anonymized network-defense data from American financial institutions.
This information included malware samples, threat products, and technical artifacts
related to state-actor activity. The shared data informed the CNMF analysts’ understanding of the threat actors. The CNMF personnel analyzed the FSARC data and produced several intelligence reports for Treasury, which then distributed them to industry
partners. The Indigo pilot has matured into the DOD/DHS Pathfinder initiative—a
wider effort to facilitate cyber collaboration between the U.S. government and privatesector entities. The financial sector was the first instantiation of Pathfinder; the program will expand to the energy sector (in partnership with DHS and the Department of
Energy).
International Partnership
Many of the United States’ allies and partners possess advanced cyber
capabilities that complement our own. The Department will work to
strengthen the capacity of these allies and partners and increase DoD’s
ability to leverage its partners’ unique skills, resources, capabilities, and
perspectives.
DOD CYBER STRATEGY
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USCYBERCOM has also evolved to address today’s challenges through international
partnerships. The cyber domain is not bound by geographic borders, and cyber threats
to America’s allies can and likely will become threats to the United States. The CNMF,
in coordination with U.S. European Command, has sent American service members to
work side by side with NATO and non-NATO European allies. In 2018, CNMF personnel engaged in defensive cooperation efforts in Belgium, Estonia, France, Germany,
Lithuania, Macedonia (today North Macedonia), Montenegro, Ukraine, and the United
Kingdom. By embedding with host-nation military and civilian cyber experts, CNMF
defenders were able to share expertise, identify and remediate malicious activity, and
20
expose malicious cyber actors and their malware. The success of these initial efforts
laid the foundation for future “hunt” missions with international partners. The CNMF
is prepared to send personnel to any theater to expose malicious cyber actors, thereby
strengthening both American and partner-nation defenses, and to pursue foreign
threats relentlessly in and through cyberspace.
As the CNMF generates insights into malicious cyber threats, it shares actionable
information outside of U.S. government channels, including with international partners
and the private sector. USCYBERCOM took a step forward in November 2018 when the
CNMF publicly disclosed malware its analysts had uncovered by publishing the malware’s “fingerprint” to a popular malware-aggregation website. (Major antivirus companies use these sites to update their threat definitions.) The CNMF also created a Twitter
account to disseminate threats quickly to cybersecurity practitioners and members of
21
the public. The USCYBERCOM Malware Alert account was not meant to provide attribution; however, the cybersecurity industry is quite capable of contributing its own
analysis—and did so in this case. The initial batch of signatures the CNMF posted in
November 2018 were matched by the aggregation site to LoJack malware, which several
cybersecurity companies have tied to Advanced Persistent Threat 28, a designator for
22
malicious cyber activity publicly attributed to Russian-state actors. State actors typically invest a substantial amount of time developing malware, and the CNMF can help
the cybersecurity industry rapidly detect and mitigate it. The CNMF’s efforts to expose
malware achieve several goals—benefiting global cybersecurity, signaling American
intent to partner with private-sector and international entities, changing the conditions
of security in our favor, and constraining adversaries.
Defending the Nation by Defending Forward
The Department will counter cyber campaigns threatening U.S. military
advantage by defending forward to intercept and halt cyber threats.
DOD CYBER STRATEGY
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The recent Cyber Strategy promoted a new perspective when it stated, “We will defend
23
forward to disrupt or halt malicious cyber activity at its source.” Defending forward is
a shift in DOD’s approach to cybersecurity, from waiting to engage adversaries inside
24
DOD networks to proactively engaging them as close to the source as possible. As
stated by Lt. Gen. Vincent Stewart, the former deputy commander of USCYBERCOM,
at the 2018 CYCON conference in Washington, DC, “defending forward is nothing
more than being active in your defense. Just like we’ve always done—fight forward, disrupt forward, deny forward, make his servers less effective and have a minimal number
25
of clean-up issues in blue [friendly] space.”
Defending forward can take many forms. One is deploying the CNMF to partner nations to find and expose adversary presence on devices that could be used to target the
United States. Publicly disclosing malware that the CNMF discovers is another example
of defending forward. More examples might be:
•

Partnering with interagency, international, and private-sector entities to defeat malicious cyber activity

•

Conducting preparation of the environment (to include in areas outside named areas
of hostility)

•

Taking appropriate and proportional action in foreign cyberspace to disrupt, defeat,
and deter adversary attacks

The bottom line of “defend forward” is that USCYBERCOM will persistently engage
malicious cyber actors to defend the nation. In coordination with our interagency partners, the CNMF will set the conditions in which the United States competes in cyberspace and defends the nation’s key infrastructure from cyber aggression.
To measure the progress that USCYBERCOM has made in its ability to defend the
nation, let us revisit the 2012–13 Iranian DDoS of the American financial sector and
examine how the CNMF could help defeat such an attack today. Through intelligence
analysis and information-sharing partnerships, the CNMF could provide indications
and warnings of malicious cyber activity and ensure that its forces and partners are
postured to respond. During the attack, the victim institutions would provide networkdefense data to USCYBERCOM through processes initially defined by Pathfinder.
Working in support of DHS and the Departments of Justice and the Treasury, CNMF
would analyze the data and issue reports back to Treasury and through it to the financial sector—enabling the financial institutions’ cybersecurity teams to defend themselves better. The CNMF (with network-owner permission and—if needed—requested
support from DHS) could deploy forces to federal, state, local, or partner-nation networks containing devices that had been hacked and added to the attacker’s “botnet.” If
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the CNMF operators uncover the malware the attacker used to do so, they can publicly
disclose its signature. The botnet would shrink in size and effectiveness as antivirus programs updated their threat definitions and quarantined the attacker’s malware. Lastly,
the CNMF could engage in cyberspace “traditional military activities” authorized in
the fiscal year 2019 NDAA. If the attacker was one of the four nations mentioned in the
NDAA’s section 1642, USCYBERCOM could “take appropriate and proportional action
26
in foreign cyberspace to disrupt, defeat, and deter” the DDoS campaign. In short,
USCYBERCOM has increased the partnerships, processes, and authorities needed to
provide agile defense of the nation’s key infrastructure. Although much remains to be
done, we should recognize the progress that has been made.
Conclusion
The 2018 DoD Cyber Strategy directs the Department to defend
forward, shape the day-to-day competition, and prepare for war by
building a more lethal force, expanding alliances and partnerships,
reforming the Department, and cultivating talent, while actively
competing against and deterring our competitors. Taken together, these
mutually reinforcing activities will enable the Department to compete,
deter, and win in the cyberspace domain.
DOD CYBER STRATEGY

The men and women of the CNMF are embracing their role in fulfilling the Cyber Strategy. CNMF operators, planners, and intelligence analysts daily demonstrate innovative approaches to complex cyber problems—all with the goal of defending the nation.
Previous policies bound the hands of America’s cyber defenders and allowed the nation’s
adversaries to set the conditions of the cyberspace security environment. While authoritarian states invest heavily in limiting their populations’ access to information and
attempt to control or cut off the flow of information between people, the United States
27
values an open, interoperable, reliable, and secure internet. This end state can only be
realized with a whole-of-government (and beyond, including private-sector partners)
approach to cybersecurity, including military capabilities.
The CNMF provides capabilities that span the spectrum of cyberspace operations.
These include defensive “hunt” operations on DOD, domestic, and foreign networks.
They also include military activities authorized in the 2019 NDAA, such as information
operations and operations in foreign cyberspace to disrupt, defeat, or deter attacks. The
CNMF enables and is enabled by partnerships with interagency, industry, and international entities. The CNMF has also demonstrated that it can discover and publicly
expose malicious cyber actors. The sum of these capabilities is an ability to set the
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conditions of the cyberspace security environment in our favor and to counter malign
influence activities conducted in and through cyberspace. In short, the CNMF—in
partnership with interagency, private-sector, and international entities—plays a unique
and indispensable role in fulfilling the secretary of defense’s vision for defending
American interests in cyberspace.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Public-Private Partnerships in Cyberspace in
an Era of Great-Power Competition
E R I C A D. B O RG H A R D A N D S H AW N W. L O N E RG A N

Effective public-private collaboration is vital to cultivating a U.S. advantage in the context
of emerging great-power challenges in cyberspace. Two areas that are of particular concern are the civilian assets that contribute to the overall military advantage of the United
States—defense critical infrastructure and the defense industrial base—and the critical
infrastructure that undergirds the U.S. economy and provides the essential functions and
services on which the American public relies for daily life. In this chapter, we advance a
comprehensive proposal organized around public-private partnerships to address the challenge of defending critical infrastructure in cyberspace. The core logic of our proposal rests
on shifting the conceptual orientation in both the U.S. government and the private sector
toward systemic “resilience” rather than a singular focus on defense or deterrence.
Introduction: Resilience in the Context of Great-Power Competition
There is a growing recognition among senior leaders in the American foreign policy
community that over the course of the past decade the distribution of power in the
international system has shifted in a way that disadvantages the United States. There is
an imperative for the United States to assess the implications of these changes and position itself to secure a favorable international environment, one that reflects its interests
1
and values. This shift in the balance of power is manifest in the very public efforts of
U.S. strategic competitors to challenge the United States in arenas where the latter had,
in recent history, been dominant. Examples include the persistently growing Chinese
defense budget (which grew 110 percent between 2008 and 2017 to U.S.$228 billion),
Russian and Chinese efforts to project regional military power in perceived historical spheres of influence, Chinese leadership in international institutions (such as the
2
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank), and Russian nuclear modernization. Much of
the contemporary academic writing on this topic focuses on the potential for a decisive
shift in the global balance of power—that is, one that has not yet occurred. For instance,
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the United States still outspends China on defense by more than double, and Russian
nuclear modernization has been met with a reinvigorated program in the United States,
3
driven by the Nuclear Posture Review 2018. However, the reality is that great-power
competition is already occurring—and has been for a number of years—in and through
global cyberspace.
The idea of the United States engaged in an international great-power competition
permeates recent strategy documents, including the 2017 National Security Strategy,
the 2018 National Defense Strategy, and the 2018 Department of Defense [DOD] Cyber
Strategy. The 2017 National Security Strategy depicts an international environment in
which great-power competition has resurfaced after having lain dormant in the decades
following the fall of the Soviet Union. What distinguishes the current challenge from
previous ones is that U.S. adversaries actively seek to contest American advantages
and interests below the level of war—this is why the environment is characterized as
4
“competition” rather than “conflict.” Similarly, the 2018 National Defense Strategy
portrays the current strategic environment as defined by the “reemergence of long-term,
5
strategic competition by . . . revisionist powers.” In cyberspace, great-power competition
takes the form of persistent and corrosive adversary campaigns that, when considered
as individual cyber incidents or attacks, may appear to be relatively inconsequential but,
when assessed in the aggregate over the long term, reveal adversary efforts of strategic
importance. In particular, there are three key threats to the United States posed by
great-power competition in cyberspace: first, cyber-enabled influence campaigns that
undermine public trust in and legitimacy of U.S. institutions; second, the erosion of the
U.S. innovation base, particularly national security technologies, through widespread
cyber-enabled theft of intellectual property (IP) at scale; and third, disruptive or de6
structive campaigns targeting critical infrastructure and key resources (CIKR). Taken
together, as described in the 2018 DOD Cyber Strategy, these “pose long-term strategic
7
risk to the Nation as well as to our allies and partners.”
The private sector plays an essential role in this competition, especially in cyberspace.
Therefore, effective public-private collaboration is vital to cultivating a U.S. advantage
in the context of emerging great-power challenges. As the 2018 DOD Cyber Strategy
observes, “the private sector owns and operates the majority of U.S. infrastructure and
8
is on the frontlines of nation-state competition in cyberspace.” Two areas that are of
particular concern and where the private sector is a key stakeholder are the civilian assets that contribute to the overall military advantage of the United States—defense critical infrastructure and the defense industrial base (DIB)—and the critical infrastructure
that undergirds the U.S. economy and provides the essential functions and services
9
on which the American public relies for daily life. The DIB, comprising over 100,000
entities, is the “worldwide industrial complex that enables research and development, as
well as design, production, delivery, and maintenance of weapons systems, subsystems,
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and components or parts, to meet US military requirements.”10 Defense critical infrastructure includes both DOD and non-DOD-owned assets that are “essential to project,
11
support, and sustain military forces and operations worldwide.”
Specifically, there are two concerns regarding adversary cyber threats to essential
private-sector stakeholders. First, the immense scale of cyber-enabled IP theft across
the U.S. economy and military affects great-power competition, because it enables U.S.
adversaries and competitors to reap technological, economic, and military gains faster
than the rate of American innovation and negates U.S. first-mover advantages. Put simply, the contest in cyberspace is shaping the distribution of conventional military power
between the United States and its strategic competitors, and this will only accelerate, ab12
sent a dedicated, significant U.S. effort to arrest and roll back these dynamics. Second,
the U.S. private sector, specifically privately owned and operated CIKR, is an important
target of coercion for political/strategic objectives by U.S. adversaries. Historical, legal,
and cultural factors limit the extent to which the U.S. government and private entities
can—or are willing to—collaborate to promote U.S. national and economic security.
However, in an era of great-power competition, the U.S. government can no longer afford for cyberspace to be mostly a self-help environment for the private sector.
In this chapter, we advance a comprehensive proposal that builds on prior work on
public-private collaboration to defend the U.S. financial services sector in cyberspace,
13
specifically Project Indigo, which became the Pathfinder initiative. We address the
broader context and challenge of defending CIKR across all sectors as well as of thwart14
ing cyber-enabled IP theft. The core element of our proposal is shifting the conceptual orientation in both the U.S. government and the private sector toward systemic
“resilience” rather than a singular focus on defense or deterrence. Specifically, there is
a nontrivial set of malicious adversary behavior that does not rise to a threshold that
would trigger U.S. employment of the full spectrum of credible retaliatory response
options, making deterrence difficult. Moreover, effective defense against these threats is
difficult. Reorienting around resilience, therefore, means being realistic about the probability of adverse events and making appropriate investments in readiness, response,
and rapid recovery efforts. We argue that resilience can be cultivated through shared
programs that promote intelligence sharing and early warning and the development of
joint playbooks and response options.
A key goal of our proposed approach is building and continuously cultivating the
resilience of the U.S. innovation base and critical infrastructure to ensure they can
withstand and rapidly recover from cyber events or adversary campaigns of strategic significance. Resilience rests on restoring essential functions and services. With
respect to critical infrastructure, this requires identifying core business functions in an
individual firm or even sector and understanding cross-sector interdependencies that
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could trigger cascading effects during a crisis. Within the national security innovation
base, resilience rests on an improved assessment of the supply chain and third-party
risk stemming from more-vulnerable contractors and firms that provide easier points of
entry for the theft of valuable IP.
A resilience-based approach requires a wholesale reassessment of the conceptual frameworks that we currently employ (to our detriment) to define and understand the nature
15
of the threat environment, our vulnerabilities, and risks. While defensive measures—
whether taken by network defenders in the private sector or government, either separately or in collaboration—are important, they are insufficient in isolation and should
not be seen as collectively a panacea. This is because a well-resourced, dedicated, patient, and skilled adversary can almost always surmount network and endpoint defenses
to gain access to critical networks and systems and deliver disruptive (and potentially
destructive) effects against them. Investing in the continuous maturing of defensive
postures is important for addressing routine, day-to-day cyber incidents. However, there
is a threshold at which it is more efficient and effective to reduce risk through resilience,
given the (relatively low) probability of a single catastrophic event and the reality of
persistent adversary campaigns that are already occurring and pose a strategic threat.
Furthermore, while deterrence remains an important strategic concept for the U.S.
government in cyberspace, we should acknowledge that thus far a deterrence-based
approach to cyber threats has only been successful to prevent cyber attacks above the
16
level of armed attack. The fundamental objective of deterrence is to preserve the
status quo—to prevent adversaries from taking undesirable actions that they have not
yet taken. As defined by Robert Art in his seminal piece on the use of military force,
deterrence is “the deployment of military power so as to be able to prevent an adversary
from doing something that one does not want him to do and that he might otherwise be
tempted to do by threatening him with unacceptable punishment if he does it. Deterrence is thus the threat of retaliation. Its purpose is to prevent something undesirable
17
from happening.”
Leveraging deterrence for U.S. cyber strategy is not sufficient to address the full range of
18
threats and challenges posed by adversary behavior in the domain. The United States
seeks to maintain the status quo where deterrence has been successful—against cyber
attacks targeting the United States that would amount to an armed attack. However, the
United States demonstrably endeavors to change the status quo where deterrence has
not been successful—against cyber attacks on the United States that do not rise to that
threshold. It finds the latter unacceptable, specifically the using of cyber means to steal
U.S. intellectual property (and at astounding rates), adversary efforts to hold critical infrastructure at risk, and cyber-enabled influence operations that undermine confidence
in U.S. democracy and institutions.
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The United States should develop concepts for great-power competition in cyberspace
that incorporate the notion of resilience, which is built on assumptions that have more
19
fidelity with the reality of the current environment. The concepts of “defend forward”
20
and “persistent engagement” are consistent with this idea. Defend forward, as these
authors understand it, posits that to disrupt and defeat malicious adversary cyber
campaigns, the United States should proactively observe, pursue, and counter adversary
operations in day-to-day competition. The concept follows from the recognition that
organizing U.S. cyber forces around a reactive posture has been ineffective in preventing a number of important adversary cyber campaigns and that initiatives that leverage
solely nonmilitary instruments of power, such as naming and shaming, sanctions, and
indictments, have insufficiently altered the adversary’s cost/risk calculus. The cyberspace environment is dynamic, opportunities are fleeting, and U.S. adversaries are agile
and adaptive. Therefore, keeping pace with them and anticipating their behavior rather
than reacting and responding to them requires gaining and maintaining access against
defined targets and pursuing adversaries as they maneuver. However, defend forward
represents only one element of what should be a more systemic and holistic resilience
initiative. As we demonstrate below, the resilience of the nation as a whole will ultimately depend on the extent to which the United States implements more-robust measures
for public-private collaboration.
Protecting U.S. National Security Intellectual Property
Technological and military innovation have served as historical drivers of the U.S.
conventional advantage over its adversaries. Cyber-enabled theft of U.S. intellectual
property, particularly national security innovation information, coupled with adversary investment in technologies with military applications (e.g., artificial intelligence,
machine learning, or 5G telecommunications infrastructure) threatens to erode that
advantage.
However, it is important to note that the general category of cyber-enabled intellectual
property theft belies an important distinction between economic espionage conducted
using cyber means—which the U.S. government considers to be an unacceptable state
practice—and certain types of IP theft that support national security objectives—which
is permissible under most interpretations of customary international law because it
21
is considered a necessary state practice. The waters are further muddied by the fact
that the same threat-actor groups often conduct cyber-enabled economic espionage
for commercial gain and also IP theft for national-security reasons. Our analysis and
policy recommendations focus on the latter challenge, because while this behavior is not
necessarily illegal, it represents a significant national security threat in its potential to
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erode the long-term competitive military advantage that the United States enjoys. This
is separate and distinct from global economic competition.
Despite decades of systematic, large-scale cyber-enabled theft of U.S. intellectual
property, it was not until 2016 that, speaking before Congress, the former director of
the National Security Agency and commander of U.S. Cyber Command, Gen. Keith
Alexander, described how cyberspace had facilitated the largest transfer of wealth in
22
history (yet this was a reference to economic rather than national-security theft). Until
recently, the U.S. government was reticent to address IP theft by China publicly. Indeed,
while China has been associated with cyber espionage since at least the early 1990s, the
first time the United States publicly named the Chinese government as being behind
23
cyber-enabled IP theft was in a 2011 National Counterintelligence Executive report.
This ambivalence was definitively rejected in favor of more-aggressive public posturing following a February 2013 New York Times article based on a seminal investigative
report issued by Mandiant earlier that year that directly named the Chinese People’s
Liberation Army as one of the sources of a series of cyber intrusions targeting private
24
corporations in the United States. The next month Tom Donilon, the U.S. national
security advisor at the time, addressed the Asia Society in New York City and issued the
first public admonishment by a senior U.S. official of Chinese cyber activities against
25
U.S. corporations and national interests. It was subsequently reported that, three
months prior to Donilon’s speech, the United States had issued a secret démarche order
to the Chinese government in protest of cyber espionage on the heels of over six months
26
of unproductive closed-door dialogues between the two governments.
This public rebuke set the stage for how the U.S. government would subsequently treat
the challenge posed by adversary IP theft, which has thus far leveraged diplomatic,
economic, and legal instruments of power. Specifically, the United States adopted a
“naming and shaming” strategy in an attempt to foster international norms against cyberenabled economic espionage and IP theft, coupled with indictments and sanctions, such
as the May 2014 indictment of five People’s Liberation Army officers for the activities
27
identified in the 2013 Mandiant report. Arguably the most successful example of this
approach is the 2015 diplomatic agreement signed between Presidents Obama and Xi
to refrain from cyber-enabled IP theft conducted to secure an economic competitive
28
advantage. More recently, the United States and China initiated another round of
29
bilateral talks in October 2017 that reaffirmed the 2015 agreement. However, Chinese
compliance with the 2015 agreement has been varied. While the March 2018 Worldwide
Threat Assessment noted that Chinese cyber economic espionage did decrease following the 2015 agreement, IP theft for national-security purposes continued apace: “Most
Chinese cyber operations against U.S. private industry are focused on cleared defense
contractors or [information technology] and communications firms whose products
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and services support government and private sector networks worldwide.”30 The January
2019 Worldwide Threat Assessment reaffirmed the central role of cyber-enabled IP theft
in adversary efforts to reduce U.S. military/technological advantages and specifically
31
calls out Russian and Chinese leadership. More recently, in March 2019 the Wall Street
Journal reported that the U.S. Navy is “under cyber siege” by Chinese-affiliated threat
32
groups seeking to steal national security innovation information.
While legal and diplomatic efforts have generated some positive outcomes, it is apparent
that they are inadequate, because they have failed to stem the tide of IP theft. It is certainly the case that an actor such as China values its international reputation, and naming and shaming might generate some behavior modifications. However, it is clearly not
sufficiently costly when balanced against the enormous gains of widespread pilfering of
the U.S. strategic innovation base. Therefore, the challenge is to discern how to implement policies that create meaningful costs for adversaries that conduct cyber-enabled IP
theft in a way that is not self-defeating in their effects on the U.S. economy (for instance,
33
through trade wars). Moreover, some U.S. efforts to increase adversary costs could be
misperceived as precursors to war if broader relations were very strained. Public and
private diplomacy, therefore, should continue to fulfill a key signaling function, particularly as diplomatic measures are coupled with cyber actions. Over time, this could contribute to stabilizing effects between cyber rivals through building a shared diplomatic
34
language that would help clarify how parties understand and interpret thresholds.
A program to impose costs on U.S. adversaries that use cyber means to steal intellectual
property in support of their national security objectives should be organized around
deeper public-private collaboration among the DIB, DOD as the Sector-Specific Agency,
and the interagency. In many ways, the hurdles to collaboration across stakeholders in
the DIB are minimal in comparison to those confronting the shared defense of CIKR.
For instance, classification impediments are not particularly salient across the DIB.
Most companies in the DIB are familiar with operating in classified environments to
produce products for classified consumers, employ personnel with security clearances,
and even have DOD-sponsored sensitive compartmented information facilities and
other collateral spaces that enable routine classified communication. Beyond standards
to handle classified information, DOD enforces cybersecurity requirements on the DIB,
including the newly established Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification, which promulgates a framework for cybersecurity standards and risk organized around a firm’s
35
level of maturity. Furthermore, the DIB and DOD operate from common cultural
frameworks, values, ideas, and, for the most part, a shared view of the threat environment, with personnel transitioning between employment in both areas.
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The institutional tools are also largely in place to support deeper collaboration between
private-sector firms in the DIB and the interagency. Within DOD, the DIB Cybersecurity Program was established as a voluntary information-sharing initiative to share
unclassified and classified cyber-threat information. It also supports an analyst-toanalyst exchange program and provides analysis and forensics support. All defense
firms that participate in the DIB Cybersecurity Program are cleared defense contractors,
including affiliated universities and federally funded research and development centers,
and are required to possess the physical and network infrastructure to receive classified
information. The DOD Cyber Crime Center is the implementation arm of the DIB Cybersecurity Program. More recently, the Cybersecurity Directorate (CSD) was established
within the National Security Agency with the mission, among other things, to protect the
36
DIB against cyber-enabled IP theft. On the private-sector side, an information-sharing
program within the defense sector exists through the National Defense Information
Sharing and Analysis Center (NDISAC), formerly known as the Defense Industrial Base
Information Sharing and Analysis Organization. The NDISAC provides mechanisms
for a wide scope of cyber-threat intelligence sharing across the sector.
However, while the organizational structures exist on both the DOD and DIB sides,
public-private partnerships for national defense should be reenergized. With the
standing up of NSA’s CSD, the government needs to clarify which organization is the
coordinating entity to take the lead engaging and partnering with the defense sector in
support of mitigating IP theft risks. Then, this entity and the NDISAC should serve as
the anchoring organizations to support a more robust, better-resourced collaborative
effort to cultivate the resilience of the DIB. This effort should contain three elements:
first, an intelligence-sharing program across classification lines; second, development
and routine exercising of playbooks; and third, predefined responses.
First, stakeholders across the DIB and the interagency, including the intelligence community (IC), should build on and expand existing classified and unclassified intelligencesharing efforts to support getting ahead of a breach, rather than responding to and
sharing information after the fact. This is particularly salient in the context of intellectual property theft because there is little that can be done to repair the damage from or
mitigate the consequences associated with the loss of proprietary national security–
related information, which likely took significant time and resources to develop, unless
stolen data can be rapidly recovered and corrupted. Therefore, proactive and anticipatory intelligence as part of an early warning program is critical to ensure the long-term
integrity of the U.S. national security innovation that resides within the DIB. This
should entail developing systematic, holistic assessments of threat actors as strategic,
learning organizations with tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) that may evolve
over time with clearly defined strategic objectives. Identifying the strategic objectives,
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in particular, enables firms in the DIB to be proactive about network and infrastructure
defense in expectation of future adversary behavior. Stakeholder development of objective, measurable, and observable indications and warning (I&W), some of which will
stem from playbook development and exercises discussed below, can help confirm the
strategic motivations of threat actors and trigger proactive defense postures. An ideal
objective that would complement these proactive efforts would be to improve U.S. understanding of adversary intelligence collection requirements so that the United States
can anticipate the areas they are likely to target within the DIB.
Second, stakeholders should develop and routinely exercise playbooks that stipulate
roles and responsibilities in times of crisis and that are built around scenarios about
likely adversary information/intelligence requirements. Playbooks should sync response
efforts across the interagency to coordinate potential policy options taken by various departments and agencies, such as the Departments of Justice, State, Homeland Security,
and Defense. The outcomes of playbooks and exercises should drive decision making
about the emplacement of defensive and early warning assets and refine collaborative
intelligence collection and analysis. Playbooks should also explicitly recommend policy
options for appropriate measures that consider the compressed time frame associated
with responding before the adversary can capitalize on stolen property. Playbook development and exercising creates shared expectations about and credibility for different
responses at various thresholds.
Finally, for cost generation to be an effective instrument for rewriting the status quo,
offensive cyber responses taken by the IC or DOD should not necessarily be limited
to adversary behavior that inflicts destructive or disruptive effects on network and
system functioning but, rather, should also include, when appropriate, offensive cyber
responses to the theft of the national-security IP. Cyber operations in adversary or
non-U.S. cyberspace to corrupt or degrade stolen national security information and the
infrastructure and capabilities employed to acquire it could be conducted by the Cyber
National Mission Force using Title 10 authorities or by intelligence agencies using Title
37
50 authorities. These operations serve a dual function of covert or overt signaling and
38
degrading adversary capabilities. Therefore, DOD in conjunction with select agencies
within the IC should establish countermeasure deployment criteria and corresponding
rules of engagement to address adversary theft of DIB IP.
One unique aspect of this problem set is that proactive deception efforts based on
the principles of military deception can be effective to force adversaries to reveal
themselves, expend valuable resources pursuing false targets, and sow confusion and
uncertainty about the integrity or authenticity of any purloined property. There are
unique authorities across the interagency that could support the equivalent of military deception in “blue space” (U.S. cyberspace), where, while there are strict limits to
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DOD’s ability to operate, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the intelligence
community, and law enforcement agencies (to include the Air Force Office of Special
39
Investigations) have greater purview. Examples of these include but are not limited to
emulating networks, planting false or harmful information, beaconing capabilities, and
using logic bombs and honeypots.
Defending U.S. Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources
In addition to protecting the defense sector, another vital challenge for the United States
in a context of great-power competition in cyberspace is establishing public-private collaboration to defend CIKR from cyber attacks or adversary campaigns that could cause
catastrophic economic or national security effects. Below, we propose a program to
better enable U.S. critical infrastructure to be resilient to a cyber campaign of strategic
consequence. A significant impediment to public-private collaboration is the reified
silos that separate critical infrastructure sectors from the federal government and one
another. This is in contrast to the inherently shared environment in which DOD and
DIB are already cooperating. Overcoming these barriers is imperative to promoting
critical infrastructure cyber resilience, because all stakeholders operate in a shared
threat environment.
While the notion of distinguishing between civilian and military targets has a longstanding history in international humanitarian law and the law of armed conflict, this
40
distinction has not held in practice in cyberspace. State actors engage in offensive,
espionage, and influence operations to target adversarial governments, military organizations, economies, and societies alike. In many cases, the same threat actor groups will
conduct operations across a diverse range of targets—even as they may employ the same
TTPs. For instance, APT 28 (a.k.a. Fancy Bear), to whom CrowdStrike first publicly
attributed responsibility for hacking the Democratic National Committee e-mails in
the lead-up to the 2016 U.S. presidential election as part of Russia’s influence campaign,
is also reportedly conducting traditional cyber-enabled espionage operations against
41
a range of Western governments. Similarly, in 2016 the U.S. Department of Justice
indicted seven individuals associated with the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
who participated in both the sustained distributed denial-of-service attacks against
the U.S. financial services sector from 2011 to 2013 and the cyber intrusion of a dam
42
in Westchester County, New York. The reality is that governmental and private actors
routinely confront shared adversaries and threats in cyberspace. However, both of these
entities lack a common picture of the threat environment because information is siloed
in several respects: across classification lines; across agencies; between the government
and the private sector; and across different sectors of the economy.
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There have been important efforts to enhance information sharing to surmount these
barriers. For example, the Cyber and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) within
DHS promotes information sharing across the interagency and the private sector
through distributing unclassified and classified information to enable network defense,
including indicators of compromise, malware signatures, emerging TTPs, and some
analytic products. The U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team (CERT) operates
under the auspices of DHS and serves an information-sharing function, but there are
several other U.S.-operated CERTs that are maintained outside the official auspices of
43
the federal government even as they partner with it. DHS has also initiated an expedited process for granting security clearances to specific private citizens who serve in key
roles within U.S. critical infrastructure, but the implementation of this program has been
slow. The private sector has also organized itself around several information-sharing and
public-private partnership entities, such as Information Sharing and Analysis Centers,
Sector Coordinating Councils, and Information Sharing and Analysis Organizations.
Finally, the U.S. government has pioneered Pathfinder initiatives to move beyond information sharing to collaborate more actively with critical infrastructure asset owners
44
and operators. This program, which began as a pilot program, Project Indigo, in 2017
initially focused on the financial services sector, has since expanded to other sectors,
including energy and communications (collectively known as “tri-sector” or “lifeline
45
sectors”).
However, while these initiatives serve an important function, they remain limited to
focusing on aiding reactive, defensive postures to respond to and block recognized activity after it has already occurred. The origins of this approach may derive in part from
the language used in section 9 of the Obama administration’s February 2013 Executive
Order 13636, which directs the secretary of DHS to “identify critical infrastructure
where a cybersecurity incident could reasonably result in catastrophic regional or
national effects on public health or safety, economic security, or national security.” 46
The July 2016 Presidential Policy Directive 41, which defines coordination across the
interagency for significant cyber events, similarly uses “cyber incident” as the unit of
47
analysis. The key criterion for federal government efforts to address cyber threats
to the private sector, therefore, is whether a given event constitutes a cyber incident
that crosses some threshold of severity. However, this approach is problematic for
two reasons. First, it is nearly impossible to anticipate the severity of a single cyber
incident before it has occurred, which by default forces the government into responding to events only after they have reached a particular level of harm. Second, a single
cyber incident considered in isolation may not cross any significant threshold, but
may become enormously significant when considered as part of a long-term adversary
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campaign. Focusing on addressing individual cyber incidents, therefore, risks missing
strategically important adversary behavior.
Indeed, similarly to existing information-sharing efforts between the DIB and DOD,
information-sharing programs between the government and critical infrastructure
sectors are not focused on assessing adversaries as strategic threat actors with organized
campaign plans and dynamic capabilities that may encompass a range of targets. The
extant focus on reactive information sharing fails to address the challenge of anticipating the adversary, both in the immediate time horizon and over the long term, to better
position asset owners and operators to defend their networks and critical systems.
Rather than taking the long view, U.S. CIKR defenders are confined to a constant churn
of reacting.
As a first step toward remedying these deficits, the U.S. government should support
and resource a more systematic and proactive collaborative program with U.S. critical
infrastructure entities that support critical economic and national security missions and
48
functions, currently designated section 9 firms, as outlined in Executive Order 13636.
Implementation would require establishing systematic and transparent criteria, which
are currently opaque, for designating firms as section 9. Moreover, section 9 criteria
should enable the expansion of the current list of section 9 firms if necessary as well
as procedures for dynamically reassessing the list of section 9 firms, as well as criteria,
over time. Additionally, it would be better supported by reorganizing some offices and
units in the CISA and U.S. Cyber Command around critical infrastructure sectors
rather than adversaries to foster the cultivation of sector-specific knowledge across the
interagency. However, there are also limits to the section 9 concept. Defining individual
firms and sectors as the discrete entities that warrant additional federal assistance may
be an inadequate lens through which to view threats to U.S. critical infrastructure. Ultimately, what is of strategic significance is not a particular threat to a given firm or even
sector but, rather, the critical functions and services that support the U.S. economic and
daily life that may be put at risk. This does not mean that the federal government should
scrap the entire section 9 framework, but there should be a parallel effort to identify
core functions and the cross-sector interdependencies.
A program of public-private collaboration across U.S. critical infrastructure, similar
to that for the DIB, should meet two core objectives to be successful: first, effective
collaborative intelligence sharing to promote early warning; and second, routine sector
and cross-sector playbook development, exercises, and collective defense efforts. First,
similarly to protecting U.S. national security IP, early warning is crucial to a proactive approach to anticipating, thwarting, and mitigating the consequences of adversary
offensive cyber actions. Some of the measures to support an early warning capability
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within and across CIKR are comparable to those previously suggested: developing
sector-specific I&W criteria in cooperation with all stakeholders that, if triggered, would
signify a probable or imminent attack; aligning U.S. intelligence collection priorities
around developed I&W frameworks; side-by-side and routine analytic collaboration on
all data sets across multiple classification levels and sectors; and tracking threat actors
as strategic, learning organizations that conduct organized campaigns across multiple
sectors. However, unlike with the DIB, the infrastructure to support these efforts would
have to be built from scratch for much of critical infrastructure, particularly with
respect to shared work spaces and sensitive compartmented information facilities. Additional measures to enable early warning and the development of a shared picture of the
threat environment could include voluntary placement of network sensors on externally
facing network infrastructure in information and operational technology environments
of identified critical infrastructure. The collected data would be shared in real time and
anonymized through aggregation into a data lake. Moreover, investments in automated
analysis tools, including artificial intelligence, that can be applied against collected data,
as well as additional feeds from public and private sources for enrichment, would make
processing such large amounts of data more efficient and effective.
Second, developing and exercising sector-specific and multisector playbooks involving
all stakeholders should inform and augment collective defense of U.S. critical infrastructure in cyberspace. Collaborative intelligence-sharing efforts should inform and
iteratively refine playbook scenario development, and exercising playbooks should feed
back into enhancing intelligence collection within the IC against I&W. These playbooks
should designate defined thresholds that, if breached, would indicate a catastrophic
event, as well as drive efforts to measure and assess persistent and corrosive adversary
campaigns that may unfold over time without a single, decisive event of significance.
Furthermore, playbooks should guide the development of standing roles, responsibilities, and authorities that enable U.S. responsive actions at various thresholds using all
levers of national power, including permitted private-sector responses. In particular,
playbooks can inform scenarios in which U.S. Cyber Command would authorize the
Cyber National Mission Force to conduct anticipatory offensive cyber operations in
non-U.S. cyberspace to thwart impending attacks, on the basis of improved early warning, as part of defend forward. Playbooks should be routinely tested through tabletop
exercises and war gaming involving all stakeholders, and lessons learned should be
incorporated into a continuous process for playbook development.
International Efforts
The focus of our argument has been on improving collaborative efforts between the U.S.
government and the private sector across the DIB and critical infrastructure. However,
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given the interdependence of the global economic system and supply chain, adversary
campaigns aimed at critical infrastructure or IP theft have important international
dimensions. Measures intended to promote the resilience of U.S. CIKR, for instance,
will inevitably be limited if they fail to consider the international dimension of threats,
vulnerabilities, and interdependencies. The same is also true with respect to the global
supply chain that feeds certain elements of the DIB. Therefore, in tandem with domestic efforts, the U.S. government should leverage international relationships to foster
resilience further. These should include utilizing international information-sharing
organizations and intelligence-sharing alliances (Five Eyes, SIGINT Seniors Europe,
and bilateral intelligence agreements) to foster a common understanding of the threat
environment to include intelligence estimates of threat actor campaigns, strategic objectives, and trends over time. The U.S. government should also enhance alliance-based
initiatives for coordination to pursue and admonish malicious behavior in cyberspace
through international diplomatic, legal, and economic means. An example of this is the
coordinated efforts by the United States and its allies in 2018 to attribute the NotPetya
49
cyber attacks to Russia. Finally, despite challenges associated with developing international norms of behavior for cyberspace and recent rifts in international organizations
on these issue areas, the United States should work with its transatlantic alliance partners to continue to play leadership roles in international forums, such as the United Nations Group of Governmental Experts and Organization for Security and Co-operation
in Europe, and not cede leadership within these venues to actors with whom the United
50
States and like-minded nations do not share common values.
Potential Impediments
There are several potential impediments to implementing this proposal, but all can be
remedied through various measures. First, critical infrastructure and DIB firms lack
market incentives to prioritize resilience over investments in immediate, day-to-day
network defense and threat intelligence. Devoting limited cybersecurity resources to
resilience requires trade-offs and may decrease efficiency. However, this could be addressed through creating market incentives for resilience investments, such as subsidies
or tax incentives for sharing threat information and routine collaboration. Additionally,
the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act’s liability protections, which protect entities
that share indicators and defensive information with one another or the U.S. government,
could be expanded to apply more broadly to information sharing between the private
51
sector and the interagency. Second, as already noted above, unlike the case with the DIB,
there are substantial impediments to information sharing between the government and
critical infrastructure owners and operators across classification lines. While a DHS-led
Private Sector Clearance Program exists, it operates at a glacial pace and is not perceived
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within the private sector to be a viable avenue for processing security clearances for
appropriate individuals within section 9 firms. The president should direct the DHS
secretary to prioritize and appropriately resource this effort. At the same time, reassessing classification protocols so that meaningful and useful information, particularly
associated with providing context rather than more exquisite information about sources
and methods, is a priori pushed down to lower classification levels would address this
gap. Finally, public-private collaboration will likely be hampered by interagency infighting over roles and responsibilities and slow government responses during times of crisis.
The playbook development process for the DIB and critical infrastructure should alleviate some of these issues through eliciting buy-in ex ante about roles and responsibilities.
Furthermore, it should also drive the development of standing rules of engagement and
preapproved campaign plans to support planning for, developing capabilities against,
and responding to exigent threats, which will improve government response time.
Conclusion
By definition, any effort by a great power to change the status quo will be costly and
incur greater risks of adversary retaliation, potential escalation, and miscalculations
and misperceptions. The United States does not typically consider itself to be a revisionist state actor, but the reality is that the status quo in cyberspace is unacceptable to the
United States and, left unchecked, will lead to the continued erosion of the relative U.S.
power advantage across all instruments of power. Therefore, the United States must accept that to develop a global cyber system that reflects its interests and values it must be
willing to incur some risks and absorb some costs. However, implementing the recommendations in our proposal to enhance the United States as a ready, resilient platform
across critical infrastructure and the defense industrial base will enable the United
States writ large to better absorb and recover from adversary behavior and help reshape
the status quo to protect its interests and values in cyberspace.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Joint Operations in Cyberspace

From Operational Unity to Shared Strategic Culture
V I C E A D M . T I M O T H Y J . W H I T E , U S N (R E T.)

Jointness in conventional operations entails coordinating disparate and distinct entities
toward a shared purpose. Jointness in cyberspace is an existential fact of operating in a
domain defined by a shared technological ecosystem. The joint cyber force, composed of
the individual services with their distinct organizational proclivities, needs to evolve to a
truly shared cyber strategic culture where there is a fusion of purpose, capabilities, vulnerabilities, talent, terrain, and threats.
How the United States organizes itself around and conducts joint operations in cyberspace is fundamentally distinct from joint operations in the conventional sense.
From a conventional perspective, “jointness” is an attribute that has to be externally
imposed—indeed, it was done so via legislation in 1986 with the Goldwater-Nichols
Act—rather than organically built or derived out of some shared attributes or common
ecosystem. Conventional jointness entails coordinating disparate and distinct entities
toward a shared purpose or assigned mission. Jointness in cyberspace, in contrast, is an
existential fact of operating in the domain. In this sense, cyber jointness is an a priori
condition that is defined by a shared technological ecosystem. It precedes any effort to
construct a joint cyber environment—the organizations, decision-making processes,
and capabilities required to comprehensively conduct operations anywhere, independent of spectrum and protocol, to include organizations across the interagency and the
private sector.
In cyberspace, U.S. military organizations start from a position of inherent jointness.
An implication of this is that anytime we attempt to impose or force external organizational controls or legacy constructs onto an ecosystem and environment that, together,
already produce their own unique characteristics and dynamics, we are likely to
diminish efficacy. An example of this is the attempt to conceptualize military cyberspace organizations via a wholesale appropriation of lexicon and doctrine developed for
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kinetic or physical conflict. Such dynamics are poorly matched to the cyber domain and
the reality of cyber operations. We should accommodate and account for the emergent
behaviors of the cyber environment and ecosystem rather than inhibit them.
The convergence of cyber with information operations as well as kinetic operations
in the multidomain battlespace is driving the U.S. military to meet and overcome this
challenge through promoting jointness and interoperability across the entire force
(broadly construed beyond cyber operators). The evolution of the joint force in cyberspace—the operational arm of which is the Cyber National Mission Force (CNMF)—
has reflected this essential reality. Put simply, there are no Army bits, naval bytes,
or Air Force protocols within the CNMF; there is no distinction between services in
cyberspace in terms of operational capability, training, and utilization. This inherent
jointness of the operational force is something that we should deliberately cultivate and
strengthen because disintegration or segmentation in the current strategic environment
of great-power competition is a sure path to failure.
Despite operating in an inherently shared technological ecosystem with common
threats and challenges, the CNMF—the joint cyber force as composed of the individual
services, each with its distinct organizational proclivities and perspectives—is still
evolving toward a truly shared cyber strategic culture. Strategic culture involves the
attitudes, beliefs, and norms regarding the use of force that are shared within a defined
group. A cyber strategic culture, therefore, would encompass a common conception of
the nature of strategic competition in cyberspace and the use of cyber capabilities to
achieve political, informational, and military effects both below and above the use-offorce threshold. Moreover, as a nation—moving beyond the military realm—we have
yet to develop a shared conception of the broader national mission in cyberspace or to
envision how the collective “we” should orient ourselves around it when our civilian
and economic assets and systems are persistently compromised and targeted outside of
conflict. The blurred distinction between the civilian and military worlds in cyberspace
means that any joint conception of cyber requires a shared vision that widens the military aperture to incorporate the nation itself as a ready, resilient platform from which
the United States can project and sustain power.
The Cyber Ecosystem and the Joint Environment
Cyberspace by its nature imposes—even causes—jointness. As a global, man-made
ecosystem of interconnected and interdependent networks of computers and supporting infrastructure, cyberspace is fundamentally distinct from the other domains
of warfare. While the individual services are independent bodies, they nevertheless
share the same dynamic cyber terrain, confront the same cyber threats, and face the
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same cyber vulnerabilities. This shapes how the United States organizes the joint cyber
force and how that joint force interacts. This interface in turn becomes the operational
environment.
The individual services are organized around self-contained domains of warfare (land,
sea, and aerospace), each with its distinguishable terrain. While the U.S. military may
define cyberspace as a separate “domain” of warfare, in reality cyberspace links together
and permeates all the other domains. In this sense, the definition of cyberspace in
Joint Publication 3-12 as “dependent on the physical domains of air, land, maritime,
and space” inverts the burden of dependence in the relationship between the cyber and
1
physical domains. In any contemporary contest between modern powers, conventional
operations in the physical domains of warfare fundamentally depend on and are shaped
by operations in cyberspace. In no other historical or contemporary instance of joint
operations has this been the reality of the terrain ecosystem and operating environment.
Cyberspace is a contested space in which actors continuously engage because of the condition of constant contact that derives from the interconnectedness of the cyberspace
strategic environment. As such, cyberspace has become a key part of great-power competition. Any engagement with an adversary in any one domain of conflict will almost
certainly be preceded by engagements in cyberspace or will be shortly followed by them.
Cyber operations will be—and likely already are—an intrinsic component of conflict.
While cyberspace creates a shared playing field for the individual services, it also provides a more level playing field for our adversaries—but not for the reasons that are typically identified. We may be tempted to proclaim cyberspace to be a great disrupter or
leveler when we enumerate the range of possible enemies in this domain and recognize
that virtually any unsophisticated threat actor can conduct offensive operations at little
to no cost. Cyberspace does indeed enable a proliferation of cheap and easy operations,
but these are likely to be less impactful against a target and do not represent the strategically significant threats toward which the joint force should be oriented. Put simply, the
distribution of offensive capabilities across relatively unskilled actors is important but is
not what levels the playing field in cyberspace. Rather, cyberspace has already become
a key arena for great-power competition where the United States confronts near-peer or
even peer competitors who exploit the asymmetric nature of cyber operations, hold us at
risk owing to our military and civilian dependence on information technology, and engage in widespread theft of intellectual and national security information to use against
us in strategic competition across all elements of national power.
Great-power competition in cyberspace finds the United States saddled with norms and
frameworks of conventional or nuclear great-power competition in its approach to this
new type of contest. During the Cold War, the United States and Soviet Union competed
below the use-of-force threshold but were never in direct conflict in large part owing
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to the looming fear of a devastating nuclear confrontation. Today, the United States
contests its adversaries in cyberspace below the use of force, but our cyber forces are
nevertheless directly engaging the adversary (and vice versa) on a persistent basis. We
are only beginning, however, to develop strategic and operational frameworks to guide
our approach to this type of conflict. One fear is that failure to craft such frameworks
will allow further erosion of U.S. advantages in the other domains, thus accelerating a
2
shift in the systemic balance of power away from the United States.
Employing offensive cyber capability to generate strategic effects against an adversary
and sustaining protection, defense, and maneuver effects over time is complicated, challenging, and unpredictable. This is why only state actors and their proxies have thus far
3
mounted strategic cyber campaigns of significant consequence. Put simply, states can
make time their ally.
On the one hand, time moves slowly in offensive cyber operations. Intelligence and operational preparation of the environment for the purposes of delivering effects against
strategic targets, such as critical infrastructure or hardened military targets, takes time.
This includes time required to gain access to customized target sets, to develop precise
capabilities tailored to those targets, and to retain continuous access to be ready to employ one’s capability at the desired time. Many capabilities and accesses are not modular; developed for one target set, they often cannot be applied to a different one during a
fast-moving campaign or crisis.
On the other hand, time moves quickly. At the tactical level, effects can be delivered
rapidly with minimal warning if an attacker’s presence on a network remains obfuscated until the moment of attack. Cyber terrain may change rapidly and unpredictably
as a target (perhaps even unwittingly) patches a vulnerability or makes some other
modification that negates an access or capability. Furthermore, some types of offensive
operations are access independent and do not require the same time or resources to prepare the environment. Examples of these include cyber-enabled information operations
and large-scale distributed denial-of-service attacks that, employed as part of a broader
adversary strategy, could achieve significant effects.
Finally, the strategic and geopolitical operating environments may demand rapid
responsiveness that requires the joint cyber force to go to battle with solely the accesses
and capabilities on hand—which may be mismatched to those that would better support
one’s desired objectives. Thus, time moves at once slowly and extremely quickly in
the context of the pace of full-spectrum cyber operations. Hence, there is an enormous potential for things not to take root, or for capabilities that were resource- and
time-intensive to be effectively impotent or incompatible with strategic objectives and
campaign maneuver at the time of employment.
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Therefore, the challenges facing the joint cyber force are conceptualizing, organizing,
resourcing, training, and equipping execution of strategically significant cyber campaigns. These should include countering sophisticated cyber campaigns that target critical American infrastructure and key resources across the public and private sectors, as
well as the persistent and large-scale theft of intellectual property via cyber means that
is eroding America’s strategic advantage. We must also restore confidence in the information technology on which our military capabilities depend, and neutralize adversary
campaigns that sow popular distrust of American institutions and thus diminish our
democracy from within.
Implications for the CNMF
CNMF forces are both distinctly and purposefully joint. “Joint” in cyberspace is something more nuanced and altogether complete. This departs from the concept of jointness as a product of Goldwater-Nichols, which for conventional forces has come to mean
something doable by a combination of services in functionally aligned groups to operate
in common areas toward agreed—or stated—common outcomes. In conventional space,
you have to work to get joint, to be joint, and to do joint. In cyberspace, you are already
joint; you have to work to be better—to be unified. “Joint” in conventional terms means
that we coordinate disparate and separate entities to achieve a shared objective. In the
cyber realm, we are moving beyond “joint” to “singular,” where there is a fusion of purpose, capabilities, vulnerabilities, talent, terrain, and threats, ideally leading to a shared
epistemology.
During our time leading the CNMF this was both accommodating and liberating. Once
we, the CNMF, accepted we were joint, we began to expect of ourselves joint outcomes.
We, in effect, unleashed joint. In all our collective time in previous assignments, both
joint and command, this was the first time that we moved beyond joint and approached
singular. We truly moved from many to one. We were unchained, unencumbered, and
empowered to think, learn, and do. For our military personnel, the best part was that we
did not know one another by our formally designated operational specialties. Instead,
we knew one another by functions, roles, and purposes. We assessed one another not
according to rank or seniority, but by apprentice, journeyman, senior, and master
levels of proficiency—you were assessed on your merits, not your tenure. Moreover,
within the CNMF, we cultivated jointness across civilian and military lines such that
the distinction between civilian and uniform began to blur. At the same time, perhaps counterintuitively, the distinction between “government” (in terms of inherently
governmental responsibilities and functions) and “not government” (or private sector)
roles grew stark. We grew into a clearer understanding of the roles and responsibilities
of government and the private sector within our shared mission space as we pursued
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joint, collaborative efforts to defend U.S. critical infrastructure. When called on to support a broader government operation in 2017, the purely functional and blended teams
the CNMF mustered included officers and enlisted personnel from across the services
as well as civilians. Because we were organized into joint task forces already, these
teams came together rapidly and effortlessly and were organized by function, role, and
purpose.
This inherently joint ecosystem gives rise to several implications. First, we in the CNMF
built common organizational structures on top of and in alignment with core missions,
functions, and tasks. Our organizational environment and technological ecosystem,
therefore, are becoming phase matched (in terms of aligning inputs and outputs and
reducing transaction costs to promote efficiency and accelerate decision-making speed)
to common causes such as policy, authority, TTPs (tactics, techniques, and procedures),
and targeting processes. This work continues—as the CNMF works to reset how we define mission elements on the basis of our requirements and improve the process through
which we send demand signals back to the services for personnel, training, and equipment to support the CNMF’s defend-the-nation mission.
Second, the shared fact of our terrain and our vulnerabilities means that the adversary
could theoretically contest us anywhere or everywhere. We must accept that we share
exposed and protected flanks. In cyberspace, offense and defense converge at the tactical and operational levels. Therefore, the joint force must think in terms of scope and
scale, and approach our vulnerabilities—our wide front and the potentially deep reach
of adversary capabilities—from a unified perspective. The coexisting simultaneity of
persistent and transient offense and defense means that our orientation toward the
adversary and the domestic assets, systems, and networks we are tasked with defending
cannot be siloed by service. Rather, we must jointly position our forces to detect and
counter our adversaries through area reconnaissance, focused surveillance, and precise
targeting as a unified response that occurs seamlessly across all organizations (environment) and event horizons (ecosystem). A critical deficiency in matching existing authorities to our shared terrain is that we lack common authorizations across services to
operate on the Department of Defense’s information network; the network is artificially
service partitioned and access granted is service sanctioned. There is only one network.
Third, the services must be able to provide a common functionality when operating
together as part of the joint cyber force. Part of that must come from a dedicated, joint
effort to manufacture, assemble, and design our features (and to do so domestically to
the greatest extent possible to reduce exposure to risk through supply chain vulnerabilities). An additional, essential component of common functionality is mobilizing and
aligning to avoid talent fratricide in recruitment and retention while, at the same time,
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ensuring optimization in both missioning and positioning. This also necessitates some
commonality across service-based training and education.
Fourth, we are rarely ever a garrison force. There is no sanctuary or secure bastion. The
adversary is contesting us below the use-of-force threshold. Thus, whether defending
forward or supporting other agencies or state and local authorities, the joint force will
always be engaged in the cyber fight. This means that we must be capable of persistently holding adversary strategic targets at risk while concurrently defending against a
relentless and intrusive set of adversaries. This is the fundamental nature of great-power
competition in cyberspace. Of course, competition does not always escalate to outright
conflict, and the empirical record to date suggests that cyber is not inherently escalatory. Nonetheless, the joint force is continuously engaged in a multidomain contest and
must be prepared to prevail in battles that loom on the horizon. In Thomas Schelling’s
sense, we have already “waded into the water”; the very nature of the combined ecosystem and environment means that we are already committed to action and are actively
4
contesting our adversaries for an advantageous position in the domain.
Fifth, there is no “readiness” or “rest and recuperate” cycle—there is only doing. Given
this reality, we need to be more thoughtful and systematic about how we organize,
resource, and enable a constantly engaged, joint fighting force to achieve decisive
results, while also ensuring the freedom to regroup and continually learn in an environment where the technology is rapidly changing. In the conventional domains, learning
typically occurs in the wake of conflict, in the pauses between wars that give breathing
space to reassess, reflect, and innovate. But in cyberspace, we need to learn, adapt, and
proliferate that knowledge to the force while being constantly engaged. Equally important, we must address attrition and mental health issues of the force that are products of
the current operational tempo.
Sixth, in our space we exist with and must adapt to an unparalleled dynamism. While
the adversaries themselves remain constant, the threat-actor groups, subgroups, or
proxies that the former employ vary, shift, and mutate over time. These manifold actors
are also characterized by a diversity of organizational structures, TTPs, personnel, and
force employment strategies. The technology changes even faster with the unremitting
introduction of new strains of malware and attack vectors and the discovery of new
vulnerabilities. That is a real synergy of churn that is not experienced in conventional
contexts. The distinctions between yesterday, here and now, and tomorrow are oblique.
They move too fluidly and too rapidly to be binned and bound. That is why joint matters—herein lies the potential to meet, pace, and win the competition. The joint force
can marshal mass and rapidly align against emerging threats. But this requires promoting a culture within the joint force that emphasizes operators and developers working in
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tandem to build capabilities that take into account operational needs, rapid production
within an intelligence-operations-development cycle, and deployability.
Finally, this dynamism engenders a greater urgency to sustain our alliances. In the context of what can sometimes feel akin to constant revolution, we must ensure there are
some constants on which we can rely. As the threat actors and technologies change, our
international allies and partners with whom we share common values and have forged
deep historical and institutional ties are integral to the success of the joint force in
cyberspace. In fact, it is the joint force—rather than any individual service—that is best
positioned to build and sustain capabilities across our international allies and partners.
Our alliances have always been a key source of our comparative advantage in greatpower competition, and we cannot afford to imperil these relationships for the contemporary competition. For instance, we have treated offensive cyber operations as we do
nuclear weapons—as exquisite and overwhelming sensitive capabilities. But we cannot
be so secretive that it hinders our ability to operate with our alliance partners. Because
cyberspace is not contained by any one area of operations defined by geography or
political sovereignty, operational contingency planning and intelligence sharing around
common adversaries must become multinational. This would contribute to a more holistic view of the adversary and allow us to find new ways to counter threats through not
only gaining new accesses but also coordinating responses. Great-power competition is
international in scope and therefore must be confronted through coalitions.
The Challenges Ahead
Despite the inherent jointness that characterizes the CNMF, there is a range of chal
lenges posed by cyberspace operations and security that remain misunderstood or
insufficiently prioritized but that require decisive efforts to address.
In the CNMF, as in any joint unit, there is a tension between the “administrative control” (ADCON) and “operational control” commands. An individual service member is
charged with executing a mission for the National Security Agency / Cyber Command
but may report to a service commander who has neither an operational responsibility
nor insight but is nonetheless responsible for the former’s rating. Inevitably, those
ADCON commanders want to “command,” and this can come at the expense of the
mission as we are forced to pull service members away from operational tasks to instead
conduct service-related activities (e.g., unit training, bake sales, potlucks, unit runs,
etc.). Put simply, because ADCON commanders do not have any operational responsibility other than being a force provider, they often create requirements at the expense of
the mission. This is a systemic problem that can undermine morale and, over the long
term, negatively impact retention.
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Further, services provide to the CNMF “trained” personnel by work role. From the services mind-set, such personnel are indeed provided “trained.” However, given changes
in the ecosystem, adversary TTPs, and the unique capabilities we employ, we must
spend an average of one year for additional training for what is only a two- or threeyear assignment. The services’ view is that the CNMF must update work roles, but that
process is neither sufficiently agile nor responsive to the changing nature of capabilities
and our unique requirements versus those of the services. Compounding this issue, the
services maintain their own training pipelines and do not have common schoolhouses.
Though there has been an increasingly common-core curriculum, its contents are determined by that which can be agreed to by all of the relevant veto players. This means
that any common curriculum may not meet the demands required to support a national
mission versus a service-specific one, and the pace of curricular development and approval often comes at the expense of agility.
Moreover, even if the CNMF is equal to the combination of Fleet Cyber Command /
Tenth Fleet, Army Cyber Command, Sixteenth Air Force (Air Forces Cyber), Marine
Corps Forces Cyber Command, and Coast Guard Cyber Command, there is still a critical interoperability problem. Friction is introduced because the CNMF currently relies
on certain types of capabilities and service-developed tools that do not interoperate with
joint mission task elements in the CNMF comprising members from across the services.
For instance, an Army-fielded cyber protection team capability cannot be integrated
with a Navy-developed cyber protection team capability, and each requires its own
training to operate. This means that a commander cannot assemble the most skilled
and efficient mission task element without taking into consideration organizational
(environment) and technological (ecosystem) constraints.
In addition, there is no common recognition across the joint force regarding appropriate
staffing. The services are oriented toward domain-centric competencies and conflict.
For instance, Army Cyber Command and Fleet Cyber Command / Tenth Fleet are both
three-star commands. These outrank the two-star CNMF commander, who nevertheless possesses the preponderance of Cyber Mission Force teams and the national-level
mission. Unity of command is imperative to achieve a national strategy for cyberspace,
and the joint force led by the CNMF commander can and should play a larger role in
this effort. This is especially critical to ensure that the use of cyber power is in sync with
national-level objectives such that the United States can defend forward in defining a
favorable status quo in the global system.
Toward a Cyber Strategic Culture
The CNMF is a joint force, but it not yet a singular one; it must become one. The culture
is not a shared cyber strategic culture that transcends those of the individual services
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and that inheres institutionally in the CNMF. However, there is an emergent shared
culture and thoughtfully cultivating it remains a key opportunity for the future. All the
designers and practitioners (the operators and maintainers; the planners and developers; the analysts and builders) already inhabit the same headspace. This is a step beyond
William Gibson’s conception of cyberspace in Burning Chrome, which he proposed as
5
something shared, common, and pervasive. Rather, it is more akin to Robert Heinlein’s
term, “grok,” in Stranger in a Strange Land, which is something that is intuitively un6
derstood. Intuited is more intrinsic, more comprehensive, and more complete. That is
how we bridge sprawling, diverse, and yet interconnected technologies with commonly
understood organization and aligned missions, functions, and tasks. That is the promise
of cyberspace: a joint warrior operating in a joint environment in a joint force to achieve
a joint force commander’s objective within and across a joint ecosystem.
Nevertheless, we do need actively to support a common identity and culture. Each
service has its own strategic culture that it brings to the joint cyber fight. Out of this
patchwork of different service cultures, we need to create a new cyber strategic culture
that exists both within the joint cyber community and across the leaders within the
services. Of what should that shared culture or identity be composed?
•

First, it must be skills and purpose based, rather than rank- or unit-centric. The
convolution and difficulty of the problem set in cyberspace mean that we cannot unthinkingly default to always prioritizing rank, hierarchy, and authority over
demonstrated ability and innovation. We have to accept some risk in flattening our
organizational mentality so that we can harness our creative potential to stay ahead
of the adversary. This will pose a challenge, because when the CNMF, as part of a
combatant command, interacts with higher headquarters or partners the latter will
expect a rank-based, unit-centric, traditional structure.

•

Second, our identity should be both externally (adversary) and internally (defend the
nation) oriented. These two facts of the cyber challenge are inseparable in a way that
is simply not true of other domains. We cannot orient toward the adversary without
also orienting toward the homeland. This is because we cannot defend what we do
not know or understand. The domestic environment and ecosystem, therefore, fundamentally shape counteradversary actions in gray and red spaces.

•

Third, our culture must be outcomes driven; we cannot venerate process over
deliverables. To achieve this, we need a workforce that is empowered to deliver
directed outcomes. We also need standing rules of engagement (ROE) that define
and delineate how capabilities can be employed to support the mission in an area
of operations, and that support civilian oversight and aligning Cyber Command
with national-level objectives. Standing ROE would not only support capability
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development and rapid response but also enable long-term planning and better military decision making.
•

Finally, we must have a shared language and conceptualization of operating in the
domain. Integral to achieving the promise of a more intuited sense of cyberspace,
a shared cyber strategic culture, is a common framework to describe this shared
space and mission and drive planning and decision making around it. This absence
exacerbates the tensions that already exist across the different services, and between
the joint commander and service commanders, regarding potentially competing
strategic frameworks and priorities and mechanisms for reconciling them.

A Call to (a) Separate Service
Why not a separate Cyber Service? In many respects, an independent service would
indeed address the challenges and concerns raised in this paper. For instance, it would
institutionalize a cyber strategic culture that would be reinforced and inculcated
through common education and training. It would also enable recruitment and talent
management of individuals based on skills and experience directly pertinent to the
cyber challenge, who may not necessarily conform to requirements and expectations of
the other services. This would enable the United States to grow the force while pursuing
talent management initiatives, to include a broadened role for civilians.
However, we are not (yet) at a point where the benefits of another service would compensate for the costs. At this juncture, the move toward a separate service would be apt
to undermine jointness, rather than enhance it. A separate Cyber Service would likely
be less responsive to the priorities of the other services. At the same time, even after the
hypothetical creation of a Cyber Service, the other services would nevertheless continue
to require their own indigenous cyber force structures. When the Air Force separated
from the Army, for instance, the Army retained air defense capabilities and some airlift
and close air support that it perceived to be integral to achieving land warfare outcomes
at the tactical level, leaving the Air Force to prioritize investment in strategic capabilities initially. A separate Cyber Service would necessitate a determination about what
capabilities should remain organic to each service and what the specialization of the
independent Cyber Service would be.
Further, we can study history and observe that change is hard, acceptance is harder,
and effectiveness is hardest. We have plenty of work to do now in ensuring that DOD’s
service culture and constituency take seamlessly integrated, full-spectrum cyberspace
operations as seriously as they do ground maneuver, driving ships, strike, sustainment,
and so on. DOD is more “joint” now than yesterday or yesteryear. However, we can still
do more and better to integrate cyber with and into maneuver warfare doctrine, “fires”
disciplines, and operational design.
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We may need a separate Cyber Service if we find ourselves unable to overcome institutional and cultural impediments to addressing the implications and challenges outlined
in this paper and, more significantly, if there is a pivotal moment or event that reveals
our current force is unable sufficiently to defend the nation in, through, and from cyberspace against strategic threats. If this moment of reckoning does occur, it will hopefully
be in the wake of victory and not defeat.
Posturing to Defend the Nation
The core mission of the CNMF is to defend the nation against strategic threats in cyberspace by defending forward to disrupt, degrade, or defeat adversary capabilities before
they damage the United States and its interests. The scope of what must be defended
in cyberspace distinguishes neither between services, nor between civilian and governmental assets. Therefore, how we approach the joint fight must extend beyond the
military sphere to reflect the national scope and scale of the mission. A singularly joint
force, therefore, must include all stakeholders from across the intelligence community
and the federal government and, crucially, the critical infrastructure asset owners in the
private sector who are essential for the successful defense of the nation. This does not
imply that the latter should be “militarized” from an organizational or cultural perspective. Rather, we—all the stakeholders—must together accept that we are fighting jointly
to defend the nation from strategic actors who seek to undermine our economic power,
political legitimacy, and national security.
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CHAPTER NINE

Cyber Strategy, Talent, and Great-Power
Competition
J AC Q U E LY N G . S C H N E I D E R

Central to the success of both the 2018 National Cyber Strategy and the 2018 Department
of Defense Cyber Strategy is the need to recruit, retain, and utilize a talented workforce.
This chapter tackles the cyber talent problem identified in the two 2018 strategies. It
provides historical context to the importance of human capital in warfare, discusses why
cyber talent is particularly important to modern conflict, identifies challenges in recruiting, retaining, and using talent in cyberspace for DOD, provides a rough overlay of many
existing talent initiatives, and concludes with recommendations for tackling the talent
challenge identified in both cyber strategies.
Central to the success of both the 2018 National Cyber Strategy and the 2018 Department of Defense Cyber Strategy is the need to recruit, retain, and utilize a talented workforce. The National Cyber Strategy calls on the U.S. government to “develop a superior
cybersecurity workforce,” while the Department of Defense Cyber Strategy further
1
expounds on this vision, identifying the cyber workforce as a “critical cyber asset.” The
commander of U.S. Cyber Command, Gen. Paul M. Nakasone, U.S. Army, reaffirmed
the importance of cyber manpower to U.S. cyber competition in his February 2019 testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee, arguing that “the retention of top
talent—particularly in some critical, high-skill jobs—is a significant concern because it
2
will be crucial to our continued success.”
In a discipline that often seems to privilege technology, both of these cyber strategies
identify human capital as a core requirement for success. What is clear from these
strategies is that the cyber competition of today is not about technology. It is about
technologists. Therefore, the successful implementation of strategy requires not just
the right investment in technical capabilities or the appropriate authorities to conduct
operations. None of the other tenets of cyber strategy can be accomplished without the
right manpower and talent.
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Human Capital, War, and Cyber Talent
The central role of human capital in a state’s security is not new. In fact, the challenge
of mobilizing, training, and retaining personnel for defense and conflict dates back to
some of the first known examples of organized conflict. For example, the introduction
of the longbow made recruitment of physically capable and technically competent archers central to England’s ability to dominate new tactics of warfare. While the longbow
itself was not an expensive weapon, its effective employment required extensive instruction and then practice to maintain proficiency; states struggled to recruit and train
enough longbow archers to create the mass required for decisive battlefield advantage.
A state hoping to capitalize on the revolutionary technology had to invest significant
organizational and cultural effort into developing resident longbow talent for the king’s
army. As Douglas Allen and Peter Leeson note about its adoption, “the longbow required large numbers of archers to be effective, and the number of individuals privately
willing to develop longbow skills was never sufficient to meet this demand. Second, as
a result, a ruler who wanted to adopt the longbow had to create and enforce a culture of
archery through tournaments, financial incentives, and laws supporting longbow use
3
to ensure sufficient numbers of archers.” The difficulty obtaining competent archers
helped usher in the new era of firearms—a weapon that required much less physical
4
strength or technical competence.
Especially after the earliest firearms, which were inaccurate and difficult to reload, were
replaced with muskets and sabers, states no longer had to rely on specialized skill to
create battlefield advantage. As John Landers writes, the gunpowder revolution “required no quality of the common soldier beyond endurance and a habit of machine-like
obedience. . . . [T]he development of drill also laid the foundations for an enhanced
degree of tactical co-ordination that underpinned substantial increases in both the
scale and duration of battlefield combat, with corresponding increases in numbers of
5
casualties.” The gunpowder revolution created weapons that could be fired by personnel without unique prior skills, making it easier for states to recruit manpower. However, the massed, linear battlefield employment of these firearms required that significant
numbers of unskilled personnel be given intensive training. The requirement from the
state therefore transitioned from cultural or societal investments in talent (such as the
archery competitions created by the English kings) to investments in training and discipline. Drill became the means by which masses of unskilled labor could be equipped
with firearms to sustain power at scale. The onus was on the military organization to
train the general population in baseline skills. They could recruit from the general population by offering shelter, food, and (peacetime) security for those otherwise dependent
on capricious landlord-tenant relationships. Military service could provide a means for
upward social mobility or, in some cases, a substitution for imprisonment.
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This focus on mass pools of unskilled labor saw its zenith in the armies of levée en masse
of the French Revolutionary Wars. The levée en masse capitalized on the revolutionary
movement toward governance by the people to mobilize massive militaries in the largest engagements ever seen until then in Europe. This was total war: “The French were
exhorted to rise up as one nation, to do more than render unto Paris their sons for the
front, but for all and sundry to join in a collective war effort.” 6 Winning war was not
about recruiting the right skilled manpower but instead about exercising the power of
the state and the patriotism of its populace to put the entire weight of a nation behind
a military objective. This was accompanied by the spread of conscription, a process by
which the state leaned on patriotic sentiment to recruit wide swaths of the population for
military conquest. As Carl von Clausewitz describes the change, “The people became a
participant in war; instead of governments and armies as heretofore, the full weight of the
7
nation was thrown into the balance.” The levée en masse took the human-capital trends
of the gunpowder revolution and multiplied them. The multitudes of civilian conscripts
made training and drill even more important to military effectiveness. Further, good
order and discipline (as well as the development of effective political systems) in the levée
en masse military became more important for common soldiers than individual skill.
The focus on large conscripted armies continued into World War I and World War II.
At the same time, major technological advancements were changing the battlefield—
from the development of chemical weapons to that of tanks, aircraft, and radio. World
War I, especially, was caught in the tumult of technological change, its manpower-heavy
tactics engulfed by the onset of highly lethal and long-range weaponry. World War I
saw the loss of almost eleven million military personnel in combat, primarily (at least
on the western front) in high-casualty trench warfare. Nations were faced with a dual
dilemma of filling the trenches with able but not necessarily skilled men and at the same
time providing manpower with the increasingly technical skills required to use the
new technologies that, it was hoped, could break the impasse to which trench warfare
had devolved. For example, Great Britain late in the war was forced to make a strategic
choice to prioritize emerging technical manpower over trench manpower. As Paul Kennedy writes, “By the last years of the war, few extra able-bodied men could be drafted
into the army without affecting armaments production. . . . [T]he Manpower Committee of the War Cabinet gave priority first to the navy and air force, then to the merchant
marine, shipbuilding, coalmining and timber industries, and then to armaments and
8
food production: the army came at the bottom of the list.”
Technology and the resources to produce that technology became even more important
in World War II, where the introduction of blitzkrieg by the German military placed
central importance on the combined use of tanks, aircraft, and mobile artillery, all
linked by radio. Further, submarines and aircraft carriers revolutionized naval warfare,
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making both the undersea and surface-warfare domains active zones of technical experimentation. To counter these new technologies, states raced to develop radar, sonar,
and encrypted communications. As in World War I, states had to learn to balance their
needs for large swaths of the population to build armies large enough to absorb the
attrition of highly lethal ground warfare and the need to recruit and train specialized
manpower to operate the new technologies. Pilots and aircrew, for example, became
constant concerns for all the major powers. Nations had to recruit and train at scale
individuals who could pass stringent visual tests, demonstrate technical skills, and succeed in basic aeronautical tasks. Further, high casualties meant that combatants engaged
in these sustained air campaigns had to build training pipelines to keep up with the
thirsty demand for pilots and aircrew.
The need that developed in World War II for highly specialized weapons technicians has
only become more pronounced in the last sixty years. The advent of nuclear weapons
generated a need for very highly specialized talent—nuclear physicists, rocket scientists,
and aeronautical engineers. Strategic deterrence was built on emerging radar capabilities and satellite technology. Under the seas, a highly technical cat-and-mouse game of
sensor capabilities was also occurring, and in the air, states battled to win competitions
in maneuverability, speed, and avionics. Further, the development of the microprocessor (a key advancement for nuclear targeting that would have implications across the
warfare domains) made computers both cheap enough to build into ordnance and yet
indispensable for all aspects of war. Scientists such as Alan Turing and Claude Shannon
built the foundation of these technologies; airmen, soldiers, and sailors experimented
with the technology to create operational doctrines and tactics to employ these new
capabilities. Further, as the use of radio communications exploded, so also did signals
intelligence and the creation of a new breed of top computer scientists within the civilian intelligence community. They became highly skilled cryptologists, who, moving
in and out of government, built the National Security Agency into a hub for high-level
talent in the Cold War.
But at the same time that states were developing high-tech weaponry for strategic
engagements, certain states were also actively combating each other in limited wars:
in Korea, Vietnam, Israel, Egypt, Iran, Afghanistan, and Iraq. Some of these wars were
proxy conflicts within a more strategic Cold War. The American and Soviet governments had to balance the need for manpower to fight these wars with domestic pressures. In the United States in particular, decision makers had to deal with issues of
public support for conscription while also attempting to attract and retain talent to
operate high-tech weaponry. Meanwhile, for the many states caught in them, U.S.-Soviet
proxy wars were existential conflicts, in which they had to race to create both pools of
talented manpower and forces large enough to endure sometimes extended conflicts.
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This brings us to today and the historical question of where cyber talent fits in the trajectory of human capital and war. We have seen that the relationship between technology and warfare has a large impact on the types of human capital in which a state must
invest. Whereas the advances in lethality brought by gunpowder decreased the need for
specific human capital and skill and vastly increased the need for quantity of personnel,
the development of technology like the longbow or the airplane required unique efforts to attract and retain talent for the military. Further, as warfare became both more
lethal and more technological, militaries saw the need for human capital in both large
numbers and with specific critical skills. This required societal investments in governance, education, and institutions. Cyber talent is not unique in these respects. It is a
specific type of human capital (like longbow archery) that requires societal investment
in recruitment and retention, while the proliferation of digital capabilities throughout
the modern military makes cyber skills an essential part of the training that goes into
utilizing larger numbers of less-skilled human capital.
Cyber Talent and Great-Power Competition and Conflict
The 2017 National Security Strategy and 2018 National Defense Strategy proclaim the
resurgence of great-power politics and long-term competition with the rising peers
China and Russia. From these documents both the National Cyber Strategy and the
Defense Cyber Strategy derive their core tenets. Central to victory for both competition
and conflict within these strategies is the ability to compete while deterring conflict
and, if necessary, winning military engagements quickly and decisively. Technology
plays a central role in these strategies—in ensuring economic prosperity, in protecting
freedom of speech and democratic governance, in safeguarding a free and open internet,
in ensuring situational awareness of adversary capabilities, in providing long-range and
precise military strike capabilities, and in coordinating joint forces across the globe. The
armed forces, in great-power competition and conflict, must be poised to defend the
United States against day-to-day cyber and influence operations while honing conventional and nuclear military power to deter adversary aggression.
To do this, the United States needs a force that can innovate and experiment with technologies, integrate new technologies into operations, and, perhaps most importantly,
maintain and sometimes function without technology. Whereas the mechanization
revolution created a whole new class of military professionals trained to maintain
and utilize technology like the tank or the airplane, today’s warfare requires a class
of military professionals that can safeguard, collect, store, process, transmit, use, and
restore data. Instead of machinery technicians, future warfare calls for data scientists,
network engineers, cloud-security specialists, satellite communications engineers,
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machine-learning scientists, robotics engineers, computer programmers, user-experience
engineers, development and operations engineers, and system-development engineers.
These emerging technological missions will happen in conjunction with many of the
bread-and-butter mission sets of today’s military—launching missiles, conducting air
defense, patrolling zones, conducting ground maneuvers, transiting oceans, and providing nuclear deterrence. Consequently, the future force will include data scientists and
infantry officers, programmers and fighter pilots, graphic designers and logisticians,
webmasters and special operations units. Technologists in this force will be located at
research and lab centers in the United States, embedded in combat units deployed and at
home, and assigned to Reserve and Guard units focused on defending the nation against
asymmetric threats. In addition, technological skills will become necessary capabilities
for other core combat specialties as the force of today becomes trained and prepared for
the conflicts of tomorrow.
Cyberspace is the medium through which almost all these digital technologists and
technologies operate. Consequently, cyberspace personnel play a significant role in both
competition and conflict. In competition, cyberspace serves as a zone of confrontation
in which states vie both to gain economic advantage and to leverage their cyber accesses
and exploitation to build military campaigns. In conflict, the space becomes even more
contested as states transition from economic or influence campaigns to the exploitation
of cyberspace vulnerabilities to create virtual and physical damage to both military resources and critical infrastructure. Cyber personnel in competition may reside far from
deployed or forward projected areas, but as competition moves to conflict and difficult
accesses and precarious networks require the physical presence of cyber talent, quite
often cyberspace personnel will move geographically to areas closer to the battlefield.
Cyber talent for great-power competition and conflict, therefore, needs to be able to
provide network defense and conventional and unconventional access and exploit development for offensive cyber operations. Individuals are required who understand information operations as well as the ways in which information is transmitted and secured.
It will include both civilians and military armed forces, deployed and at home. These
will be tailored-access operators, cloud security engineers, network security architects,
hackers, information security engineers, and cybersecurity analysts.
The Problem: The Cyber Talent Shortage
Technologists and cyber talent, then, will be a huge element of success in the new era of
competition and conflict. The problem that states have—as medieval kings did with the
longbow—is in creating, recruiting, and retaining that technological talent in the armed
forces. This is especially challenging in cybersecurity. A 2018 study conducted by the
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International Information System Security Certification Consortium, or (ISC)2, identi9
fied a cybersecurity labor gap of almost 500,000 professionals. Estimates suggest that
the gap will only continue to grow; a 2019 report from the Departments of Commerce
and Homeland Security forecasts a total of 1.8 million unfilled cybersecurity positions
10
by 2022. Further, an annual survey conducted by the Enterprise Strategy Group found
that 53 percent of the organizations it surveys “report a problematic shortage of cyberse11
curity skills.” The problem extends to the Department of Defense (DOD). According to
its principal deputy chief information officer, “DoD has seen over 4,000 civilian cyber12
related personnel losses across our enterprise each year.”
Why is there a talent shortage for cybersecurity professionals? Part of the problem is
that cyber threats have proliferated so fast that the talent pipeline has been unable to
keep up. For years, cybersecurity was a marginal niche of information technology.
Companies went all-in on talent to develop IT (information technology) applications for
themselves, often with little thought for the repercussions of that technology. Consequently, the private sector initially relied on small groups of IT personnel on staff and,
increasingly, vendors to solve cybersecurity issues. This means that for a long time
generating a cybersecurity workforce has been generally delegated away from the core
practices of industry. As cybersecurity researcher Greg Falco explains, many think
13
that “it’s not going to be me—it’s my vendor who is going to get attacked.” Similarly,
colleges and universities at the beginning of the information revolution sought to create
computer scientists and computer engineers but for many years offered no similar education opportunities in cybersecurity. Heather Ricciuto, an academic outreach leader for
IBM Security, argues that “the lack of resources at an educational level is a significant
contributor to the shortage. . . . [W]hile hands-on, technical skills are most sought-after
14
by employers, many schools lack trained teachers or course materials in cybersecurity.”
Because of the lag between need and training, there is intense competition for cybersecurity professionals among civilian companies and between the private sector and
government. As large as the challenge may be for these civilian industries, it is even
greater for the U.S. Department of Defense. The military must pull from a smaller segment of talent than top civilian companies, for a series of reasons. First, while civilian
companies draw from a global talent pool, the U.S. government (civilian and military)
recruits American citizens predominantly—a requirement that is especially central to
missions that are deemed sensitive. Further, qualified candidates must have only limited
past drug use and be willing to report all foreign travel and connections (something that
can be laborious and creates huge career impediments in fields dominated by foreign
researchers and workers). The backlog of requests for security credentials is a significant problem for recruiting individuals into the defense cybersecurity workforce. As of
spring 2019 it numbered almost 500,000 government security investigations; processing
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for a top-secret clearance was taking an average of 468 days, the less restrictive secret
clearance 234 days.15 These processing times increase for candidates with more foreign
contacts and travel, making many cybersecurity professionals with significant civilian
expertise even more difficult to bring on board.
The IT interfaces that are used to recruit and hire these personnel also impede successful competition for cybersecurity talent. In a 2019 report, the National Commission for
Military, National, and Public Service found that
civil servants and others also told us that the federal hiring process is too slow, fails to accurately
assess job applicants, contains a variety of inflexible hiring preferences, and many times fails to hire
anyone for open positions. We heard from current and aspiring civil servants that USAJOBS, which
is the federal government’s central portal for job postings and applications, does not meet the needs
of either applicants or hiring managers. Existing rules and regulations make leaving and returning
to federal employment unnecessarily difficult and discourage employees who value flexibility and
the ability to move from one organization to another. These problems seem especially severe when
it comes to younger Americans. Americans under the age of 35 make up 35 percent of the nation’s
workforce but only 17 percent of federal civilian employees. Ready or not, generational change will
come to federal agencies, because 30 percent of civil servants, including a majority of senior agency
executives, will be eligible to retire in five years. Yet young adults are avoiding or being turned away
from federal employment.16

Bringing these individuals into the armed forces is even more difficult than the already
daunting challenge of recruiting the civilian workforce. Military personnel must meet
physiological requirements—whether that be physical fitness tests or baseline health assessments. Recruiters often require candidates to go through military entrance processing stations and, often, complete basic military training. Top cybersecurity professionals
with asthma, certain dental implants, irritable bowel syndrome, or problems with pronation may not be medically qualified to serve in the armed forces; nor would those who
have suffered from depression within three years or have allergic reactions to fish, in17
sects, or nuts. The number of individuals medically disqualified is not inconsequential.
Joe Schuman finds that “in 2012, according to the Department of Defense’s Accession
Medical Standards Analysis & Research Activity (AMSARA) Annual Report, 38,000 of
200,000 active-duty applicants (or 19 percent) across all military services were medically
18
disqualified from service.” Further, the hierarchical and longevity-based promotion
structures of military organizations mean that almost all individuals—regardless of
talent or expertise—must start their military careers at the lowest ranks. This makes it
hard to recruit midlevel or senior talent into military positions.
Recruiting and retaining this small pool of talent is an uphill battle for DOD. It’s easy
to blame differences in the pay of military and civilian cybersecurity professionals, but
surveys suggest that many top technologists are willing to sacrifice compensation for
work satisfaction. While DOD can offer meaningful missions and often opportunities
to work on technologies not accessible in the civilian realm, it has a long way to go to
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create a satisfying work environment. Service members often invest ten to twelve hours
a day on their missions and are asked to perform extended temporary additional duty
and remote deployments. On top of their mission requirements, service members are
asked to deal with unwieldy administration, including an overly complicated Defense
Travel System, human resources applications that are often inaccessible from standard
internet browsers, defense websites incompatible with non-PCs, and time-consuming
computer-based training that functions more as a risk mitigator than a skill enhancer.
Additionally, the accessions and promotion system struggles with nontraditional
candidates and provides little flexibility for career progression—a major disincentive
for younger candidates. The traditional military family life, which calls on members
and their families to move to new stations every one to three years, poses significant
challenges for dual-career couples, who represent a prominent constituency in the high19
technology talent sample. Also, unlike many of the major technology firms that have
prioritized family services, DOD does not have high-quality child care at all military
20
installations (and especially not covering the extended hours of many duty days).
Talent, Cyber Strategy, and Current Initiatives
What is being done to win the talent competition? How does current strategy guide the
development of the cyber workforce? Both the National Cyber Strategy and the Defense
Cyber Strategy suggest that manning the cyber workforce is not about generating masses
of unskilled workers but instead recruiting high-quality manpower. The National Cyber
Strategy identifies four priority actions to generate quality cyber manpower: first, “build
and sustain the talent pipeline”; second, “expand re-skilling and educational opportunities for America’s workers”; third, “enhance the federal cybersecurity workforce”; and
21
fourth, “use executive authority to highlight and reward talent.”
To that end, a May 2019 presidential executive order set forth a series of initiatives to
attract and retain federal government cyber talent. These initiatives include establishing
a “cybersecurity rotational assignment program,” identifying “cybersecurity aptitude
assessments,” ensuring “existing awards and decorations for the uniformed services and
civilian personnel recognize performance and achievements in the areas of cybersecurity and cyber-operations,” developing “a plan for an annual cybersecurity competition
(President’s Cup Cybersecurity Competition) for Federal civilian and military employees,”
launching “a national Call to Action,” transforming “the cybersecurity learning environment to grow a dynamic and diverse cybersecurity workforce,” aligning “education
and training with employers’ cybersecurity workforce needs,” and establishing and using “measures that demonstrate the effectiveness and impact of cybersecurity workforce
22
investments.”
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The Department of Defense Cyber Strategy summary outlines four action priorities
to cultivate talent. The first, “Sustain a ready cyber workforce,” focuses on the organizational requirements for professional development, career progression, and manning within DOD. The second, “Enhance the nation’s cyber talent,” calls for talent
development within U.S. education partners and industry, starting from primary and
secondary levels through higher education. The third, “Embed software and hardware
expertise as a core DoD competency,” broadens cybersecurity to other computer science
disciplines and offers retention and employment opportunities beyond the Department
of Defense. Fourth and finally, the summary (like similar initiatives at the federal level)
aims to “establish a cyber top talent management program” that tracks talent acquisition
23
and retention and offers incentive programs to meet talent management goals.
These initiatives follow closely the recommendations of a Defense Science Board analysis of cyber as a strategic capability. Some of these recommendations include that “the
Commander USCYBERCOM direct and ensure development of a portfolio of cyber
military capabilities/effects, focused on adversary military targets,” that “includes the
development of infrastructure and tools to support the Cyber Mission Forces” and “ensures operational experience and an exquisitely skilled workforce”; that the heads of the
services “direct their personnel staffs (i.e., the ‘1s’) to treat the cyber mission career field
as a national security priority,” to ensure that “promotion boards understand the cyber
mission as a priority and facilitate recruitment, retention, and career-long professional
development in cyber expertise”; and that “the Commander USCYBERCOM establish
and expand professional military education opportunities, at all levels, to allow military
24
personnel to work in cyber-related private-sector positions.”
Together, these strategies identify cybersecurity and associated cyber skills as
high-demand but low-density resources in which DOD must prioritize recruiting and
retaining the best talent rather than recruiting large masses of unskilled populations
and training them to create comparable advantages. Initiatives to fulfill this strategic
direction have already begun within both DOD and the larger federal government.
Current initiatives include organizational fixes, near-term solutions for acquiring and
hiring individuals, and programs to pair civilian talent with immediate DOD problems.
This includes direct-commissioning programs into armed forces cyber components
and the Cyber Excepted Service, which aims to expedite the process of federal hiring
25
for civilians from an average of 111 days to forty-four. Further, DOD has invested in
programs that pair innovative civilians with core DOD cyber missions, such as the
Defense Digital Service Tatooine Program and initiatives led by the Defense Innovation
26
Unit (DIU).
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Other talent initiatives supporting the cyber strategies include programs to identify top
talent within the current workforce and among individuals coming into DOD. The Air
Force, for instance, is asking its airmen to identify their coding-language proficiencies—
as the service now asks about spoken languages and rewards airmen for their ability to
27
speak highly desirable languages. The Army is testing different methods of identifying talent, including the cyber component of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery and civilian tests that identify potential cyber talent that does not come into the
28
military with previous training or certifications. Finally, DOD is investing in training
(or retraining) its current force, including programs to send service members to civilian
certifications, the Federal Cyber Reskilling Academy, and the National Science Founda29
tion Career Compass Challenge, as well as service-specific initiatives.
DOD, like the federal government, is already making concerted long-term investments
in talent from the broader civilian community. In particular, the National Security
Agency has instituted the National Centers of Academic Excellence program, which
offers curriculum guidance for both cyber defense and cyber operations. The National Security Agency program has provided a baseline for use by higher education
in developing cybersecurity teaching and research centers with the aim of creating a
pipeline of cyber talent. Most importantly, the National Security Agency initiative solves
a collective action problem for many university computer-science departments that had
struggled to find institutional space or pedagogical precedent to create and administer
30
accredited cybersecurity programs. Looking at an early part of the talent-building
pipeline, DOD has announced cybersecurity scholarship programs, apprenticeship
31
programs, boot camps, and hackathons.
Future Solutions
DOD has already made significant strides toward implementing its strategy to attract,
train, and retain a talented cyber workforce. This is a promising start, but even more
work will be required to ensure that the initial steps taken today translate into strategic success in the future. Cultural, organizational, and technological changes will be
32
needed.
Cultural Solutions. The vast majority of initiatives currently fielded for talent focus on
institutional or organizational changes. However, one of the major barriers to recruiting
and retaining cyber talent is cultural. As the military becomes smaller and represents a
smaller percentage of the overall American population, the divide between civilians and
military personnel becomes a significant impediment to attracting top talent. Raj Shah,
former head of the Defense Innovation Unit and a reserve Air Force pilot, argued in
testimony for the National Commission on Military, National, and Public Service that
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in 1980, 64% of Congress and 59% of Fortune 500 CEOs were military veterans. Today, those numbers have fallen to 19% and 6% respectively. Military service in the US is also becoming a hereditary
trait. From the DoD’s own reporting in 2013, 80% of new recruits have extended family that are
veterans and 25% have a parent that has served. Coupled with the fact that less than 1% of the US
population currently wears a uniform, we risk US military service being predominantly borne by a
warrior caste—similar trends in history have not shown to be accretive to democratic stability.33

The civil-military divide has been especially obvious in Silicon Valley, where employees
34
in companies such as Google have protested working with the military.
DOD will need to build real relationships between technologists and armed service
members, reducing the gap between civilians and military people by fostering daily
relationships. This can be done by creating military units in high-tech areas like Silicon
Valley, Boston, Austin, and the North Carolina “Research Triangle”; some of this is
already under way, with the new Army Futures Command as well as DIU locations in
both Boston and Silicon Valley. Other possibilities include engaging with academics at
research universities and in graduate programs and building on initial moves to provide
creative career progression opportunities, including fellowships in the civilian sector,
normalized transitions between the Reserves or National Guard and active duty, or
sabbatical periods. Some of the top talent will have high-risk relationships with foreign
companies or technologists; this is an externality of their industry and should not be
a deal breaker. Processes and criteria for security clearances, however, may need to be
reevaluated.
Finally, the armed forces may need to reevaluate their standards for grooming and
physical fitness, especially regarding what requirements are necessary for the warrior
of the future. Technologists embedded in combat units may need to meet their physical standards, but others farther from the line of fire may be valuable contributors even
35
with poor fitness scores. Further, the ailments that disqualify individuals from military service need to be revisited, especially for cybersecurity direct accessions.
Organizational Solutions. The military has already launched a series of initiatives to
streamline hiring for cybersecurity professionals, test for technological skill sets, identify programming capabilities, and invest in scholarships and reskilling academies. These
are strong first steps but have yet to show significant progress in closing the technological talent gap. Without complementary changes in promotion structures, improvements
on the recruitment side might not solve retention shortfalls in the long term. Additional
focus on providing certifications, unique training on emerging technologies, and opportunities to employ or experiment with innovative technologies can help. Difficulties retaining talent could be further mitigated by distributing technological capability
within forces that already have high retention rates. Retraining capable service members
can decrease accession lags while also investing in people who have already assimilated
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into military culture. Providing technological training to combat units and noncyber
specialties may also provide an overall increase in technological capabilities with less
investment in new personnel.
The Reserves and Guard provide a potential organizational solution in the search for
technologists. Their personnel are often employed in the civilian sector, and some
have cutting-edge training and experience. Further, the Reserves and Guard provide a
nontraditional option for technologists looking to serve their country without activeduty obligations. There are significant caveats, however, about using the Reserve and
National Guard as the primary solutions to a technological talent gap in the active-duty
36
military. Over the last fifteen years, the Reserve and Guard force has become more like
the active-duty, deploying in place of active-duty units and prioritizing the growth of
full-time Reserve and Guard personnel. While that has solved many of the difficulties
of fighting multiple wars with an all-volunteer active-duty force, it has also made the
Reserve and Guard less useful as an outlet to attract nontraditional talent.
Additionally, because the Reserve and National Guard have not heavily invested in
innovative information technology, part-time reservists and guardsmen spend a
disproportionate amount of their time trying to navigate unwieldy online training,
human-resources applications, and travel and orders websites. Those who take significant pay cuts from their civilian jobs to participate in drills and annual training may
find it frustrating to spend their time on such nonmission work. Finally, many reserve
units struggle to employ their part-time technologists gainfully in short drill periods
and instead promote multiple-month full-time orders for them. Highly successful (and
highly paid) talent may not opt for these long-term commitments and therefore remain
underemployed. Recent testimony from Raj Shah recommends the development of a
strategic reserve that could allow the active-duty military to rely on the resident talent of
a Reserve or Guard cybersecurity force without the difficulty of keeping a given reserv37
ist or guardsman deployable. The Cyberspace Solarium Commission extended this recommendation, calling for Congress to investigate the potential for this cyber strategic
38
reserve force.
Technological Solutions. Many of the challenges faced by the active-duty, Reserve, and
Guard communities can be solved with investment in better information technologies, especially IT that streamlines personnel actions, travel, and training. So far, DOD
has not prioritized technological solutions for administration and instead has chosen
to spend labor time—a fixed cost for active-duty forces—to manhandle cumbersome
administrative tasks. If DOD wants to retain the best talent across capabilities and skill
sets, it must give investment in administrative IT as high a priority as new missiles or
radars. Further, investment in IT for human resources can create databases of special
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skills, align those skills with appropriate jobs, and track successes and problems in
recruitment, assignment, and retention.
Challenges, Evaluating Success, and Moving Forward
DOD has embraced talent as a key component of its larger strategy to compete successfully in cyberspace. Its strategic goals and initiatives fall under a larger need within the
federal government to develop cyber talent and use that talent to win in great-power
competition. The focus on recruiting specific human capital rather than masses of
unskilled labor for training is not without historical precedent; similar efforts occurred
in the “infantry revolution” and in more recent times starting with the surge of technology onto the battlefield in the “mechanization revolution.” These historical analogies
show the difficulty in strategies contingent on competition for specific human capital.
More importantly, historical examples show that strategies contingent on highly specialized talent require significant monetary investment, as well as governance and societal
structures that can compete for talent with civilian and national-security sectors and
can measure both short-term and long-term success in developing a talented workforce.
As DOD implements its cyber strategy, it will need to tackle a series of important questions. First, how will it prioritize the resources required to recruit and retain cyber
talent? Those implementing the strategy should attempt to track the costs of these
initiatives, prioritizing solutions that are either low in cost or create large successes that
outweigh their costs. This raises the second challenge, measuring short- and long-term
success. How will we know whether the investments we make in talent are worthwhile,
especially investments in long-term talent? Finally, this analysis has highlighted the
increasingly complex relationship between civilian and uniformed cyber talent. While
many of the solutions to the talent shortage involve leveraging civilian training and talent resources, the question remains: Which tasks must be performed by armed service
members and which by civilians? As Raj Shah testified,
While organisations like the Defense Digital Service and the Defense Innovation Unit have done a
tremendous job attracting civilians for short tours of service, this human capability cannot be solely
outsourced to contractors or even civilians. We need uniformed members, both officer and enlisted,
to combine their tech-nativity with the credibility and authority inherent under Title 10.39
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CHAPTER TEN

Defining and Measuring Cyber Readiness

B R I G . G E N . PAU L S TA N T O N , U S A ; A N D LT. C O L . M I C H A E L T I LT O N , U S A

Readiness in the cyberspace domain rests on common foundational principles applicable
across all warfighting domains, with important variations tailored to the unique characteristics of cyberspace. Recognition of these characteristics led the deputy secretary of
defense to modify readiness standardization for cyber protection teams at the beginning of
fiscal year 2020. The traditional model of service-developed force design and combatantcommand employment was adjusted to authorize a combatant command to have a more
direct role in shaping how the services build its cyber forces. The decision was reinforced
with the approval of U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) models for combat mission
teams and combat support teams in April 2020. These decisions represent major steps in
the Department of Defense and USCYBERCOM effort to define and measure sustainable
readiness of cyberspace forces.
Readiness across the Department of Defense
At its core, readiness “determines our ability to fight and win our nation’s wars. More
specifically, it is the capability of our forces to conduct the full range of military opera1
tions to defeat all enemies regardless of the threats they pose.” Readiness is thus essential to the ability of armed forces to compete, fight, and win. When forces are assigned
to a combatant command, whether a functional command such as U.S. Transportation
Command or a regional command such as U.S. Central Command, the combatant
commander is responsible for assessing the ability of assigned forces to execute the command’s plans and orders. Without a foundation of readiness, a force is unable to execute
its missions confidently.
Commander, U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) has “the authority to balance
risk across the Joint Force by focusing cyber capacity where it is most needed, both in
time and space. This strategic approach to military cyberspace assets will allow us to
deter and respond to or preempt cyber threats in all phases of conflict and to synchro2
nize cyberspace operations globally.” Readiness for cyberspace forces is the metric for
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assessing whether we can sustain cyber capacity against adversaries. The question we
examine is how the Department of Defense is learning to judge the readiness of the nation’s cyberspace operations forces as they have evolved from the initial stages of force
generation to a maturing capability.
Traditional readiness standards across the department have two components: capacity,
or a unit’s level of manning, training, and equipping; and capability, or the measurement of ability to accomplish predetermined mission-essential tasks (METs) as a unit.
For forces in the physical domains, Department of Defense policy charges the services
with the responsibility for designing and building forces, using their particular domain
expertise to set standards for manning, training, and equipping warfighters and units.
To offer a simple example, the U.S. Army draws on its “land domain” expertise to
establish the manning, training, and equipping (i.e., capacity) standards for an armor
battalion. The Army determines myriad details, such as the optimal number of tanks in
a battalion, how many mechanics are needed to keep those tanks operational, and the
training qualifications that tank crews should achieve. The Army will also develop the
armor battalion’s core METs, which will likely include such specific tasks as “Conduct a
Movement to Contact” and “Conduct an Attack.” The commander will then assess the
battalion’s ability to accomplish these METs, resulting in the battalion’s core-capability
assessment. When the armor battalion is deemed ready in terms of capacity and core
capability, the Army will “present” it to a combatant command for potential deployment to a geographic area of operations. That command’s plans and orders, in turn, will
include the tasks that the armor battalion is responsible for accomplishing, which may
be specifically tailored to the operating environment and threats in the region.
From Whiteboard to Full Operational Capability: Build-Assess-Build
The Cyber Mission Force (CMF) is the operational arm that USCYBERCOM employs
to maneuver in cyberspace. Using experience at the time and best estimates of how cyberspace operations would evolve, in late 2012 the architects of the CMF concurred with
a proposal to fund approximately six thousand billets from across the services. These
billets created 133 teams, of five types: combat mission teams and combat support teams
to deliver offensive effects under Department of Defense (DOD) authorities; cyber
protection teams to defend the Department of Defense Information Network (DODIN)
and other select U.S. networks; and national mission teams and national support teams
to defeat significant cyberspace threats to the DODIN and the nation. USCYBERCOM
published the Cyber Forces Concept of Employment (CFCOE, pronounced “sif-coe”) to
constitute the plan to bring the CMF concept to reality. At the root of the CFCOE is the
cyclical concept of Build-Assess-Build, acknowledging the need to begin building and
operating, then assess, improve on the basis of those assessments, and build again.
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As USCYBERCOM undertook the challenge of assessing the initial build, it developed
criteria for certifying a CMF team as having reached initial operational capability (IOC)
and later full operational capability (FOC). Throughout DOD, IOC refers to a state
when a capability is available in its minimally useful form. IOC is a good reference point
for gauging any refinements necessary before proceeding to FOC, the state where the
capability is fully developed. IOC and FOC criteria for cyberspace forces largely focused
on quantitative measures, particularly counts of schoolhouse-trained individuals and
resources available to conduct missions. These basic criteria provided a useful method
for tracking service investment in personnel and training during the initial build.
Cyber IOC and FOC standards loosely followed the traditional DOD readiness framework, measuring capacity as a function of manning, training, and equipping. For
manning, the command declared a team IOC at 50 percent manning, including a
predetermined ratio of critical positions filled. These critical positions were a selection
of work roles (depending on the team type) that were essential for the team to perform
its range of assigned missions. IOC standards for training simply required that training requirements be identified and submitted to USCYBERCOM J7, the directorate that
manages the available training resources. As a team built toward IOC, moreover, equipping standards minimally measured the assigned personnel’s allocated space to perform
duties—that is, seats and access to relevant networks, including access to data required
to perform their missions. To achieve FOC, teams were measured against standards that
served as a proxy for traditional DOD readiness metrics. An FOC team had to reach 85
percent manning, with at least 80 percent of those personnel trained and qualified in
their specific work roles. A team also had to certify unit competency, on the basis of a
subjective assessment.
Until May 2018, when USCYBERCOM declared all 133 teams FOC, the DOD focus in
the cyberspace domain was building the Cyber Mission Force. This absolutely essential
five-year effort resulted in close to six thousand service members joining the ranks of
the CMF. During this build phase, USCYBERCOM gained operational experience and
expertise necessary to assess its CFCOE plan.
Assessing the Initial Build
Most of the methods available to assess readiness for cyber mission forces are the same
as those used to assess readiness for traditional forces. However, there is a crucial difference between the CMF and traditional forces—CMF teams are always assigned to
USCYBERCOM and do not return to service control for foundational training or a
force-generation cycle. As a result, a team still assigned to, and with responsibility for
conducting, a mission needs to train and account for losing and replacing personnel.
Moreover, a newly assigned team member requires individual qualification training
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to be qualified to serve in his or her position, leaving a deficit at the team level until
the new member is certified. As a result, USCYBERCOM needs to track the manning,
training, and equipping status of operating forces while also shaping their design, because forces must always be presented.
To return for a moment to our earlier example of the armor battalion: a geographic
combatant commander will not need as detailed an understanding of the manning levels of an armor battalion as the U.S. Army does, because the battalion was deemed ready
to deploy before the combatant command “accepted” it. A comparison with the components of the CMF in the absence of the standard redeployment and force-generation cycle,
however, quickly made clear that the readiness model for this emergent cyber capability
needed to differ from that of traditional forces. In addition, as discussed in chapter 8,
“Joint Operations in Cyberspace,” the CMF teams are built to be joint. Army and Navy
teams, for example, must be prepared to execute the same tasks regardless of network
owner. They operate on the same terrain and under operational chains of command
that cross service and geographic boundaries. This is significantly different from
the traditional model of service force generation and presentation to a combatant
command.
An Inflection Point in a New Domain
After nearly ten years of design, development, and operations, USCYBERCOM has
reached an inflection point, at which it can learn from operational experience and shape
its next decade of evolution. USCYBERCOM has built a roughly six-thousand-member
force. It has been elevated to a functional unified combatant command. It has successfully performed countless operations against adversaries. It has received strategic
guidance and authorities that shape its priorities and empower its forces. These changes
have created both the opportunity and necessity to reevaluate initial assumptions about
how best to employ the Cyber Mission Force strategically and to execute operations
tactically. Lessons learned from past successes also revealed a need to evolve the cyber
readiness model.
The key to defining “readiness” effectively is a firm understanding of how we fight. We
must ask ourselves, “For what are we to be ready?” Absent an informed answer, we risk
squandering resources, wasting time, and compromising preparedness—all undermining USCYBERCOM’s ability to perform its missions. During the 2019 fiscal year,
USCYBERCOM established the cross-functional CMF Review Team to study lessons
learned and conduct a comprehensive analysis of functions, missions, force structure,
readiness requirements, and training standards.
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Consensus on how to fight drives the organizational construct for employment—that
is, how best to organize. Organizing to fight requires aligning the correct skill sets to
individuals and then combining the individuals into small units capable of mission
execution. As USCYBERCOM capitalizes on experience, the initial organizational focus
has been on structuring the correct “unit of action” for tactical operations. For example,
USCYBERCOM learned that basic defensive cyberspace operations require a combined
insight derived from analyzing host systems and the networks that support system
communication. The technical details and complexity of effectively analyzing hosts and
networks, however, mean that very different skills are required. Thus, in building even
a basic unit of action for defending networks, the command blends together individuals
with at least those particular skills for mission success.
The proper combination of skilled individuals shapes the definition of tactical units of
action, which are modeled after similar constructs in other warfighting domains. Just
as the Army combines the skills of a gunner, loader, driver, and tank commander into a
tank crew, the cyber domain aggregates technical skills into cyber mission elements that
3
form the foundational organizational building blocks for operations.
Next, USCYBERCOM had to determine the appropriate “weapons platform” for the unit
of action to support how we plan to fight. How do we then equip the mission element?
Achieving effects in the cyber domain requires some ability to see and manipulate data
through code at the right place and time. Maneuver requires posturing a mission element at that correct place with the right data access to manipulate the system according to an objective. A cyber weapons platform, then, must equip the individuals within
a mission element with the appropriate situational-awareness capability so that each
member can support the team’s maneuver to achieve or deliver effects. Crews achieve
effects via weapons platforms in every other operational domain, and the cyberspace
domain is no different. An F-35 crew employs the airframe to maneuver to the correct
location to deliver a payload, just as a cyber mission element maneuvers through the
network with the correct infrastructure and tools to achieve an effect.
Having defined a new organizational construct with an appropriate weapons platform
that combines individual tasks according to how we fight, the command has had to
rethink the definition of the proper collective tasks for this new mission element. The
unit of action must function in unified fashion to support maneuver in the cyberspace
domain with clearly defined tasks that synergistically combine individual skills into
effective unit operations. To leverage the tank example, the crew members individually
provide no meaningful combat power—if they cannot combine their skills to maneuver
the tank, load ammunition, and fire the main gun, the vehicle is not useful. The crew
must work together to provide the unmatched capabilities of our armored force, and
the crew’s collective tasks to shoot, move, and communicate define how the individuals
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must operate together. So, too, must we combine the individual tasks in the cyber
domain for our mission elements. Determining how data and information derived from
one individual’s actions feed another member’s activities defines the cyber collective
tasks. One collective task, for instance, may require that an individual study a computer’s operating system and combine his or her findings with another’s analysis of host
memory and then further integrate yet another team member’s network traffic information in a way that dynamically correlates all this information on the cyber weapons
platform so as to confirm or deny the presence of an adversary. Defining these repeatable processes produces the team’s set of collective tasks. Further determining which
collective tasks are necessary to achieve the core responsibilities of how we fight results
in the mission element’s METs.
Training the Force
Armed with a standardized definition of the mission-essential tasks, a weapons platform, and a mission element for execution, USCYBERCOM can define an appropriate
model to train and objectively assess the effectiveness of the mission element.
USCYBERCOM has assessed readiness through tracking a sequence of individual
courses known colloquially as the “training pipeline.” The pipeline, however, provides
education, not training; it ensures that individuals understand the fundamentals of
their responsibilities, but it does not give them experience operating as a mission element on the systems they will use in cyberspace operations. Moving forward, the command needs to define the right mission element–level training requirements, those that
support an objective assessment of collective task proficiency. USCYBERCOM plans
to mirror crew-qualification models from other domains to ensure a clearly defined
minimum standard.
Of equal importance for assessment is the less tangible necessity of raising every mission element to an established measure of proficiency. Without an effective training
model, we run the risk of being overly dependent on a small cadre of effective mission
elements, while leaving others out of the fight. The command’s revised training model
ensures that every mission element is capable of fundamental tasks, ultimately increasing the available combat power to meet the ever-increasing demand for cyber forces.
The readiness model for cyberspace operations now mirrors that for every other
domain, with adjustments for particular circumstances and requirements. USCYBERCOM organizes and mans its force according to well-defined skill sets, trains the teams
according to mission-essential tasks, and equips teams with a weapons platform. Within
the model, the command can now objectively assess the unit of action according to
metrics. Does the mission element have the right number of personnel? Is the mission
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element, collectively, trained to operate the weapons platform according to assigned
mission-essential tasks? Does the mission element have a weapons platform? Is the
weapons platform fully operational and serviceable? Answering these questions directly
aligns the cyber readiness model with readiness as it is understood across the Department of Defense.
Global Integrator of Cyberspace Operations Forces
The president of the United States, through his Unified Command Plan (UCP), has
assigned the commander of U.S. Cyber Command responsibilities as the joint force
provider and joint force trainer for cyberspace operations forces (COF). Until December
2019 neither the UCP nor DOD policy ever defined “COF,” limiting the command’s
ability to execute its responsibility to establish training and readiness standards across
the cyber operations forces. Lacking that clear scope, the command focused first on
the CMF teams, a clear subset of COF, as detailed above. With the secretary of defense
policy memorandum signed in 2019, the department now has a clear definition of COF.
This new definition will be integrated into DOD policy and includes groups such as
the subordinate command elements, DOD cybersecurity service providers, and forces
purposely organized to execute offensive or defensive cyber operation response actions.
This action has set in motion several command efforts to assess the design and readiness of forces and command elements well beyond the teams of the CMF.
Moving forward, USCYBERCOM will also work to establish and standardize manning and training requirements for the two-and-three-star Joint Force Headquarters,
with operational control of most of the CMF; the joint mission operations centers, the
facilities that host the joint cyberspace operations infrastructure; and the cyberspace
operations–integrated planning elements, the joint teams embedded with other combatant command staff to bring cyberspace effects into those plans and orders. The implementation of these requirements will enable USCYBERCOM to conduct the “joint force
provider” function of identifying and recommending joint sourcing solutions for cyberspace operations forces. This role makes USCYBERCOM the global integrator for cyber
operations forces, responsible for responding to strategic challenges and opportunities
on the horizon around the globe. An additional dimension—one that the command is
just beginning to understand but will undoubtedly be critical in the future—is the opportunity to include National Guard and Reserve forces into the commander’s arsenal.
Policy Shifts to Support Foundational Readiness
The policy decisions that bookend this chapter—the approval of the combatant
command force-structure recommendation and the clear definition of COF—represent but two of the changes needed to build sustainable readiness in this domain.
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USCYBERCOM has made significant strides by assessing the initial build of the CMF
and developing the next phase of the build. The command continues to develop, operate, and gain experience daily. Coupled with a clearer understanding of the full scope of
the nation’s cyber operations forces, this puts USCYBERCOM well on its path to defining standardization and readiness requirements throughout the cyberspace domain.
This will enhance the effectiveness of cyberspace planning and operations, as well as the
ability of our cyberspace forces to support, enable, and complement effects delivered in
the air, land, sea, and space domains.

Notes
1. Mark A. Milley, “Army Readiness Guidance,
Calendar Year 2016–17,” official memorandum, Washington, DC, 2016, https://www
.army.mil/.
2. U.S. Senate, Statement of Admiral Michael S.
Rogers, Commander, United States Cyber Command, before the Senate Committee on Armed

Services, 115th Cong., Washington, DC, 2018,
https://www.armed-services.senate.gov/.
3. A “mission element” is the smallest piece of
a Cyber Mission Force team that can execute
mission and the readiness of which can be
measured.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Role of Technology and Innovation in
Implementing U.S. Cyber Strategy
P E T E R D O M B ROW S K I A N D N I N A KO L L A R S

New commercial technology will change society and, ultimately, the character of war. The
fact that many technological developments will come from the commercial sector means
that state competitors and nonstate actors will also have access to them, a fact that risks
eroding the conventional overmatch to which our nation has grown accustomed. Maintaining the Defense Department’s technological advantage will require changes to industry
1
culture, investment sources, and protection across the national security innovation base.
For great powers in the industrial age, military strength was the product of so-called
smokestack and metal-bending industries. Railways, tanks, artillery pieces, trucks, and
ships were manufactured in vast factory complexes. Factories produced small arms, uniforms, rations, and munitions to arm, feed, and clothe large armies. But the difference
between the materials required to prepare for and fight wars and those produced for
commercial sale was relatively small. The factories that could build automobiles could
also build trucks of various sorts and even, with conversion of machine tooling and
production lines, armored vehicles. Locomotives and ocean liners in military use were
not all that different from their respective equivalents that fed domestic consumption
or moved exported goods. When there were serious differences, as increasingly was the
case with warships, the government produced the military equipment itself in yards and
arsenals. When war broke out, mobilization meant essentially expanding and modifying public and private production lines to support the increasing size of forces deployed.
In the information age the relationship between military power and the civilian economy has changed. For many nations, including the United States, the industries that
were the backbones of wealth and power in the industrial era are no longer the drivers
of economic growth, much less military power. Key industries such as steelmaking and
shipbuilding have either migrated offshore or have been greatly transformed. For example, American private shipyards today specialize in high-technology naval warships,
while government yards either no longer exist or perform only specialized work, such
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as repairs. The shipbuilding industry would be hard-pressed to produce rapidly large
numbers of destroyers, much less aircraft carriers, at the onset of war. It would in fact be
impossible, given the relative absence of commercial shipyards to construct hundreds
of simply designed transports as was done during World War II. Defense requirements
today are far more specialized.
The United States, Japan, and most of Europe are increasingly reliant on the informa2
tion and communications technology (ICT) sectors of their economies. The drivers of
each national economy and much of the global economy are not smokestack industries
or commodity production. Likewise, contemporary military powers rely heavily on
their ICT sectors. This has become especially true over the past three decades as the
global economy has shifted and militaries have begun what some have called an “infor3
mation technology revolution in military affairs” (IT-RMA). One key component of the
4
IT-RMA is the emergence of cyberspace as a warfighting domain. Armies, navies, and
air forces increasingly rely on computers, networks, sensors, processing technologies,
and telecommunications grids to conduct operations in peacetime and wartime.
The misalignment between the commercial ICT sector and the needs of defense production threatens to diminish the military’s capacity for innovation in cyber planning and
execution. Whereas in the twentieth century the challenge was to generate the knowledge inputs for an easily aligned defense industrial base, the contemporary challenge
for militaries, and in particular in the cyber domain, is to seek new alignments along
new standards with an eye toward rapid adaptive change. The challenge is innovation
in an environment that changes at the rate of code—far “outside the wheelhouse” of the
acquisition community of the Department of Defense (DOD) or of subunits such as U.S.
5
Cyber Command, which is only now achieving independent procurement authority.
This chapter will begin to examine the implications of these challenges for the implementation of U.S. cyber strategies. It will focus on two dimensions: the roles of the
commercial technology sectors and the specific demand for cyber innovation. It will
conclude that in the long run the competitive balance between the United States and
its potential adversaries in the cyber domain will depend largely on the success of the
American ICT sectors—with robust, innovative private-sector firms operating at the
frontier of technological possibilities—or their failure. If the Department of Defense,
U.S. Cyber Command, and the U.S. government as a whole hope to remain ahead of
adversaries, they will have to find the means to encourage private-sector engagement
and innovation.
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Cyber Technology and Innovation in the Trump Administration
The 2017 National Security Strategy has made the significance of cyber for the United
States clear: “Cyberspace offers state and non-state actors the ability to wage campaigns
against American political, economic, and security interests without ever physically
6
crossing our borders.” As a result, the summary of the 2018 National Defense Strategy
makes cyber a priority: “We will also invest in cyber defense, resilience, and the contin7
ued integration of cyber capabilities into the full spectrum of military operations.”
The Trump administration also promised to safeguard “American prosperity by nurtur8
ing a secure, thriving digital economy and fostering strong domestic innovation.” If the
impact of cyberspace on warfare and conflict remains highly contested, its contribution to global, national, and local economic growth and prosperity is almost universally acknowledged. Scholars may quarrel over the extent of the contribution and the
mechanisms by which information technologies drive economies, but few question their
9
importance. Moreover, information technologies are viewed as an important factor
leading to innovation in all commercial sectors and processes, ranging from scientific
research and consumer behavior to management techniques. In short, for modern
economies the ICT sectors make cyberspace possible and are thought to constitute an
10
essential ingredient for economic success.
At the global level, as Joseph Nye explains, “the characteristics of cyberspace reduce
some of the power differentials among actors, and thus provide a good example of the
11
diffusion of power that typifies global politics in this century.” It is possible to remain
relatively underdeveloped economically but be powerful in some of the key elements of
cyberpower. Take for example the attack on Sony, during which North Korea demonstrated that even a pariah state with sharply limited digital connectivity and sophistication could carry out an attack on the United States. The reluctance by DOD to recognize
this implication was remarkably telling: initially “experts challenged the reliability of
technical evidence cited by the FBI, questioned North Korean technical competence,
and described alternative theories such as a ‘false flag’ operation impersonating North
12
Korea or even cooperation from disgruntled employees.”
This is not to say that traditional great powers and those countries with strong economies are necessarily incapable of retaining dominance in cyberspace. All is not lost.
While cyber capabilities are available, to one degree or another, to all actors, state
and nonstate alike, great powers can still enjoy advantages, provided they harness the
technological prowess and institutional arrangements (public and private) required to
exploit the emerging cyber sphere.
But the United States, like other great powers, needs to make the necessary institutional
adjustments sooner rather than later if it is to take full advantage of the opportunities
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of the information age. To this end, the Trump administration has pledged to “work
with the private sector to facilitate the evolution and security of 5G, examine technological and spectrum-based solutions, and lay the groundwork for innovation beyond
13
next-generation advancements.” Further, “it will . . . protect America’s security and
commercial interests by strengthening United States industry’s competitive position in
14
the global digital economy.” The controversial U.S. efforts to rein in Huawei could be
understood as a high-risk opening salvo in an effort to protect American security and
15
commercial interests.
For the United States to have an effective cyber strategy in a world where cyber plays an
increasing role in military operations and is a major component of a nation’s economy,
three things are necessary. First, the United States must recognize that the private sector, not the public sector, is the ultimate driver of cyber capabilities. Second, its government must acknowledge that the private sector is the source of the most innovative
technologies—including both hardware and software—required to remain on top of
the global-power ranks. Finally, it is incumbent on the U.S. government to develop the
private/public arrangements that will allow it to take advantage of the private sector’s
dominance—in investments, innovations, and human capital. The following pages
will first outline the private sector’s dominance in cyberspace, examine the nature of
innovation in cyberspace, and then consider how the nation might take advantage of
American and global private sectors to further its strategic ends.
Private-Sector Dominance in the Information Age
Understanding and interpreting the breadth of the information age economy is difficult,
especially in the context of how it affects national security and military capabilities.
Even in 2020 definitions remain highly contested. Myriam Dunn Cavelty argues that
“eight of the most important technologies of the current internet-enabled scientifictechnical revolution are as follows: advanced computing, networking, and semiconductors; cellular/wireless technology; digital transmission/compression; fiber optics;
16
improved human/computer interaction; and satellite technology.” Other scholars
identify an even broader list of technologies:
Cyber physical systems combine communications, IT, data and physical elements integrating a
number of core technologies:
• Sensor networks (receptors)
• Internet communication infrastructure (IP)
• Intelligent real-time processing and event management (CPUs)
• Actors for mechanical activities
• Embedded Software for logic
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• Big Data and Data Provisioning
• Automated operations and management of system activities
• Advanced Robotics
• 3D/4D Printing17

Klaus Schwab characterizes the fourth industrial revolution as a “fusion of technologies
18
that is blurring the lines between the physical, digital, and biological spheres.” Related
framing from other disciplines includes the knowledge economy, which emphasizes “a
greater reliance on intellectual capabilities than on physical inputs or natural resources,”
and the digital economy of digital-enabling infrastructure, e-commerce transactions,
19
and digital media.
Although the terminologies are contested, all these formulations share a fundamental assumption that the world’s economic and technological futures will be driven by
the private sector—the inevitable embedding of ICT technologies into economic life,
including growth, consumer demand, and product innovation. Although governments
may support private-sector actors using industrial policy, regulatory regimes, science
and technology and research and development investment, and highly specialized
demand signals (for specific noncommercial products), the emerging economy will be
driven by private decisions.
Information Age Investment
Measuring how much the United States as a whole or even its government invests in
“cyber” is exceedingly difficult; determining how the United States invests compared
with its geopolitical competitors is even harder. First, there are many definitional issues: What exactly constitutes “cyber” investment? Second, data collection by the U.S.
government has not kept pace with the changing economy. The same holds true, only
more so, regarding both global aggregates and transnational descriptive statistics. One
rough stand-in is government spending on cybersecurity: “The FY [fiscal year] 2019
President’s Budget includes $15 billion of budget authority for cybersecurity-related ac20
tivities, a $583.4 million (4.1 percent) increase above the FY 2018 [President’s Budget].”
This total underestimates spending in sensitive accounts and obscures the large growth
of Department of Defense expenditures versus those of civilian agencies. Further, of
course, cybersecurity is only one dimension of funded cyber activity that, broadly
defined, might also include the information grid and the various ICT structures linking
and defensive systems intended to support kinetic operations. The Trump administration plans (at this writing) to increase cybersecurity spending further in FY 2020,
21
although figures reported in new accounts are incommensurable.
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TABLE 1

Table 1

One thing is clear, however. Despite the prominence accorded the ICT sectors, they
remain a relatively modest portion of the American economy. The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis suggests the digital economy represents only 6.9 percent of the entire
economy, only seventh out of the twenty-one sectors and well behind government and
22
finance (see table 1).
Firms and Organizations
In the mid-1990s, proponents of the IT-RMA speculated that the United States would
rely less and less on traditional defense industries. The proverbial metal-bending
industries would be replaced by ICT firms (Microsoft and Cisco, for example) and
Silicon Valley start-ups that would break into the defense marketplace. Such predictions
proved to be premature. Detailed scholarship has since revealed that traditional defense
23
industries were, and are, far more resilient than that: “Well-established, long-trusted
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vendors with core competencies in dealing with the needs of the military will remain in
the forefront of [the IT] sector, while potential new competitors from the IT world will
24
generally remain subcontractors.” Defense industrial firms, especially prime contractors such as Lockheed Martin, Boeing, and BAE Systems, proved remarkably robust at
the onset of the IT-RMA, twenty years ago. They possessed structural, political, and cultural advantages over potential new entries into the defense sector. It was their business
to understand the requirements of the military and the baroque acquisition processes
and laws that govern defense procurement. They had long cultivated access to international markets and now relentlessly exploited them, with the assistance of American
officials. Industry experts watched security-related developments closely to understand
the changing nature of warfare and thus the ways in which the U.S. military would seek
to arm itself over the medium-to-long term.
However, we may finally be seeing the emergence of new actors in the defense sector,
especially with regard to cyber capabilities. Moreover, firms that have specialized in
building platforms (for example, ships, aircraft, and military vehicles) are now transitioning toward IT-centric lines. From the early days of USCYBERCOM traditional defense contractors such as Grumman and Lockheed Martin were reportedly vying with
information technology companies such as CACI International, Symantec, and McAfee
25
for contracts with the new command. More recently, between FY 2011 and FY 2016,
the six firms with more than a billion dollars in federal contracts for various aspects of
cybersecurity and operations were Leidos, Northrop Grumman, Booz Allen Hamilton,
IBM, Hewlett Packard, and General Dynamics. The next-tier firms—Dell, SAIC/Leidos,
CSRA, CACI, Lockheed Martin, Harris, and Raytheon—earned hundreds of millions of
26
dollars. While most of these are long-term government contractors, many (including
Raytheon, Northrop Grumman, and Lockheed Martin) have either acquired firms specializing in cyber or built divisions focused on cyber and other ICT arenas over the last
decade. Raytheon, for example, made a big bet on cyber in the mid-2010s—it acquired
27
fourteen cyber-related firms, including Forcepoint.
Global Markets
Martin Libicki has argued that the American IT sector has supported American
military, political, and economy primacy in telecommunications and information
processing for generations. American firms pioneered many of the key technologies and
processes that enable global modern information networks. Such firms as IBM, Apple,
Cisco, Google, Facebook, and Amazon are collectively the gold standard internationally. For the most part they lead global markets with technologies and systems. Their
customers and clients number in the billions and are found everywhere on the globe.
American intelligence agencies have exploited the centrality of American firms in global
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communications and commerce to an extent long known but seldom acknowledged.28
The National Security Agency and other U.S. intelligence entities have routinely cooperated with American and other telecommunication firms to eavesdrop on all manner of
communications.
In the last decade, Chinese and, to a lesser extent, European firms have risen to challenge American firms. Huawei has emerged as a direct challenge to American IT dominance globally. With a unique business model built on China’s vast domestic market,
state support for growth and investment through preferential financing, and a deliberate, considered choice to pursue indigenous intrafirm technology and product development, it has earned a large share of the world marketplace.
Meanwhile, the relative importance of the United States and other OECD (Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries to global trade in ICT goods
and services has diminished over the last decade. China exports increased by 49 percent
from 2008 to 2015, while those of the OECD decreased by 15 percent (see table 2). On
the other hand, while China remains one of the top ten exporters of ICT services, it
continues to lag its OECD competitors (table 3).
The global ICT service trade is growing, with OECD leading the way but China, at least
in terms of goods, including telecommunications systems, growing even faster. The
ability of the United States to remain dominant over or even keep pace with economic
competitors (and potential military adversaries) like China may be eroding. If it is true
that the capabilities of the United States to implement a successful cyber strategy in the
short and long terms rely on American firms, technologies, and exports, these are wor29
risome trends.
Buying Cyber Innovation
Given the diminishing OECD lead in global ICT and the misalignment of industry
with direct application to defense acquisitions, it is unclear whether and how an effective cyber strategy might be achieved. In the long run the dominance of the U.S.-based
commercial ICT sectors is not guaranteed, and the ability of the government to develop
usable systems and cyber instruments remains in question. In the interim, moreinnovative thinking is required.
Ultimately what is needed is change. If that cannot be provided by the systems that have
previously assured U.S. military dominance, then we must look elsewhere—if only in
the medium term—for solutions. The rhetorical term of art for thinking about systems
30
change in business, military acquisition, and academic discourse is “innovation.”
Innovation, generically, is the implementation of new processes and products to
achieve new gains. Within DOD, however, the use of the word itself speaks to core
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ferred to as “military innovation,” that posits theories regarding how and through what
variables change can occur for militaries, as distinct from markets, firms, and the global
economy. There are two general orientations within its literature. One is outward facing
and based on military effects—some variable introduced
by one force produces victories
1
31
over another. The other is based on an internal dynamic—some new variable creates
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change in the doctrine, organization, training, matériel, leadership, personnel, facilities,
policy, or the entirety of an agency or department.32 Both internal- and external-facing
approaches are necessary to understanding the process of change for militaries—one
explains the factors that spur militaries to want to change, the other the processes that
must take place if change is to become institutionalized.
What is still lacking, however, for our purposes, is alternative models or theories that
connect private-sector solutions to military problems. To that end, in the fall of 2018
came out the 2018 National Defense Strategy, which laid down eleven defense objectives,
including “establishing an unmatched twenty-first century National Security Innovation Base [NSIB] that effectively supports Department operations and sustains security
33
and solvency.” Although the National Defense Strategy does not define the NSIB, it appears (the list is elusive) to point to the components of the U.S. private, commercial sector responsible for technological advancements—presumably including Silicon Valley’s
tech-centric start-up community. As a rubric, the NSIB has had only one real advocate,
the Reagan National Defense Forum, and has otherwise received almost no follow-on
34
attention. This neglect is presumably due in part to the buzz-phrase saturation of
Washington, DC; it is also a result of the murky nature of the relationships between the
dot-mil (military), dot-gov (government), and dot-com (business) environments. We believe that for the NSIB concept to be effective as part of the national security endeavor, it
must be made to recouple the industrial production elements that fell out of alignment
at the end of the last century or to fashion de novo an alternative system.
Ultimately, the national security innovation base has very few qualities in common
with the defense industrial base. From a systemic perspective, the chief advantage of
its difference is that the defense industrial base is innately bound up in the Federal
Acquisition Regulation system. The NSIB need not be the same. Therefore, from the
NSIB could likely emerge the kind of meaningful cultural changes needed to create the
innovative agility necessary to deal with state and nonstate cyber threats, resolve critical
infrastructure vulnerabilities (commonly and generically referred to as “cyber threats”)
associated with digital connectivity, and manage the DOD Information Network’s own
cyber vulnerabilities. We offer below some potential models of how that relationship
might be developed.
Toward Innovation for Cybersecurity: Two Pathways
Innovation in military acquisition is an oxymoron in most circles, but it is the aspect
of cyber implementation that matters most. What is needed is alternative vehicles for
acquiring and developing our cyber assets and platforms in a way that capitalizes on the
naturally agile, fail-fast model of Silicon Valley. There exist, contrary to criticism, several methods of agile development and acquisition around which a reasonable acquisitions
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strategy might be built. We categorize these as internal and external to DOD. We offer
these examples not necessarily as fully successful but rather as paths along which to
investigate further models that might produce a successful strategy for maintaining and
leveraging our NSIB.
Internal-to-DOD Innovation: Making Use of Expertise
An alternative model leverages the expertise of the people already in DOD jobs. That
is, the everyday insights of existing talent can be leveraged to make organizational as
35
well as technological advances. The Air Force’s Kessel Run is just one version of this.
Kessel Run brings people inside the government who know their systems well together
with coders from both inside and outside DOD to resolve bottlenecks in development
and implementation. The brilliance of Kessel Run is that it manages to connect operators within the services to external support to solve existing problems without an
extensive contracting process. This saves the department money but more importantly
time. Kessel Run, when a nascent and unproven program, nearly died several times, but
now it has the unwavering support of the Air Force and will likely continue to produce
software at a much-appreciated pace. Kessel Run is an example of a highly adaptive
mechanism for writing and rewriting code, something desperately needed for updating DOD systems. Ultimately, the advantage of utilizing internal DOD perspectives is
that they can lead to simple shifts that make immediate impacts. The disadvantage of
programs like Kessel Run is that they lack the “innovative” long-sighted future-software
vision. Such programs are innovations in themselves but are unlikely to come up with
paradigm-shifting software that will meet the demands of emerging technology and
increasingly forward-leaning, technologically adept adversaries. Kessel Run produces
solutions for problems we already know we have; thus it is only part of the solution for a
robust NSIB.
For internal models to be successful in making more than incremental shifts to efficiency, Kessel Run and the like will need more exposure to the private sector’s thinking.
The good news is that many of the most talented minds in cybersecurity are former employees of the National Security Agency and U.S. Cyber Command. Those former DOD
employees have the benefit of understanding government systems but also a broader
exposure to the less-constrained thinking of the private sector. Reaching out to those
former employees may make sense in designing cybersecurity for future systems.
The United Kingdom already has such a model, in the National Cyber Security Centre’s
Industry 100 program. Industry 100 selects leading private-sector firms and invites
them to help resolve government cyber issues over several months with no implied
payment or contracts thereafter. Leading private-sector firms have responded with
enthusiasm thus far, agreeing to allow their experts to remain on salary while working
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toward a stronger, more secure internet for the United Kingdom.36 Industry 100 does not
require the aid of former defense employees, but if this model is to work in the United
States, given sensitivities and classification issues here, it may need to solicit such aid, at
least at first.
External-to-DOD Innovation:
Moving the Risk/Liability Calculus from Things to People
One technique that the Defense Department’s intelligence agencies have attempted to
utilize is making early bets on emerging technological trends in Silicon Valley. DOD
has its “own” venture-capital entity (In-Q-Tel) that can invest early in products or
37
small start-ups with potentially useful hardware or software. The key advantage to the
venture-capital model is that early buy-in permits DOD to shape the trajectory of the
technology’s implementation and increase the odds that a reasonable application can be
built for defense should the investment yield a product. In-Q-Tel is a privately held, notfor-profit venture-capital firm that provides cutting-edge, mature technologies to the
Central Intelligence Agency and Defense Department intelligence agencies.
There is an important distinction to be made with respect to venture-capital funding.
The Defense Department’s technology development and acquisition process already sees
itself benchmarking funding against the “promise” of a technology—in accordance with
its own requirements process. But venture-capital models broaden the scope to invest in
more than potential technologies. They also invest in the people operating the start-ups.
While investing in technological promise is likely more comfortable in the defense
arena, its compliance with current acquisitions laws being well established, the second
model is already common in the private sector. Elon Musk, Bill Gates, and Steve Jobs
are household names, and in the private sector trust is often driven by the reputation
of the person rather than putative merits of the product. Investing in people shifts the
risk to the creativity of the person. To be clear, In-Q-Tel positions itself less as a venturecapitalist firm investing in people than as a claim verifier and matchmaker between
38
promising start-ups and the needs of U.S. intelligence agencies. Thus, as seemingly
radical initiatives go, it is somewhat conservative. However, follow-on attempts to emulate venture-capital models for defense could be more accepting of risk.
In fact, historically speaking, the U.S. Department of Defense has a long history of
making bets on people rather than their products. In the post–World War II years
and the Cold War, the strategy for developing innovative weapons emerged through
people-centered talent management, not things-based purchasing. The United States
resolutely funded the research of the leading scientists without specific promise of
product. People like Richard Feynman, Norbert Wiener, and Claude Shannon were men
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with reputations for bizarre, near-lunatic behavior and radicalism.39 They were also the
leading minds in the creation of the technologies of the current era—microcomputing,
communications, and quantum theory.
Programs like In-Q-Tel allow the government to access such minds, at a distance. Moreover, the challenge the United States now faces in choosing whom to fund is perhaps
easier than it was in the era of the Feynmans and Shannons. According to American
artificial intelligence expert Kai-Fu Lee, who operates in China, the inherent strength of
that nation’s advantage in developing artificial intelligence is not that it pushes science
40
forward but that it pushes solutions out through as many outlets as possible. The question is less what emerging science to invest in but who has the best reputation for applying and implementing that science. Thus, the challenge, at least for current hardware
41
and software innovation, lies in implementation. Insofar as this is the case, investing
in people with proven track records of effective implementation of existing innovations is
less risky than trying to peer into the minds of wild-eyed geniuses with crazy ideas. This
is precisely how most of the world came to know Gates and Jobs (Musk is perhaps a different case); they were thought to be leaders on all the ways in which new software could be
implemented across hundreds of products. Investing in persons permits the government
to invest at scale rather than piecemeal in a few painfully chosen and shepherded projects.
Conclusions
Efforts to understand the changing relationship between economies and military power
42
in the information age remain in the early stages. Unfortunately, many scholars “ig43
nore the economic roots of power.” Perhaps even worse, when it comes to cyberspace
or what we call the digital economy some national security analysts do the opposite:
they assume the overwhelming importance of the digital economy to the health of the
U.S. national economy and, by extrapolation, the global economy. ICT industries are
viewed as drivers, and nurturing, protecting, and building them up as essential aspects
of geoeconomic competition with our global rivals. This view ignores what some economists identified early on, that “despite the exponential growth in computing power,
economic growth remains comparatively sluggish.” 44
To be sure, from the perspective of innovation and new models of production neither
the internal nor the external model of potential private-sector partnering is a particularly robust solution to what is a systemic misalignment in a global marketplace
wherein our great-power adversaries are better positioned than we and have much larger
labor bases. Both solutions merely tinker around the edges and attempt to maintain
the illusion that DOD dominance in technology can continue to funnel the benefits of
private-sector production directly into defense capabilities. Defense, however, cannot
ignore that those same capabilities (albeit perhaps slightly less powerful or rugged) are
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being made available in the marketplace to anyone with an Amazon Prime account. The
point is that states used to be able to harness systemic production alignments to produce
leap-ahead technologies or to exert some semblance of control. At the current rate of
development in technology, however, states can at best hope for a “Red Queen’s race.” 45
That is, even the most agile of states can expect only to keep up with the software and
hardware change that pulses daily throughout the global system. More research and
theory are needed for thinking beyond the implementation rush of the next decade
toward the inevitable next round of big breakthroughs.
In this chapter we have begun exploring the relationship between two major dimensions of cyberspace as it relates to U.S. national security strategy: the macroeconomy
and innovation. We believe that much work needs to be done, and we hope to join with
other scholars and analysts sorting through the myriad of issues raised above. Among
the important and outstanding questions that remain are these: Is the U.S. information
technology sector up to the challenge of supporting an information age military? And
can the American military, or even the government as a whole, draw on the private sector in ways that match in effectiveness those of our great-power competitors?
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